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ABSTRACT
The enterprises that deliver capability are trying to evolve into through-life businesses
by shifting away from the traditional pattern of designing and manufacturing successive
generations of products, towards a new paradigm centred on support, sustainability and
the incremental enhancements of existing capabilities from technology insertions and
changes to process. The provision of seamless through-life customer solutions depends
heavily on management of information and knowledge between, and within the different
parts of the supply chain enterprise.
This research characterised and described Capability Engineering (CE) as applied in the
defence enterprise and identified to BAE Systems important considerations for
managing knowledge within that context.
The terms Capability Engineering and Through Life Capability Management (TLCM),
used synonymously in this thesis, denote a complex evolving domain that requires new
approaches to better understand the different viewpoints, models and practices.
The findings and novelty of this research is demonstrated through the following
achievements:


Defined the problem space that Requirements Engineers can use in through-life
management projects.



Made a contribution to the development of models for Systems Architects to
enable them to incorporate ‘soft’ systems within their consideration.



Independently developed a TLCM activity model against which BAE Systems
validated the BAE Systems TLCM activity model, which is now used by UK
Ministry of Defence (MoD).



Developed, and published within INCOSE1, the INCOSE Capability
Engineering ontology.

1

INCOSE (International Council on Systems Engineering) is a Non-profit membership organisation

dedicated to the advancement of Systems Engineering.

II



Through the novel analysis of a directly applicable case study, highlighted to
Functional Delivery Managers the significance of avoiding the decoupling of
information and knowledge in the context of TLCM.



Through experimentation and knowledge gained within this research, identified
inadequacies in the TechniCall (rapid access to experts) service which led to the
generation of requirements for an improved service which is now being
implemented by BAE Systems.

The results showed that managing knowledge is distinct when compared to information
management. Over-reliance on information management in the absence of tacit
knowledge can lead to a loss in the value of the information, which can result in
unintended consequences. Capability is realised through a combination of component
systems and Capability Engineering is equivalent to a holistic perspective of Systems
Engineering. A sector-independent Capability Engineering ontology is developed to
enable semantic interoperability between different domains i.e. defence, rail and
information technology. This helped to better understand the dependencies of
contributing component systems within defence, and supported collaboration across
different domains. Although the evaluation of the ontology through expert review has
been accomplished; the ontology, KM analysis framework and soft systems
transitioning approach developed still need to undergo independent verification and
validation. This requires application to other case studies to check and exploit their
suitability.
This Engineering Doctorate research has been disseminated through a number of peer
reviewed publications.

KEY WORDS
Capability Engineering, Knowledge Management, Systems of Systems, Soft Systems,
Ontology.
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PREFACE
This thesis presents the research undertaken between 2008 and 2012 as part of the
Engineering Doctorate (EngD) programme delivered at the Systems Engineering
Doctorate Centre, Loughborough University. This research is funded by the
Engineering Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and sponsored by BAE
Systems which is a global defence, security and aerospace company.
The EngD is a four-year programme that combines PhD-level research projects with
taught postgraduate courses and geared to train the research managers of the future. It is
examined on the basis of a discourse (i.e. the thesis) containing at least three (but not
more than five) publications or technical reports.
This thesis is supported by one journal paper, three conference papers and a technical
report, each of which is numbered Paper 1 – Paper 5 and located in Annexes 1 – 5. The
discourse provides an overview of the research conducted and the papers are an integral
part of, and should be read in conjunction with, the thesis as indicated.
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Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter sets out the context and discusses the rationale behind this research through
the provision of research background, key terminology, problem overview, aim,
objectives, scope and key contributions to knowledge.

1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND
In the emerging defence acquisition environment, which has been characterised by
widely used terms such as Through Life Capability Management (TLCM); Capability
Sponsor; Capability-Based Acquisition; and Capability Engineering (CE), commercial
success will be significantly determined by the ability of companies to investigate and
identify improvements for managing knowledge within the various enterprises in which
they participate. Knowledge of the systems, for which a company has Through Life
Management (TLM) responsibility, may be distributed around an enterprise that
comprises several commercial organisations, agencies, and the customer. The
importance of Though Life Management of knowledge was emphasised in the defence
industrial strategy white paper in 2005 (DIS 2005). This led to an Engineering
Doctorate (EngD) proposal submitted to BAE Systems as part of the NECTISE2
research programme that initiated this EngD project.
This research project has evolved over the last four years; lately considering the concept
discussed by the INCOSE3 UK Capability Working Group known as “Capability
Engineering” as the main context (Henshaw et al. 2010).

1.2 KEY TERMINOLOGY
The author realises the significance of semantic interoperability (i.e. a common
language) within this thesis and therefore provides a favourite set of definitions of the
important recurring terms applicable to his work. These are discussed further within the
literature review chapter.
2

NECTISE (Network Enabled Capability Through Innovative Systems Engineering) was an £4M

research programme delivered by a consortium of ten UK universities, led by Loughborough University.
3

INCOSE (International Council on Systems Engineering) is a Non-profit membership organisation

dedicated to the advancement of Systems Engineering.
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Data, Information and Knowledge. Data is “known facts or things used as a
basis of inference” and hence data depends on context; information is
“systematically organised data”; and knowledge is considered as “actionable
information” (Jashapara 2004, pp. 14-17).



Knowledge Management (KM). KM is defined as “the effective learning
processes associated with exploration, exploitation and sharing of human
knowledge (tacit and explicit) that use appropriate technology and cultural
environment to enhance an organisation's intellectual capital and performance”
(Jashapara 2004, p. 12). This definition is in the context of organisational KM.



Ontology. Generally, ontology is defined as an explicit specification of a
conceptualisation where concepts and their relations are extracted from the real
world (Studer et al. 1998; Duan et al. 2009).



Capability is the “continuing ability to generate a desired operational outcome
and effect” (AOF 2010).



Capability Engineering. CE is the “overarching approach that links value,
purpose, and solution of a systems problem. As such, CE comprises mindset
(holistic thinking, assumptions), trade-offs, design, processes, values and policy,
and outcomes. The processes for CE are similar to traditional Systems
Engineering (SE), but the mindset and system boundary are different” (Henshaw
et al. 2010; SEBoK 2012).



Through Life. This refers to the defined life-cycle and timeline elements of a
capability, product or system from cradle to grave i.e. from the concept phase all
the way to the disposal phase (Author’s own definition).



System. A system is a “construct or collection of different elements that together
produce results not obtainable by the elements alone. The elements, or parts, can
include people, hardware, software, facilities, policies, and documents; that is,
all things required to produce systems-level results. The results include system
level

qualities,

properties,

characteristics,

performance” (INCOSE 2012; SEBoK 2012).

2

functions,

behaviour

and
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Systems of Systems: A SoS is an “integration of a finite number of constituent
systems which are independent and operatable, and which are networked
together for a period of time to achieve a certain higher goal” (Jamshidi 2009;
SEBoK 2012).

The term Capability Engineering has evolved from the term Through Life Capability
Management (TLCM). Consequently these are used synonymously in this thesis and
discussed further in the Literature Review chapter.

1.3 PROBLEM OVERVIEW
The Capability Engineering paradigm has gained attention in several domains and
signalled increased efforts to manage large and complex systems more effectively from
the acquisition and operational perspectives. For example, defence acquisition has been
trying to evolve into a through-life business by shifting away from the traditional
pattern of designing and manufacturing successive generations of products, towards a
new paradigm centred on support, sustainability and the incremental enhancements of
existing capabilities from technology insertions (DIS 2005). Similarly the rail industry
has been researching initiatives to develop Whole Systems Programme Management
into practical approaches that reduce all aspects of cost associated with delivery of
major project within rail in the UK e.g. Crossrail and Thameslink (Elphick 2011). It is
important that all functions and organisations in the supply chain enterprise share a
common understanding and language centred on Capability Engineering. The need for
greater cross-domain knowledge sharing has never been greater as a result of increases
in the number of interacting Systems of Systems.
CE has been a complex evolving domain that requires new approaches to better
understand the different viewpoints, models and practices within various enterprises to
support future conceptual model developments. This is necessary to support the
management of the skills within a company to enable better strategic succession
planning, training and recruitment. The aspects of capability as related to managing
knowledge has been described within a recently published defence white paper as
“timely access to the essential skills and knowledge needed to design, develop,
integrate, evaluate, support and maintain key systems and sub-systems, together

3
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with the conduct of test, evaluation, support and upgrade processes for those
systems” (Luff & Brokenshire 2012, p.28).
The term ‘capability’ as used in this context requires knowledge to be managed across
the multi-organisational enterprise. Clarity and accepted definitions can support
stakeholder

perception

and

enable

better

semantic

interoperability

between

heterogeneous domains. The problem space and context of this research is summarised
in Figure 1.1. This is for a tier 1 vendor i.e. a large organisation usually a prime
contractor that produces an entire project for a client.
Stakeholder perception
Developing an understanding
of the problem situation

Multi-organisational
enterprise nature of the
problem

Clarity and accepted
definitions

 Capabilities require knowledge to be
managed across a continuously changing
multi-organisational enterprise

Through-life
elements

 Information and knowledge must be
managed through life within the enterprise
 Management of knowledge must be

Managing knowledge
and skills resource

incorporated into business processes
Transformation
Case studies and
applications

Benefits

Structure and
modelling

Figure 1.1 Problem space and context for Tier 1 organisations

The generic stakeholders of this research comprise the industrial sponsor, Ministry of
Defence (MoD), manufacturers, support contractors, service providers and the
academics concerned with socio-technical systems. A detailed stakeholder analysis is
conducted within each phase of the research.

1.4 INDUSTRIAL SPONSOR
This Engineering Doctorate research was sponsored by BAE Systems which is a global
defence and security company with approximately 100,000 employees worldwide (BAE
Systems 2012). This research initially contributed to the objectives of the NECTISE
research programme and also aimed to link to BAE Systems Integrated Support
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Business Model (ISBM). The ISBM is a framework that relates the engineering and
commercial activities of a project to each other. The focus and requirements of the
research has evolved over the past four years leading to contributions to various
research strands including


Requirements Capture for Through Life Enterprise Knowledge Management,
NECTISE Programme, Military Air and Information (MAI), BAE System;



TLCM Modelling, Systems Engineering Innovation Centre, BAE Systems;



Information Flow Analysis and Social Network Methods, Transformational
Technology Programme (TTP), Advanced Technology Centre, BAE Systems;



Ontology Work Stream, Capability Working Group; INCOSE UK.

This research was completed through collaboration with multiple BAE Systems’
business units and departments. External collaborations included organisations such as
Loughborough University, INCOSE UK and Department for Transport (DfT).

1.5 RESEARCH CONTEXT
The aerospace and defence enterprises can be considered as large complex and adaptive
systems that require Knowledge Management (KM) models and architectures to capture
and analyse behaviour, structure and knowledge. Such enterprises need to know what
their knowledge assets are in addition to managing and making use of these assets to
maximise return. They conduct business as a service-product mix, in which they
simultaneously manage the product and service lifecycles of many projects. Employees
need to have sufficient knowledge or competency (both tacit and formal) to carry out
the tasks allocated to them. An objective identified within the strategic framework of
BAE Systems (GSF 2009) revealed complementary issues i.e. the importance of sharing
of expertise, technology and best practice between the company and its global business.
These enterprises also develop what they refer to as ‘capability’ without an
institutionalised definition of this concept. Collaboration can be supported within and
between domains and enterprises through provision of a common terminology that can
enable improvements to capability engineering modelling. This research addressed such
issues though deriving a set of objectives and projects which are discussed next.
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1.6 AIM, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The primary aim of this EngD research was:
to characterise and describe Capability Engineering as applied in the defence
enterprise and to identify important considerations for BAE Systems for managing
knowledge within that context.
The following objectives for the research address this primary aim:


Objective 1: To review and present related research and applicable
literature, including KM, CE and SoS.
As emerging areas, it is essential that the range of views of CE and SoS are
understood and that their essential features as related to the defence enterprise
are properly defined prior to investigating the KM requirements to support them.
KM is a widely researched area and it is necessary to distil from the vast
literature those elements that are most applicable to CE and SoS within defence.



Objective 2: To capture, analyse, document and agree KM requirements
within the sponsoring organisation.
This objective concerns the identification of perceived KM gaps and the
identification of the structures through which the research outputs can be most
effectively exploited by the industry sponsor.



Objective 3: To analyse and compare the perceptions of capability and CE
of stakeholders from different domains.
At the time of starting this research there were diverse views of the meaning of
capability and the activities of CE both within specific domains and across
domains. To understand the implications for KM, it was necessary to clearly
identify the various perceptions and those aspects that were common across the
different perspectives in order to develop both the general and the particular
strategies for KM in CE.
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Objective 4: To validate the BAE Systems TLCM activity model.
The Systems Engineering community in BAE Systems developed a TLCM
activity model that later became the de facto model adopted by the UK MoD.
The purpose of this objective was to provide an independent analysis of TLCM
activities to serve as a means of validation for the developing model within the
Company.



Objective 5: To specify and validate an ontology for Capability
Engineering.
Ontology provides an essential basis for the definition of complex concepts.
Recognising the variety of views, and concomitant misunderstandings,
concerning CE, the purpose of the objective was to provide clarity for
presentation and discussion of the CE concept. The objective was supported by
the sponsoring company, although it was effectively set by INCOSE UK as a
part of its work to provide a definitive explanation of CE within the Systems
Engineering community.



Objective 6: To investigate and clarify the risks associated with decoupling
information from knowledge within the context of TLCM.
The importance of information management for maintaining individual
platforms over long periods of time is well-understood within the sponsoring
company. However, this research concerns Knowledge Management and the
purpose of this objective is to understand the relationship between Information
Management and Knowledge Management in the context of the emerging
TLCM paradigm.



Objective 7: To experimentally test an explicit BAE Systems approach for
managing knowledge and skills resources.
The purpose of this objective was to formally evaluate existing knowledge
management resources used by the Company to determine their suitability for
the TLCM environment and to identify improvements if required.
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Objective 8: To establish a route to exploitation and dissemination.
An EngD research activity is formulated on the basis of the outputs being
directly relevant and exploitable by industry. This objective concerned planning
exploitation of anticipated research outcomes in order to shape them for efficient
deployment within the Company.

The above objectives were tackled through a set of five projects (P1 - P5) to achieve the
overall aim. The objectives that each project tackled are listed in square brackets in the
following project descriptions. The interdependencies across these projects are shown
schematically in Figure 1.2. Extracts from Figure 1.2 are also used as icons in later
stages to illustrate how the argument of the thesis is progressively built through the five
projects.
P1 – Define problem space [objectives 1, 2 and 8]. This project contextualised and
developed an understanding of the problem space through the use of soft systems
approaches. This involved categorisation of KM issues; ranking and structured
modelling of KM objectives; and development of rich pictures. This project resulted in
four key realisations (Figure 1.2) that motivated new research strands as described in the
next four projects (P2-P5).
The assumptions for this project are as follows:


This research assumes that the concept of Capability Engineering is related to
concepts such as Through Life Capability Management, Capability Sponsor and
Capability-Based Acquisition.



This research assumes that ‘capabilities’ require knowledge to be managed
across a continually changing, multi-organisational enterprise.

P2 – Develop TLCM activity model [objectives 3, 4 and 8]. This project provided
validation of the BAE Systems’ TLCM activity model by independent development of
an activity model. The key realisation from project one (P1), which motivated this
research, was the recognition of the link from CE to a service based paradigm. There
was also a requirement from stakeholders to derive a set of activities for TLCM, from
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which appropriate processes could be developed. Techniques from Soft Systems
Methodology (Checkland 1981; Checkland & Scholes 1990) were used to derive the
stakeholder perceptions and TLCM activity ontology.
The following is an assumption for this project:


This research captured the activities that support a TLCM transformation
process. Wider aspects of Change Management are outside the scope of this
research.

P3 – Develop a sector-independent ontology for Capability Engineering [objectives
3, 5 and 8]. A key realisation from projects P1 and P2 that motivated project P3 was the
use of similar CE concepts from different domains or sectors e.g. defence, transport and
ICT. This project therefore developed and published within INCOSE, the INCOSE
Capability Engineering ontology.
The assumptions for this project are as follows:


This research assumes that a sector-independent ontology can be an enabler in
semantic interoperability to support collaboration across different domains e.g.
defence, transport and ICT.



This research assumes that the ontology development needs to be human
assisted rather than fully automated, to achieve the interoperability between
heterogeneous domains.



This research assumes that the ontology development is to be informed by and
also informs, the emerging version of the MoD’s SOSA activity model (AOF
2012).



This research assumes that the ontology development considers all perspectives
identified from the INCOSE CWG white paper (section 2.2.3) (Henshaw et al.
2010).



This research assumes that the stakeholder requirements for ontology
development will be checked and signed off by INCOSE UK CWG.
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P4 – Risks of decoupling information and knowledge [objectives 6 and 8]. A key
realisation from project P1 was the identification of “information and knowledge
decoupling” as a significant issue that required further attention. Through the novel
analysis of a directly applicable case study, this project (P4) investigated the
significance of avoiding the decoupling of information and knowledge within a throughlife management situation. The categorisation of KM issues derived in P1 provided a
direct input into P4.
The following is an assumption for this project:


The choice of case study for this research assumed that there was a link between
the through-life management of engineering information and knowledge and
failures in safety critical systems.

P5 – Rapid access to experts and skills resources [objectives 7 and 8]. A key
realisation from the problem definition project P1 was that the KM systems of BAE
Systems were ineffective within the context of TLCM. The author developed an original
idea of his own into a project adopted by a wider team that won ~£120K of BAE
Systems funding to tackle this. This project conducted an experiment, and developed
competency maps, to enable rapid access to experts. It led to the generation of
requirements for an improved service which is now being implemented by BAE
Systems.
The project team made the following assumptions:


The role of identification and management of knowledge assets by tier 1
organisations to maximise return on investment is adequately supported by
extant data mining techniques; i.e. data mining techniques were outside the
scope of this research, which focused only on experimentation into information
extraction and social network analysis to provide rapid access to skills and
knowledge.



This research focused only upon individual competencies within an
organisation. Competencies at different levels (e.g. team and organisational
competencies) are outside the scope of this project.
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The activity modelling (P2) and ontology development research (P3) addressed specific
requirements from BAE Systems and INCOSE. However, an understanding from one
informed another. For example, the CE activities enabled understanding of what needs
to be included in the ontology. Furthermore, the ontology itself contributed to the means
of communication from one activity to another through provision of a common
language.
The scope of this research addressed the needs of a tier 1 vendor within the defence
enterprise by clarifying the concept of CE and identifying considerations for managing
knowledge within that context. A tier 1 vendor is a large organisation usually a prime
contractor, that produces an entire project for a client; in defence that is a Government.
The emphasis is on a service based paradigm where a tier 1 vendor supports CE
activities across the acquisition lifecycle. The through-life nature brings challenges to
the management of information and knowledge. This research focused on the need to
understand CE within wider context of Systems Engineering and addressed the
ineffective KM systems and approaches for classifying and accessing skills and
knowledge.
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Figure 1.2 Overview of EngD and interdependencies across projects
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1.7 KEY CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE
This research has resulted in the following contributions to knowledge. Similarly to the
previous section, these contributions are clustered against each project and hence the set of
objectives described in section 1.6. The sections where the contributions are articulated are
also listed after each contribution.
P1 – Define problem space [objectives 1, 2 and 8]


Defined the problem space that Requirements Engineers can use in through-life
management projects (section 4.3).



Made a contribution to the development of models for Systems Architects to enable
them to incorporate ‘soft’ systems within their consideration (section 4.4).

P2 – Develop TLCM activity model [objectives 3, 4 and 8]


Independently developed a TLCM activity model against which BAE Systems
validated the BAE Systems TLCM activity model, which is now used by UK MoD
(section 4.5.1). The results of this research influenced the BAE Systems model.

P3 – Develop a sector-independent ontology for CE [objectives 3, 5 and 8]


Developed, and published within INCOSE, the INCOSE Capability Engineering
ontology (section 4.5.5).

P4 – Risks of decoupling information and knowledge [objectives 6 and 8]


Through the novel analysis of a directly applicable case study, highlighted to
Functional Delivery Managers the significance of avoiding the decoupling of
information and knowledge in the context of TLCM (section 4.6).
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P5 – Rapid access to experts and skills resource [objectives 7 and 8]


Through experimentation and knowledge gained within this research, identified
inadequacies in the TechniCall service which led to the generation of requirements
for an improved service which is now being implemented by BAE Systems (section
4.7).

This research has also resulted in an emergent output that advocates a multi-disciplinary
and collaborative research agenda to focus on developing new Human Factors (HF) tools
and techniques as a key mechanism to cope with Systems of Systems complexity (section
4.8).

1.8 THESIS STRUCTURE
This thesis has been organised into six chapters and a series of appendices and annexes as
described below:
Chapter 1: Introduction (the current chapter).
Chapter 2: Literature review presented a detailed review of the current literature through
discussing the key aspects of Capability Engineering, Systems (and Systems of Systems)
and also Knowledge Management as associated to the current research.
Chapter 3:

Research methodology discussed the essential philosophical principles

behind methodology selection including the research strategy, design and methods adopted.
Chapter 4: Research undertaken and results illustrated the key achievements through
the five projects that focused on requirements analysis and problem contextualisation; CE
ontology development; risks of decoupling information and knowledge. Emergent research
outputs have also been highlighted.
Chapter 5: Finding and implications presented the key contributions to existing theory
and practice and outlined a route to exploitation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations discussed the key research conclusions,
outlined the critical evaluation of the research and provided a list of recommendations.
Appendices A – C contain other essential supporting material to the previous chapters.
Annexes 1– 5 contain the four peer-reviewed published papers and a technical report.

1.9 SUMMARY
The introduction chapter in this thesis provided an overview of the research background,
context, problem overview, scope, assumptions and contributions to knowledge. This thesis
also introduced the key terminology used throughout and described a set of projects to
achieve the overall aim.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Capability Engineering, Systems (Systems of Systems) Engineering and Knowledge
Management have been identified as the three key themes of this research. Although the
key terminology is already introduced in chapter one, the current chapter presents a review
of the literature specific to these three key themes supported with the papers in the annexes.

2.2 CAPABILITY ENGINEERING
Initial literature reviews on CE focused on an UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) initiative
called Through Life Capability Management (TLCM) (AOF 2008). Then the concept of
Capability Engineering as introduced by the INCOSE UK Capability Working Group
(CWG) has been used in conjunction with the TLCM initiative. CE and TLCM are
perceived to have the same meaning.
This section of the literature review discusses the distinction between TLCM and Through
Life Management (TLM); different worldviews and components of capability; and the
existing modelling initiatives. The literature review on CE has been primarily based on the
research conducted by the INCOSE UK CWG which identified eight perspectives of
capability and developed an entity relationship diagram for the concept of Capability
Engineering (Henshaw et al. 2010). The reviews on TLCM have been mainly based on
UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) Acquisition Operating Framework (AOF).

2.2.1 Through Life Capability Management
Through Life Capability Management (TLCM) also referred to as Capability Management
“translates the defence policy into an approved programme that delivers the required
capabilities, through life, across all Defence Lines of Development (DLoDs4)” where
capability in this context has been defined as “the continuing ability to generate a desired
4 Training, Equipment, Personnel, Information, Doctrine and Concepts, Organisation, Infrastructure and
Logistics.
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operational outcome or effect which is relative to the threat, physical environment and the
contributions of coalition partners” (AOF 2010).
TLCM has been defined by Taylor (2006) as
“an approach to the acquisition and in-service management of military capability
in which every aspect of new and existing military capability is planned and
managed coherently across all Defence Lines of Development from cradle to
grave.”
Figure 2.1 represented the six stages covering Capability Change Planning for TLCM.
Stages 1 to 6 identify the changes required across all DLoDs to provide the right
capabilities, at the right time within available resources. These are a conceptual set of
stages as opposed to a process that can be linearly applied.

Figure 2.1 Six stages of TLCM (AOF 2008)

Defence Lines of Development and Components of Capability are discussed in section
2.2.4.
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2.2.2 Through Life Management
Through Life Management is the philosophy that brings together the behaviours, systems,
processes and tools to deliver and manage projects through the acquisition lifecycle (AOF
2008). Acquisition has been defined within MOD’s Acquisition Operating Framework
(AOF) as:
“the activities of setting and managing requirements, negotiating and letting
contracts, project and technology management, support and termination or
disposal based on a through life approach to acquiring military capability.”
Items of equipment have a defined lifecycle. An example of an acquisition life cycle is the
traditional sequential acquisition known as the CADMID (Concept, Assessment,
Demonstration, Manufacture, In-service and Disposal) cycle. TLM has remained at the
heart of managing project and programme delivery throughout the life cycle and across all
Defence Lines of Development (DLoDs). A TLM approach was needed to improve the
management of projects and programmes within the MoD by forcing individuals and teams
to consider the long term implications and requirements of the capabilities they were
procuring to support the Front Line (AOF 2008).
TLM and TLCM are not mutually exclusive but the challenges are different in each case.
TLM is more system and performance centric whereas TLCM focuses more on capability
and its effects. TLM is usually about platform or equipment based strategies that seek to
achieve better availability or performance at the front line and better value for money
through improved support solutions and a more integrated approach to technology
insertion, updates and upgrades through the life of the platform or equipment. Whereas
TLCM is about pan-LoD cross-platform strategies that seek to achieve better capability at
the front line and better value for money through effecting changes in one or more of the
DLoDs and/or exploiting synergies across similar platform types (Taylor 2006). TLCM is
also the management of enduring defence capability, with no constraints on the way it is
delivered (AOF 2008). TLM can be considered as being system-specific whereas TLCM is
system agnostic.
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The functions and organisations within the supply chain enterprise need to share a common
understanding and language centred on Capability Management to support a future TLCM
model development.
The author had difficulties finding literature centred on Capability Management at the start
of this research as this was and still is an evolving theme. The developments within the
INCOSE UK Capability Working Group contributed to the discussions of Capability
Engineering i.e. the different worldviews of capability as discussed next.

2.2.3 Worldviews of Capability
The INCOSE UK CWG has identified eight worldviews (Ws) of capability through using
Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodological approach (Henshaw et al. 2010). These
worldviews of capability are summarised in Table 2.1. The Ws two to seven are
worldviews of Capability Engineering, not capability.
Table 2.1 Worldviews (Ws) of capability extracted from Henshaw et al. (2010)

W1.
W2.

Name
Equipment
Capability
Capability
Planning

W3.

Capability
Trade-off

W4.

Service
Capability

W5.

W6.

Dynamic
Capability
Reconfiguration
Capability
Systems
Engineering

W7.

Enterprise
Planning

W8.

Organisational
Capability

Description
Defining the needs of users against which suppliers design and
develop equipment that has capability.
Capability is used to translate a set of explicit user wants into a set
of solution independent requirements.
Continually and continuously determining capability needs and
funds available to design a programme to decide and balance in
which capability to invest.
Defining, developing, and using specific business services
continuously in addition to developing and storing fallback
services to be used at a future date.
Reconfiguring available assets, people and processes quickly to
meet current circumstances.
Developing and operating a capability solution across (and
incorporating) all contributing Components of Capability (CoC).
Developing and maintaining an integrated plan to manage the
interdependencies between all CoC changes across all capabilities
and business services.
Capability is based on the resources available to an organisation
and also emerges through processes of interaction between
individuals, groups and organisations.
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In 2010, the current research also applied Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) (Checkland
1981) to identify the activities necessary to transform an existing aerospace and defence
business model to one that would support TLCM. The stakeholders were asked to describe
Capability and TLCM in addition to their perception of MoD’s and industry’s view of both.
The result showed that the term ‘capability’ can be applied to business (industrial), military
(operational), technical and individual capability. Stakeholders’ perception of MoD’s view
of capability centred on integration of force elements (e.g. a Royal Navy ship, an Army
brigade, or Royal Air Force aircraft and crew) to achieve an effect by a particular
equipment or physical system enabled through DLoDs. This is associated with operational
capability to achieve a military effect e.g. deep strike and air defence which are driven by
the need to respond to military threats.
Industrial viewpoints focused on the technical capability, including the equipment and
interoperable systems. Industrial stakeholders also emphasised the business capability that
is needed to meet customer requirements aligned with DLoDs e.g. the ability to make, buy
and sell goods and services to a client. This is the capability a company needs in order to
fulfil its business aspirations and obligations. Some functions of industry considered
capability as knowledge and experience rather than equipment. Capability is consequently
understood to be outcome focused and context dependent (Dogan & Henshaw 2010).
Duffy et al. (2009) defined a design view of capability as “an intrinsic quality of an entity
(structure) able to deliver (potential) an effect (behaviour)” and argued that the design view
can be applied to any entity including systems, resources, people, etc. A ‘pen’ was used as
an example of a capability. Whereas Henshaw (2009) argued that “capability can be
thought of as an emergent property of a System or Systems of Systems”. That is, one
cannot build capability, but one can build systems through which capability is realised.
These discussions were progenitors for the INCOSE Capability Working Group.
Further details about the contextualisation of capability and TLCM can be found in Paper 3
(Annex 3).
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2.2.4 Components of Capability
Henshaw et al. (2010) stated that the Components of Capability (CoC) are all the systems
and sub-systems required to build and realise capability and are supposed to comprise all
other such descriptions similar to Defence Lines of Development i.e. TEPIDOIL in UK
MoD, DOTMLPF in US DoD, FIC in Australian Department of Defence, etc.
The CoC from defence and rail sectors are summarised in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 DLoDs and Rail Components of Capability (Henshaw et al. 2010)

2.2.5 Modelling initiatives
Industry development resulted in a model called ‘the TLCM cube’ (Harding et al. 2009),
which is subdivided into cells specified by level, corresponding to hierarchy of force
elements, Lines of Development (LoD), and life-cycle stages as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 The TLCM cube model in outline (Harding et al. 2009)

The lifecycle stages of the TLCM cube cover the timeline from concept to retirement. The
levels within this three-dimensional model are described as Systems Engineering, Systems
of Systems Engineering and Capability Management. These levels denote the single- and
multi- level force elements including army formations, aircrafts and ships in addition to
domains of land, sea and air. For example, a Typhoon aircraft can represent a single-force
element but when integrated with a maritime surveillance aircraft it becomes a multi-force
element with a single domain and if integrated with an aircraft carrier e.g. CVF, it grows to
be a multi-force element with a multi-domain interaction.
Industry has also developed a support environment known as TRAiDETM (TLCM Robust
Acquisition inclusive Decision Environment) which essentially provides an Information
Management (IM) environment and capability-relevant toolset to support decision making
across the whole acquisition community (Barton 2009). Here, TLCM is considered as an
IM problem, rather than one of simply equipment, performance and technology
management over time (Daw 2006). This IM approach was developed into a ‘Capability
Dashboard’ that enables a wide range of stakeholder perspectives to be presented
coherently in a single output visualisation (Symes & Daw 2009). This can be regarded as a
plan on a page for decision support and management.
Academic developments in TLCM have included definition of Capability Readiness
mapped onto the system development lifecycle

(Tetlay & John 2009) and

recommendations for Systems Engineering approaches as applied to Capability
Engineering and compared with traditional Systems Engineering (Neaga et al. 2009).
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2.2.6 Capability-Based Planning and Acquisition from a non-UK
Perspective
A set of publications on Capability-Based Planning and Acquisition from Australia and US
have been reviewed to clearly define the boundaries of the State of the Art knowledge from
the non-UK countries. However, the latest initiatives from the UK Ministry of Defence
(MoD) Acquisition Operating Framework (AOF) and INCOSE UK Capability Working
Group provided further guidance to shape this research as discussed in the previous
sections.
Back in 2002, Davis produced a monograph (Davis 2002) that discussed how the US
Department of Defence (DoD) could change its system of analysis to better support
Capabilities-Based Planning (CBP) through an analysis architecture. This suggested
architecture was intended primarily for policymakers and analysts and placed more
emphasis on mission-level work and emphasised such concepts as mission-system analysis,
exploratory analysis, and hierarchical portfolio methods for integration and trade-offs in an
economic framework. A study by Montroll and McDermott (2003) investigated CapabilityBased Acquisition (CBA) in the US Missile Defence Agency and emphasised the benefits
of a CBA process as: “to quickly develop an initial capability and then upgrade it
incrementally, the ability to incorporate new technology into systems as soon as it is ready,
focusing development efforts to produce integrated operational effects on the battlefield
rather than individual systems, and ensuring that the capability being developed evolves
along with the threat being addressed” (Montroll & McDermott 2003, p25).
As similar to Capability Engineering, Capability-Based Planning (CBP) means different
things to different people, and some aspects of its implementation in the US DoD have
been controversial (Samaras 2013). A research conducted by Samaras (2013) investigated
Capabilities-Based Planning for energy security at the US DoD installations to understand
how DoD made trade-off decisions to maintain its capabilities during disruptions. The core
feature of CBP as mention in this research is the “planning under uncertainty” to provide
capabilities for a wide range of challenges (including diverse circumstances) while working
within economic constraints.
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In the US, Flowe (2007) labelled issues relating to Capability-Based Acquisition and
Systems of Systems as “adapting to a new paradigm” i.e. changes from ‘Development’ to
‘Integration’, and from ‘System’ to ‘Capability’. A view which is emphasised by such
researchers in the US is that “capability needs will be satisfied by groupings of legacy
systems, new programs, and technology insertions” (Flowe 2007). The US Army also
established frameworks within the field of Capability-Based Acquisition e.g. developed a
Multinational Force Compatibility (MFC) planning framework to focus and rationalise the
resources available for building compatibility with partner armies (Moroney et al. 2007).
This approach, which is termed the “Niche Capability Planning Framework”, features a
four-phase planning cycle. The first phase, which is relevant to the current EngD research,
focuses on characterising and prioritising candidate niche capabilities to meet potential
Army capability shortfalls.
Chim et al. (2010) reviewed the use of Capability-Based Planning in the Australian defence
community and the U.S. homeland security domain and argued that developing a shared
understanding and a common framework for national security capability is foundational to
the strategic policy coordination. This helps the community to better understand its
individual and collective roles and responsibilities in contributing to national security
outcomes. The Australian government has also outlined a series of Priority Industry
Capabilities (e.g. Electronic Warfare) that are considered to be strategically important to
the Australian Defence Force (DCP 2012). The Australian government also monitors a
broader range of capabilities, known as the Strategic Industry Capabilities which include
Guided Weapons, System Assurance etc. The Australian Capability Development Group
(CDG) developed a “Portfolio, Program, and Project Management Maturity Model (P3M3)
Capability Improvement Roadmap” (DCP 2012) to inform and guide specific improvement
initiatives, a range of which are being implemented through a formal program within the
Capability Development Group.
The above are some example initiatives from the non-UK countries. However, the concept
of Capability Engineering as introduced by the INCOSE UK Capability Working Group
has been used in conjunction with the UK MoD TLCM initiative in this thesis.
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2.2.7 Capability Engineering from an Industrial Sustainment Perspective
In 2008 and 2010, RAND (Research and Development) Europe prepared a study for UK
MoD investigated sustaining key skills in the UK naval and military aircraft industries. The
naval industry study (Arena et al. 2005) revealed that the UK MoD will need to sustain
several technical skills in the maritime domain (e.g. detailed designers and professional
engineers) to preserve its capabilities in the long term. Another RAND study (Shank et al.
2005) investigated the actions to be taken to maintain the submarine design capabilities,
and hence recommended the MoD to determine “the scheduling of construction for future
submarine contracts as soon as possible; plan to retain a design core of designers,
engineers, and draughtsmen during periods of reduced demand; and take steps towards
collaboration with other countries”.
Moving onto the military aircraft industry, a study conducted by Bassford et al. (2010)
identified the following sustainment related key findings:


insufficient activity in the MOD programme to sustain a coherent design
engineering capability for combat air beyond the end of the current decade;



platform competencies for air ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target
Acquisition and Reconnaissance), transport and aerial refuelling platforms are
likely to be sustained through civil aerospace;



key design engineering competencies for air ISTAR are fragile in the absence of a
bespoke programme in the short to medium term;



potential issues around access to suitably experienced and qualified licensed
maintenance engineers; and



development of a coherent strategy across capability areas and aircraft domains to
take account of industrial synergies between programmes.

This RAND study (Bassford et al. 2010) also revealed the areas of further investigation
including the sustainment of key competences in the -supply chain, -tier 2 and 3 vendors, -
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transferable competencies and -‘at-risk’ subskills. The importance of Objective 7 of this
EngD research, that is, “to experimentally test an explicit approach for managing
knowledge and skills resources in a tier 1 vendor”, is explicitly emphasised by such
industrial sustainment research. This EngD research addressed the needs of a tier 1 vendor
within the UK defence enterprise by clarifying the concept of Capability Engineering and
identifying considerations for managing knowledge within that context.

2.3 SYSTEMS (AND SYSTEMS OF SYSTEMS) ENGINEERING
This section introduces various forms of systems including Systems of Systems, Soft
Systems and Enterprise Systems and also discusses their relevance to this research.

2.3.1 Systems vs. Systems of Systems
A system is a construct or collection of different elements that together produce results not
obtainable by the elements alone. The elements, or parts, can include people, hardware,
software, facilities, policies, and documents; that is, all things required to produce systemslevel results (INCOSE 2008). The INCOSE definition of Systems Engineering is as
follows:
“Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the
realisation of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and
required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements,
then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while considering the
complete problem in terms of operation; performance; testing; manufacturing; cost
and scheduling; training and support; and disposal.”
All systems seek to achieve a purpose and the purpose is a property of the whole and not in
any of the components. All systems have a context and that context depends on the
purpose, application and the environment of the system. The purpose is the fundamental
emergent behaviour that is desired. Systems are made up of sub-systems and systems are
sub-systems of bigger systems (Burge 2008).
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Burge (2008) came up with a simplified definition of Systems Engineering and also
defined Systems Approach and Systems Thinking to better explain what Systems
Engineering actually is:


Systems Engineering is “applying a systems approach to the realisation of a new
system or the modification of an existing one”.



Systems Approach is “applying Systems Thinking in a systematic and repeatable
manner”.



Systems Thinking is “applying the concept of a system to a situation in order to
gain insight and understanding”.

The three main sub-systems of Systems Engineering are (1) people, (2) processes and (3)
tool and techniques. People are essential as they generate the information required,
processes help people to cooperate and tools allow them to handle the complexity of the
system. A characteristic of all systems is that they have a set of emergent properties.
Emergent properties are properties of the system as a whole and they only emerge once all
of the individual sub-systems have been integrated.
Systems of Systems (SoS) can be described as a class of complex systems whose
constituents are, themselves, complex (Jamshidi 2009). They are characterised (Maier
1998) as being composed of many heterogeneous systems that are geographically
distributed; independently managed and/or operated; evolve over time; and exhibit
emergent behaviour. SoS also come in four types; directed, acknowledged, collaborative
and virtual. Traditional Systems Engineering focuses on building the right system whereas
Systems of Systems Engineering (SoSE) focuses on selecting the right combination of
systems and their interactions to satisfy a set of frequently changing requirements (TAREA-SoS 2012).
The UK MoD has launched its Systems of Systems Approach (SOSA) to deliver the agile
capabilities through acquiring and building systems that work together (interoperate) and
achieve the necessary flexibility, commonality and reuse (AOF 2012). SOSA is
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underpinned by System Engineering and is a key enabler to TLCM and P3M (Portfolio,
Programme and Project Management).
Comprehensive discussions about systems and systems of systems can be found within
section two of Paper 5 (Annex 5).

2.3.2 Soft Systems
The TLCM modelling research conducted during the second year of this EngD adopted a
‘soft’ systems initiative by using steps three, four and five of Checkland’s SSM. That is
selecting how to view the situation and producing the root definitions; building conceptual
models of what the system must do; and comparison of the conceptual models with the real
world. Root definitions are written as sentences that elaborate a transformation. There are
six elements that make up a well formulated root definition, which are summed up in the
mnemonic CATWOE (Customers, Actors, Transformation process, Worldview, Owners,
and Environmental Constraints).
Checkland’s SSM can be used to analyse a problem situation for an organisation seeking a
better way of working. This approach is appropriate to socio-technical systems, and is
particularly relevant when the means of improvement is a new information system and the
analysis task is to understand the requirements for this system (Checkland 1981; Checkland
& Scholes 1990). The soft systems approach applied during the second year of research
was not the formal SSM of Checkland, but drew on some techniques from it. Therefore,
SSM was not used as the way it is generally used in action research.
The difficulty in the TLCM context is getting a common view across the enterprise.
Viewpoints are driven by values, beliefs and context. The trick is the translation or
transformation from one viewpoint to another. An ontology, which can be an enabler in this
context, is discussed in section 2.4.1.
TLCM can also be viewed as a complex evolving socio-technical system, which makes
‘soft’ systems an appropriate approach. ‘Soft’ systems thinking is more appropriate in
fuzzy, ill-defined situations involving human beings and cultural considerations, whereas
‘hard’ systems approaches are appropriate in well-defined technical problems, and hence
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involve logical rules to engineer solutions (Dogan & Henshaw 2010). Traditional System
Engineering and modelling techniques including functional modelling, which has many
types such as IDEF0, Data Flow Diagrams, Flow Charts, UML and SysML (Burge 2008)
cannot be constructed without ambiguity due to its complexity and context dependent
parameterisation.

2.3.3 Enterprise Systems
An enterprise system, by its very nature, imposes its own logic on a company’s strategy,
organisation, and culture (Davenport 1998). The enterprise nature of Capability
Engineering, which is characterised as networks of autonomous organisations collaborating
to achieve shared goals, contributes to the delivery of capability (Henshaw et al. 2010;
Atkinson & Moffat 2005). Kennedy et al. (2007) developed a model of ‘soft’ enterprise
characteristics and determined how these characteristics may be included in an integrated
model of an enterprise system. In this research a number of components of the enterprise
were grouped using the four views: functional, information, organisational and resource.
Employees in an enterprise need to have sufficient knowledge or competency (both tacit
and formal) to carry out the tasks allocated to them (Kennedy et al. 2007). The Role Matrix
Technique (Callan et al. 2005) is a method of mapping organisational structure to
understanding where particular knowledge needs to reside in an organisation. It does,
however, have the drawback that it tends to represent a snapshot in time, rather than
mapping an organisation over time.
Turning our attention now to hard systems approaches, the ones considered (use case
diagrams and domain models) are examples of Systems Engineering (SE) techniques. The
SE tools and techniques specific to requirements analysis and design include Systematic
Textual Analysis (STA), Viewpoint Analysis and Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
which are used during the early phases of the research to guide the design of the systems.
Systems Architecture is defined by the IEEE as “the organisation of the system
components, their relations to each other, and to the environment, and the principles
guiding its (i.e. the system’s) design and evolution” (IEEE Std1471-2000). Enterprise
Architecture is defined as “the total set of descriptive representations (models) relevant for
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describing an enterprise, that is, the descriptive representations required to create a
coherent and optimal enterprise” (Zachman 2011). One can give different meanings to
Capability Engineering and TLCM as associated to an enterprise i.e. CE focuses on
conceptualising and designing an enterprise whereas TLCM is more concerned with the
management and application of the capability (i.e. the recurring stage) once the capability
is engineered.

2.4 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
The reader should refer to section 3 and 4 of Paper 2 (Annex 2) to support this section.
Ward and Graves (2007) analysed the implementation of Through Life Management within
aerospace companies and discovered that data and knowledge sharing, whether within an
organisations or with customers and suppliers, could be improved. They identified that
current information systems do not appear to align with the requirements of the advanced
services being developed for Through Life Management. The complex organisational and
group structures of the companies also have detrimental effect on service and support
delivery. Another finding was that the shift to TLM has extensive influence on intraorganisational and inter-organisational relationships. This study also revealed that “the
provision of seamless through-life customer solutions depends heavily on collaboration,
co-ordination and co-operation between different parts of an enterprise, different
companies within a group, other manufacturers, support contractors, service providers and
all their respective supply chains” (Ward & Graves 2007). This again reinforces the
importance of Knowledge Management within a through-life context.
The cost of not considering Knowledge Management can lead to time wasted finding
knowledge or expertise; reinventing the wheel throughout the organisation resulting in
same mistakes made more than once; several parts of the organisation dealing with the
same partner; and new starts taking a long time to become effective. A comprehensive
literature review of Knowledge Management can be found within the journal paper in
Annex 2. The author suggests that section three and four of this journal paper should be
read in conjunction with this literature review as it comprises
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a discussions of the key definitions including data, information and knowledge;



a classification and characteristics of information and knowledge;



a comparison of Information Management (IM) and Knowledge Management (KM)
principles; and also



a development of logical models and relationship tables to compare IM and KM.

This journal paper (Annex 2) appraised the criticism that “KM is little more than repackaged IM” through analysis of the relationships and inconsistencies between IM and
KM.
An objective of this EngD research was to develop an approach to explicitly specify the
concept of Capability Engineering to enable semantic interoperability. This is discussed
next.

2.4.1 Ontology Based KM Approaches
Noy and McGuiness (2000) described the rationale behind developing an ontology as; to
share common understanding of the structure of information to enable semantic
interoperability; to enable the reuse of domain knowledge through a data structure and
conceptual schema; to make domain assumptions explicit; and to analyse domain
knowledge. Semantic interoperability is the ability to exchange data in order to improve
interoperability between systems. Ontology based KM approaches are discussed within the
technical report published by INCOSE UK (Annex 4). Please refer to section two of this
report as it comprises a review of the literature about the current ontological developments.
Section two also includes a proposed self-explanatory process flow chart that incorporated
the findings from the literature to enhance ontology development through pre-analysis,
modelling and post-analysis phases.
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2.4.2 State of the Art in Enabling Effective Information Exploitation
The purpose of Objective 7 of this EngD was to experimentally test an explicit BAE
Systems approach for managing knowledge and skills resources. The Author contributed to
a technical report (Paper 9) submitted to BAE Systems that discusses complementary
technologies which enable effective information exploitation. The findings from this report
are highlighted here. This State of the Art report focused on the one hand on social media
and social networking as methods to capture both the nature of the network as well as user
generated content, and on the other, data mining and text analytics technologies to support
search, find, and situational awareness.
The world’s IT infrastructure is host to a vast amount of digital information, which is
increasing at an exponential rate (Economist 2010). Business Intelligence (BI) systems tend
to focus on highly structured information or data as this is more straightforward. There is
significant progress being made into searching unstructured data, for example via tools like
Autonomy (http://www.autonomy.com). The problem here is not so much the algorithms
being used but more importantly how the tools are implemented, what functionality is
enabled, and what data and information the search engine is able to search through. Text
‘summarisation’ and cluster-based retrieval tools such as Copernic (www.copernic.com),
Open text summariser (http://libots.sourceforge.net), and SEAGULL, (University of
Liverpool) are available widely for information exploitation. “Summarisation’ in this
context means extracting (i.e. cutting and pasting) the sentences which contain relevant
information with respect to a query, as opposed to summarising content in the way that a
human would (e.g. to reduce information overload for the next viewer whilst still retaining
the key facts).
Social media (also known as social software, social computing, or Web 2.0) refers to a
collection of web resources with built-in flexibility towards allowing user interaction and
knowledge sharing and a standard definition for Web 2.0 is as follows:
“...a set of economic, social, and technology trends that collectively form the basis
for the next generation of the Internet - a more mature, distinctive medium
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characterized by user participation, openness, and network effects” (Musser &
O’Reilly 2006, p.4).
Proponents of social media in the workplace argue that by introducing elements of Web
2.0, such as social networking applications, business are able to tap into the core
knowledge of their employees, and even their customers (Overell et al. 2009). The notion
of ‘collective intelligence’ is critical to the Web 2.0 paradigm and stipulates a
fundamentally new, more inclusive business model.
Moving onto the analytical techniques that underpin much of the research effort in
managing knowledge and skills resource, techniques that may incorporate information
mining (e.g. link analysis, social network analysis, and intent analysis and prediction) are
concerned with understanding what patterns are present from the information derived from
multiple sources (Feinerer et al. 2008; Hsu et al. 2007; Chelmis & Prasana 2012).
Cunningham (2006, p.665) mentions that “Information Extraction (IE) is a technology
based on analysing natural language in order to extract snippets of information”. IE focuses
on deriving structured factual information from unstructured text. It relies on techniques
from natural language processing and text mining, which are themselves instantiations of
more general machine learning algorithms such as ranking, classification, and clustering.
Other technologies that are analysed as part of this technical report (Paper 9) include
mashups, dashboards, information portals, social tagging, folksonomies, social ranking,
collaborative filtering, recommender systems and query log processing. Mashups are
composite applications that combine views and data from two or more data sources (Kami
& Sangtani 2008) and dashboards are visual displays of the most important information
needed to achieve one or more objectives; consolidated and arranged on a single screen so
the information can be monitored at a glance (Few 2006). A distinct advantage of social
tagging is that it generates a group preference or classification that specifically reflects the
needs and predilections of the user base. On the other hand, one of the problems with social
tagging is that the feedback provided by collections of individuals is inherently noisy.
Notably discovering patterns in social tagging data becomes more problematic with
increasing data volumes (Chi 2009).
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Open source software that addresses text processing or social network analysis (e.g.
LAMP, AJAX, Large-Scale Data Processing with Hadoop and R, and RSS) were reviewed
for their feasibility. Analysis of the free and open source tools such as NLTK (Natural
Language Toolkit), GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) OpenCalais and
RapidMiner supported the selection of a tool to experimentally test an explicit BAE
Systems approach for managing knowledge and skills resources. The GATE toolkit was of
particular interest given that it was born out of EPSRC funded research programme with
the University of Sheffield and can be applied to information extraction, decision support,
and semantic annotation tasks (GATE 2010). Further details about GATE are provided in
Section 4.7.2 and Section 5.3.3. Proprietary and closed source tools developed by BAE
Systems have also been analysed but details cannot be revealed due to confidentiality
reasons.

2.5 LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY
This thesis introduced the evolving theme of Capability Engineering along with Systems of
Systems and Knowledge Management. The author agrees with Henshaw et al. (2010) that
capability is realised through a combination of components and CE is equivalent to a
holistic perspective of Systems Engineering. The enterprise and socio-technical nature of
CE makes Knowledge Management and soft systems appropriate approaches to consider.
The through life management of information and knowledge supported by ontology and
information exploitation based KM approaches are examined to provide improvements to
enterprises that deliver capability.
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the essential philosophical principles behind the methodology
selection and research design, and examines the methodological options available. This
involved identifying whether the current research fits the characteristics of a positivistic or
phenomenological paradigm in addition to realist or interpretive research (Collis & Hussey
2003; Brown 2009). This chapter also focuses on classification of different methodological
research approaches including the positivist hypothesis testing, interpretivist paradigm,
action research, grounded theory, ethnography, case studies, surveys and experimentation
(Bell 2005; Ferris 2009).
A reflective commentary on the adequacy of the chosen research design is given as a result
of investigating the alternative research approaches including longitudinal and
retrospective-prospective studies. The core research methods that could be applied to the
current Systems Engineering research approaches and the philosophical position that the
author has taken are also discussed.

3.1 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHIES
Collis and Hussey (2003) have identified two distinct clusters of research paradigms or
philosophies: (1) Positivistic and (2) Phenomenological as shown below:
Table 3.1 Positivistic and phenomenological paradigms (Collis & Hussey 2003)

Positivistic Paradigm
Tends to produce quantitative data
Uses large samples
Concerned with hypothesis testing
Data is highly specific and precise
The location is artificial
Reliability is high
Validity is low
Generalises from sample to population

Phenomenological paradigm
Tends to produce qualitative data
Uses small samples
Concerned with generating theories
Data is rich and subjective
The location is natural
Reliability is low
Validity is high
Generalises from one setting to another
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Positivistic research assumes that two independent researchers can arrive at the same
conclusion using the standard research methods to study a phenomenon (Bryman 2001).
This therefore deals with precise measurements whereas phenomenological research
stresses the subjective aspects of human activity by focusing on the social reality hence the
meaning rather than the measurement of a social phenomenon (Collis & Hussey 2003).
Brown (2009) argues that physical scientists and engineers tend to take a functionalist or
realist view and the Systems Engineering research has moved from a pure physical science
domain into the domain of social science. It is also emphasised that understanding the
philosophical principles behind research methodology is now essential to establish sound
methodologies; understand alternative philosophical positions; and identify the nontraditional scientific studies. This current research therefore used a phenomenological
approach and considered an interpretive paradigm as a result of the socio-technical issues
arising from the research aim and objectives.
The traditional research methodology within the engineering domain represents a waterfall
model type research such that it has well defined work packages including requirements,
design, implementation, integration, operation etc. As Capability Engineering is an
evolving field, an evolutionary and iterative development (i.e. incremental and spiral
models) is more appropriate as there is no complete specification upfront. For example, the
ontology development research involved an incremental hybridisation approach through
using heterogeneous case studies.

3.2 RESEARCH STRATEGY
The research was divided into a set of linked work packages. Each work package was
described with a set of tasks and approaches to achieve them. Project Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT) charts were created to analyse the tasks and time needed to
complete each task. This research analysed and discussed the research methodology
adopted within the study framework proposed by Saunders et al. (2000) as illustrated in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 The research process (Saunders et al. 2000)

It is stated on the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) website
that the Engineering Doctorate research has to make a significant contribution to the
performance of the company; include a thorough analysis of options, based on best practice
elsewhere; and demonstrate key competencies such as project planning and control
(EPSRC 2009). The nature of the research set out in the research objectives, along with the
description of an EngD project given by EPSRC, meant that the research could be clearly
categorised as an applied research as opposed to a theoretical research.
Neville (2005) discussed that research can be approached through three sets of choices: (1)
quantitative or qualitative (2) applied or basic, and (3) deductive or inductive. Quantitative
research focuses on collection and analysis of numerical data whereas qualitative involves
examining and reflecting on the less tangible aspects of a research. Applied research is
designed from the start to apply its findings to a particular situation whereas basic research
does not have a particular applied purpose. Neville (2005) also stated that deductive
research moves from general theories to specific particular and situations: the particular is
deduced from the general whereas inductive research moves from particular situations to
make or infer broad general ideas or theories.
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The objectives of this research required the use of both qualitative and quantitative
strategies. This research followed a mixed-method i.e. a pragmatic approach. The
pragmatic paradigm uses mixed methods and mixed models approaches and rejects the
forced choice between phenomenological and positivistic (Cresswell 2009). The deductive
approach hence the qualitative techniques used involved collating and analysing data
through questionnaires, structured interview and workshops. This offered a systematic way
of establishing the ideas from the subject matter experts.
Many researchers believe that qualitative and quantitative methods can be used together
through ‘triangulation’, which is the process by which several methods (data, sources,
theories or researchers) are used in the study of one phenomenon (Holloway & Wheeler
2002). An inductive approach through which theories can be generated will follow a
qualitative strategy in which user requirements are captured and a system is developed to
meet those requirements. A deductive approach is also used to test, measure and evaluate
the approach e.g. extraction of terms when developing the ontology required a more
quantitative strategy.

3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN
Alternative research design, and hence methods, are discussed in the literature: examples
include Kumar (2005) and Walliman (2001). Research design helps to conceptualise an
operational plan to complete a study and ensures ‘control of variance’ through adequate
procedures including valid, objective and accurate answers to the research questions
(Kumar 2005, p.84). Figure 3.2 summarised the types of study design.
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Types of study design

Number of contacts

Three
or more

Two

One

Cross-sectional
studies

Longitudinal
studies

Before-andafter studies

Reference period

Nature of the
investigation

Classification
base
Study
design

Retrospective

Experimental

Prospective

Non-Experimental

RetrospectiveProspective

Semi-Experimental

Figure 3.2 Types of study design (Kumar 2005, p.94)

The study design relevant to the current research highlighted by Kumar (2005) in Figure
3.2 is now discussed. The disadvantage with cross-sectional studies is that they cannot
measure change and therefore at least two cross-sectional studies at two points in time on
the same population are needed to measure change. Another approach to measure the
pattern of change is to use a before-and-after or a longitudinal study. In this case, a beforeand-after study could be performed on the CE ontology developed to measure the impact or
effectiveness of the ontology and a longitudinal study to investigate the pattern of change.
A longitudinal study is more appropriate as the nature of the current research deals with
time element e.g. through-life management of dynamic situations. The limited length of
time of this EngD resulted in relying on existing case study material.
Kumar (2005, p.98) emphasise that the “reference period refers to time-frame in which a
study is exploring a phenomenon, situation, event or problem”. Retrospective studies
investigate what happened in the past whereas prospective studies refer to likely prevalence
in the future. Consequently, retrospective-prospective studies focus on past trends in a
phenomenon and study likely future behaviour (Kumar 2005, p.99). A retrospectiveprospective study is similar to trend analysis is used to measure the impact Information and
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Knowledge Management hence its influence on organisational learning, transformation and
culture. A semi-experimental design that considers cause-and-effect relationship and
attempts to determine causation was also considered. This was because the current research
studied ‘how’ knowledge is managed to identify its influence on semantic interoperability.
Another commonly used study design is ‘action research’. An approach derived from
action research that is used to support the current research is Checkland’s Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM) as discussed in section 2.3.2.
One can argue that the phenomenological approach is perceived as ‘soft’ and the
positivistic as being ‘hard’. Transition from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ systems is difficult and needs to
be performed with a great deal of care to avoid leaving gaps in the coverage of
considerations from different viewpoints. A potential approach for managing this difficulty
is examined through a methodological approach using ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ systems techniques.
This involved contextualising a problem situation through ‘soft’ approaches such as
interviews, questionnaires and workshops and also creating its systems architecture through
‘hard’ approaches i.e. modelling to understand this transition better.
As we are now more familiar with the research design, the research methods adopted are
discussed next.

3.4 RESEARCH METHODS ADOPTED
Bell (1993) identified five methodological research approaches as ethnography, case
studies, surveys, action research and experimentation. Whereas Ferris (2009) described
research methods as a practical consequence of the views of knowledge embedded in the
‘weltanschauung (worldview)’ and proposes criteria for the taxonomy of research methods
derived from Varro’s taxonomy of philosophies. The four research methods suggested for
Systems Engineering by Ferris (2009) are


positivist hypothesis testing, which is an approach to research in which one
proposes an hypothesis that purports to explain some observable phenomenon;
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action research, which is a interpretivist paradigm research method concerned with
a practitioner learning how to improve their practice;



grounded theory, which is a research methodology that seeks to develop a theory of
the field under investigation from the observable phenomena themselves, with
emphasis on the development of knowledge as the goal; and



design, which is an engineering research method in which the researcher addresses
a problem which is important and novel through the activity of designing a solution.

Neville (2005) described that a research ‘method’ refers only to the various specific tools
or ways data can be collected and analysed, e.g. a workshop, questionnaire; interview
checklist; data analysis software etc. The research methods used in the earlier stages of the
user requirements analysis of the current research were predominantly qualitative. Some
example methods are described below. An overview is provided in Table 3.2.
Literature review, synthesis and analysis. The initial review of the literature examined the
Knowledge Management implications within the Capability Engineering and Systems
Engineering environment to justify the proposed approaches and highlighted areas which
required further research e.g. ontology development. The literature review also examined
IM and KM from different industries and perspectives through consideration of the
principles, characteristics, tools and applications of both.
Structured workshops. Structured workshops were conducted to capture requirements and
hence present the KM centric problems within the defence and aerospace industry. A
technique called the Interactive Management (Delbeq et al. 1975; Broome & Keever 1986;
Warfield & Cardenas 1995), which is a facilitated approach to group work with complex
issues was used during the workshop. Soft Systems Methodology rich pictures were also
generated in the workshop for the expression of the problem situation in terms of its
boundary, stakeholders and through-life knowledge flow. Workshops were also conducted
when developing and validating the CE ontology.
Semi-structured interviews and questionnaire. These were used to identify and
contextualise the through-life KM requirements in addition to articulating how the
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participants described the terms ‘Through Life’, ‘Enterprise’ and ‘KM’. The KM issues
addressed included communication, searching, storing, sharing, security and also KM tools
and techniques currently used in the industry.
Case studies. Various enterprise KM case studies focusing on Social Network Analysis
(SNA) are used to enhance rapid access to experts and better resource management.
Another use of case studies comprised the insertions and analysis of the findings from a
case study called Nimrod review including the physical and organisational causes of the
aircraft crash from an information and knowledge management perspective. The
decoupling of information from knowledge is investigated to address the argument that
“information is inadequate without knowledge”. Heterogeneous case studies from different
sectors are used to support development of the ontology during the later phases of the
research. The findings from two or more case studies were more replicable and
generalisable through pattern-matching analysis (Collis & Hussey 2003).
Logical models. The logical models used during a case study approach included the
extraction of the relationships comprising the sentence or definitions of IM and KM. This
helped to capture the intended meaning for intrinsic consistency and completeness
(Dickerson & Mavris 2009). This approach provided initial insights into the concepts of IM
and KM.
Triangulation. An iterative triangulation methodological process developed by Lewis
(1998) in the field of operations management was adopted. This research aimed to develop
a conceptual enterprise ‘management of knowledge’ approach for CE hence required an
understanding of complex interrelationships between human, technical and operational
systems. This triangulation process used systematic iterations between literature review,
case evidence, and intuition and considered to be relatively useful in this area of study, as
this research can be characterised as ‘fuzzy’ and multidimensional (Pitt 2007).
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Table 3.2 Overview of methods adopted

PRIMARY AIM

To characterise and describe Capability Engineering as applied in the defence
enterprise and to identify important considerations for BAE Systems for managing
knowledge within that context.
OBJECTIVES

METHODS

1. To review and present related research and applicable
literature, including KM, CE and SoS.

Conduct literature review

2. To capture, analyse, document and agree KM
requirements within the sponsoring organisation.

Semi-structured interviews
Questionnaires
Structured workshops

3. To analyse and compare the perceptions of capability
and CE of stakeholders from different domains.

Semi-structured interviews
Questionnaires

4. To validate the BAE Systems TLCM activity model.

Structured workshops
Gap analysis

5. To specify and validate an ontology for Capability
Engineering.

Case study hybridisation
Semi-structured interview
Workshops and Meetings
Triangulation

6. To investigate and clarify the risks associated with
decoupling information from knowledge within the
context of TLCM.

Case studies
Logical models
Triangulation

7. To experimentally test an explicit BAE Systems
approach for managing knowledge and skills resources.

Case studies
Experimentation

8. To establish a route to exploitation and dissemination.

Journal and conference papers
Internal BAE Systems reports
Formal INCOSE UK report
Presentations
Exploitation focus groups

An example of a triangulation process is given in Figure 3.3. This shows how different
evidence from objective 1, 2 and 6 are brought together to increase the credibility and
validity of the results.
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Objective 1 – Literature Review

Principles for TLM
of information

Governance

Logical Models
of IM and KM

Structured Workshops
Objective 2 – Requirements Analysis
Through life enterprise KM requirements

Objective 6 - Analysis Framework
Configuration
Assessment
Organisational culture

Objective 6 – Application to a Case Study: Nimrod Review
Objective 6 – Results: Risks of IM without KM

Figure 3.3 Triangulation process for objective 3

This triangulation process shown in Figure 3.3 used the derived categories of though life
enterprise KM requirements (Dogan et al. 2009) along with findings from literature e.g.
principles for through life management of information (McMahon et al. 2009) to build
confidence in the analysis framework developed. This analysis framework is then applied
to a case study called the Nimrod review (Haddon-Cave 2009) to derive a set of results.

3.5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
It is argued that one cannot have both an interpretivist and a realist belief but with regards
to ‘methods’ one can use both e.g. qualitative and quantitative depending on the research
goal. The early stages of this research applied an interpretive and qualitative approach to
capture the ‘socio-technical’ and ‘soft’ systems requirements of this research. The later
stages focused to some extent on a deductive and quantitative strategy and methods to
develop and validate the CE ontology. The implications of a transition from the
phenomenological to the positivistic or in a Systems Engineering viewpoint from ‘soft’ to
‘hard’ systems methods are discovered and discussed in section 4.4.
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4 RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN AND RESULTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The four year timeline of EngD and the evolving nature of Capability Engineering in
addition to the new developments within this research area led to changes in customer
requirements and research emphasis. Therefore, the research undertaken has been
organised into two phases that consists of the five projects described in Section 1.6:
Phase I: Capability Engineering (CE) research


P1 – Define problem space



P2 – Develop TLCM activity model



P3 – Develop a sector-independent ontology for Capability Engineering

Phase II: Knowledge Management (KM) research


P4 – Risks of decoupling information and knowledge



P5 – Rapid access to experts and skills resource

Project four (P4) also concerned the situation in which knowledge diminishes but the
information (documentation) remains. This chapter outlines the tasks undertaken to meet
the research objectives, and provides the results from each project of the research.
This EngD also resulted in the following emergent outputs alongside these five core
projects: (1) transitioning from soft systems requirement analysis to a baseline enterprise
KM architecture; and (2) investigating the role of Human Factors in addressing Systems of
Systems complexity. These were unplanned research activities that were pursued to answer
questions or develop themes that emerged from the planned research.
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4.2 PRELIMINARY STUDIES
The Research Engineer (RE) spent the first two years understanding the research domain
through in-depth review of the related literature. Ten academic MSc modules and an MSc
dissertation were also completed in fulfilment of the taught components of the EngD
programme. This research is enhanced through the following MSc taught element
contributions:


Engineering and Management of Capability: provided a broad appreciation of the
subject area and the background literature on CE for ontology development that
resulted in a paper in the INCOSE International Symposium (Paper 12).



Systems Architecture: the module assignment was used to develop a conference
paper that focused on ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ systems transition and KM domain model.
The logical modelling approach taught was used in a paper published in the Journal
of Information and Knowledge Management (JIKM) (Paper 2).



Human Systems Analysis: Soft Systems Methodology was adopted for problem
contextualisation and conceptual modelling of TLCM activities.



Innovation and Entrepreneurship for Engineers: an approach called Interactive
Management was used to capture, prioritise and model the key research objectives.



Principles of Research Design: the report written as part of this MSc module was
used to guide the methodology chapter in this EngD thesis.



Principles of Information and Knowledge Management: the assignment submitted
formed the basis of the journal paper co-authored by the KM course director.

The Research Engineer obtained a distinction on the taught element of the EngD.
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4.3 PROJECT 1: DEFINE THE PROBLEM SPACE THROUGH SOFT
SYSTEMS
The reader should refer to Paper 1 (Annex 1) to support this section (4.3).
A ‘soft’ systems approach called Interactive Management has been adopted to capture the
requirements and contextualise the problem. Three of the group methodologies used in the
Interactive Management workshop were Idea-Writing (IW), Nominal Group Technique
(NGT) and Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) (Delbeq et al. 1975; Broome & Keever
1986; Warfield & Cardenas, 1995). Rich pictures were also constructed by the Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs) to provide a diagrammatic representation of the systematic but nonjudgmental understanding of the problem situation (Checkland & Scholes 1990; Lewis
1992; Wilson 2001).

4.3.1 Method
The Interactive Management session was conducted during two workshops with a total of
four groups; Academics A, Academics B, Industrials A and Industrials B. The participants
(n=21) were chosen because they were either researching or managing within the context
of TLCM. There was no-one from the Ministry of Defence (MoD). The workshop
consisted of the following four sessions:


Session I: Idea Writing (IW) was used partly to produce the issues related to a given
KM trigger question and partly as an enabling process to aid consensus decisionmaking (e.g. categorising ideas) amongst the SMEs during the workshop.



Session II: Nominal Group Technique (NGT) was used to generate, clarify, edit and
obtain a preliminary ranking of a set of KM objectives.



Session III: Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) helped members to examine
the inter-relationships between elements gained through the NGT process and
provided a structure for tackling its complexity.
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Session IV: Rich pictures were constructed for the expression of the problem
situation.

Interactive Management is designed to prevent groups from prematurely focusing on
solutions before defining the problem situation and under-conceptualising design
alternatives (Broome & Keever 1986). This approach supports consensus decision making
through idea generation, structuring and design. The advantages of this ‘soft’ approach
include the efficient use of participant’s time; provision for iteration and documentation;
and promotion of participation, hence effective communication.
Semi-structured interviews which consisted of identification and contextualisation of
through-life KM requirements were also conducted with four experienced participants (10+
years of experience in Though Life Management) in addition to the workshop sessions
described above. The interviewees were not the same as workshop participants. The semistructured interviews focused on a series of key KM topics including communication,
collaboration, searching, storing, sharing, tools, corporate knowledge and security.

4.3.2 Results
Through a set of trigger questions, the four groups generated models and requirements that
they believed would provide effective KM for TLCM, i.e. a notional ‘to be’ model for KM.
The total number of IW statements from the four groups (n=21) was 268 and this led to 199
NGT objectives. All the academics participants were from the engineering discipline
including human factors. The academics in this study used a more traditional Systems
Engineering approach and categorised the IW statements under the ‘people’, ‘process’ and
‘technology’ headings, Industrials used the heading ‘business’ rather than ‘process’ and
introduced a new heading called ‘knowledge creation’.
The author summarised the categories from the IW results under the four main headings
shown in Table 4.1. These results contributed to project 2 which investigated the risks of
decoupling information and knowledge. The categories of KM issues were used to derive
the analysis framework that is applied to the Nimrod case study (Paper 2).
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Table 4.1 IW Session Categories
KM Strategy
Knowledge capability
Institutionalise KM
Governance/ownership
Funding/investment
Management structure
Leadership/champion
Succession planning and career
paths
- Transform tacit knowledge into
explicit
-

-

Knowledge Assessment
Knowledge about knowledge
Information distillation
Cumulative property
Time (freshness/staleness)
Risks
Value proposition
Maturity
Scale
Rigour
Quality
Accessibility
Capacity
Lifecycle of knowledge

-

Organisational Culture
Trust
Competencies
Retention of key skills/expertise
Social and physical environment
Learning culture/experience
Change
Sharing for advantage
Language – meaning/usage
Demographics
Education/training
Creativity

-

Knowledge Configuration
How and what to capture?
How to interpret knowledge?
How to communicate?
How to store and what to store?
How to access?
How to present or represent?
How to choose what to keep)?
Security or privacy
Ontology
Support mechanism

The NGT and ISM results as shown in Appendix A indicate that


the academics focused more on creating and adapting a KM vision and strategy
within and outside the enterprise whereas the industrials didn’t;



both of the groups stated the importance of developing a culture of co-operation and
trust across all enterprise communities that considers KM as a core discipline;



the groups also touched on points such as enablement to become a learning
organisation; adding to the accumulated store of knowledge; and ensuring that
lessons are learned;



all four groups emphasised the importance of exploiting, measuring and managing
the corporate knowledge and information for the business benefit.
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Figure 4.1 shows the interpretation of the objectives derived from Industrials B which can
support a proposed enterprise KM system. The product of the ISM process in this example
is an ‘intent structure’; this shows how the objectives captured through NGT inter-relate
with one another.

To develop a culture of cooperation and trust across
all enterprise communities
To assign the correct level
of expertise at all stages

To adapt to
change and
learning

To establish single point of
truth and converge knowledge
to a common understanding

To add to the accumulated store of
knowledge and ensure that lessons
are learned not just recorded

Efficient sharing and
application of knowledge
across all appropriate
stakeholders

To provide longevity for
the enterprise by
maintaining the
relevance of knowledge

To ensure a
successful
business
model

To curate and exploit
the corporate
knowledge
To broker knowledge and expertise
across the enterprise thus
improving competitive advantage
To develop the IT infrastructure around
knowledge storage, transfer and management
in an efficient and cost effective manner

Figure 4.1 ISM results from Industrials B

Figure 4.2 shows a baseline soft systems rich picture for ‘through life enterprise KM’
derived through interactions with SMEs (n=21). This rich picture provides a diagrammatic
representation of the systematic but non-judgmental understanding of the problem
situation. An architectural model containing a use case diagram and domain model derived
from this rich picture is illustrated in later sections.
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Economic Circumstances

Social Circumstances

ORGANISATION

CEO
Vision, Strategy
Culture, Structure
NGOs
D

Business Environment

Business needs

MoD

CIO
Knowledge needs
Training &
Skill Needs
External
Expertise

Future
Operations

Personnel
needs

Buy
KM Group

HR

Government

FDM

Legislations
Competitors

D
R&D

Current
Portfolio

R
Suppliers
Outputs

Outputs

Employees

Current
Capabilities

Figure 4.2 Baseline rich picture of through life enterprise KM

Figure 4.2 is an interpretation of the rich picture model generated by participants. The rich
picture shows that SMEs focused on external actors such as competitors, government,
MoD, NGOs and suppliers in addition to defining a boundary of the organisation. It also
highlights that the organisational implications include the development of a vision, culture
and structure within different business divisions. Social and economic circumstances were
considered to be part of the external environment and information flow part of the internal
structure. An example of an information flow is the transmission of business requirements
from the Management Board to the Chief Information Officer (CIO), Functional Delivery
Managers (FDM) and Human Resources (HR). This rich picture also illustrated that the
CIO forwards these business requirements to the KM group which may start the Research
and Development (R&D) process or even seek external expertise. The personal needs
including the training and skill needs are perceived to be handled by HR that has access to
the whole organisation.
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Further results from the IW, NGT and ISM sessions as well as the semi-structured
interview results can be found in the Knowledge Science Engineering and Management
(KSEM) paper (Annex 1). This problem contextualisation study produced substantial
results that could not be included within the KSEM conference paper due to page
limitations. Additional results shown in Appendix A include the NGT and ISM results from
all groups.

4.3.3 Discussion
As a result of analysing the data especially the rich pictures, it can be concluded that for
these samples the academics are more organisational oriented e.g. less constrained by time
whereas industrials were more product oriented e.g. more consideration of product
development and lifecycle. The two Idea Writing (IW) groups focused on traditional
Systems Engineering approaches and came up with categories such as people, process and
technology whereas the other groups followed a more knowledge-centric approach and
synthesised categories more specific to organisational knowledge management. The author
followed a subjective approach and categorised the finalised IW statements from the four
groups under the headings of (1) KM strategy, (2) organisational culture, (3) knowledge
assessment and (4) knowledge configuration (Table 4.1). These four headings are studied
further and used in a case study based approach in a later section (5.3.2).
The ISM process is usually continued until the relationships between all necessary pairs of
ideas have been explored. Often, ISM software is used to display a structural map showing
the result of the group’s judgments. The length of time required to complete discussion of
all necessary pairs of ideas depends on the total number of ideas in the set, but generally
the process requires between five to eight hours of group deliberation. Therefore, it was
decided to stick to a more flexible approach by allowing the participants to develop a
model similar to ISM through discussions. The ISM software was not used due to time
constraints. The relationship within ISM is termed ‘transitive’, which means that elements
at the foot of the figure help to achieve all other objectives above it to which they can be
linked via one or more arrows. Some participants struggled to put the objectives in this
transitive hierarchical format as the finalised objectives were identified to be relatively high
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level. As the processes of IW, NGT, ISM, SSM rich pictures and semi-structured
interviews progressed, it was clear that a better understanding emerged as to what this
through-life enterprise KM research should be trying to achieve.
These requirements analysis and problem contextualisation study led to an emergent output
published within the Contemporary Ergonomics and Human Factors 2010. This unplanned
output is summarised in the next section.

4.4 EMERGENT OUTPUT I: TRANSITION FROM ‘SOFT’
SYSTEMS TO A FORMAL MODEL
This section summarises the transition from a ‘soft’ systems requirements analysis
approach to the development of a baseline domain model for an enterprise KM system
within the defence and aerospace industry. The previous section captured, analysed and
synthesised the key stakeholder requirements for such an architecture through a case study
which consisted of a human-centric approach called Interactive Management. This section
describes the development of a baseline use case diagram and domain model derived from
this ‘soft’ system approach to guide the implementation of such a KM system. The
usefulness of a methodological approach using both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ systems techniques to
contextualise a problem situation and create its domain model has been demonstrated.

4.4.1 Baseline KM Domain Model
The transition has been accomplished by building a baseline enterprise KM domain model.
Consequently, a use case diagram and domain model (Dickerson 2009) were developed as
a result of analysing the Interactive Management findings including the rich pictures. The
external events and stakeholders shown in the rich picture (e.g. the government and
competitors) were not considered to have direct involvement with the system. As part of
the analysis, the author divided the actors in the rich pictures into meta-level and direct
users of the system. This division is the author’s interpretation and analysis of the rich
picture to provide the structure for the use case model. Consequently, the meta-level users
of this enterprise KM system were identified as:
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Chief Executive Officer (CEO)



Chief Information Officer (CIO)



Knowledge Management (KM) Group



Human Resources (HR)



Functional Development Manager (FMD)

The direct users involved the employees, researchers and external experts as they contain
much of the organisation’s knowledge. The use cases derived from the rich picture were


manage business needs: considers the business environment as well as a vision to
create a KM strategy, culture and structure;



manage knowledge needs: comprise the key competencies and skill-sets required;



manage KM training or skill needs: development of training material specific to
KM;



manage KM personnel needs: involves rapid on-boarding, secondments and
subcontracting, consequently the recruitment of KM specialists;



buy external KM expertise: acquisition of external KM expertise into the
organisation;



administrate KM research and development (R&D): this involves managing the
KM research teams to fulfil the research requirements.

A sequence diagram was also derived from the rich picture to illustrate the information
flow between different stakeholders within the enterprise. This was simply a high level
overview of the knowledge interactions that could support the basis of a more detailed
UML sequence diagram development. There is also a need to validate these use cases and
sequence diagrams through iterative interactions with experts if used in a future
application. This can lead to refinements of the operational and functional KM concepts
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and of the use cases themselves in order to better align with the stakeholder requirements.
For example, a use case centred on using the knowledge (i.e. knowledge exploitation) was
not apparent from the rich picture, which again emphasises the need for validation through
experts. The use case diagram shown in Figure 4.3 is a potential model where the
consensus rich picture was realised.

Manage business needs
CEO

CIO

Manage knowledge needs

Manage KM training/skill needs
HR
FDM

Manage KM personnel needs

Buy external KM expertise
KM Group

Administrate KM R&D

Figure 4.3 Baseline use cases for through life enterprise KM

Domains are the distinct subject matters present in any system representing large reusable
components and are depicted using a domain model which shows an organisation of UML
packages and their dependencies (Dickerson 2009). People’s roles and responsibilities were
considered from the rich picture when creating the domains. Functional decomposition was
avoided when developing the domains and use cases. Research and development (R&D) is
provided as a service in the following domain model, as the experts highlighted that the
KM group delivers R&D through internal researchers and external expertise. HR are also
provided as a service interface as the training and skill needs; personnel needs; and
knowledge needs within the enterprise are forwarded to HR via CIO, KM group and
FDMs. The HR and R&D service domains will have a user interface to enable the user
interaction. Figure 4.4 shows a high level overview of the enterprise knowledge
management domain model.
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Enterprise Knowledge Management

Research & Development
Interface

Personnel
Interface

SERVICE

SOFTWARE

Software Architecture

Web-based Intranet
Interface

APPLICATION

Hardware
Interface

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 4.4 Enterprise KM domain model

The actors that directly interact with the R&D interface in the domain model are CIO, FDA
and the KM group as opposed to the actors that interact with the personnel interface; CEO
and HR. This was derived from the information flow in addition to the roles and
responsibilities illustrated in the rich picture. Furthermore, a web based KM system would
be a useful support mechanism to this enterprise domain model.

4.4.2 Discussion
Phase I of this EngD tackled two aspects; (1) the derived workshop results and (2) a
methodical approach to enable transition from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ systems. We have discussed
this transition as a means of identifying knowledge management requirements for TLCM
(lately referred to as Capability Engineering). The use case diagram and domain model
provided a baseline model for a future enterprise KM system. Brooks (1995) expressed the
role of a Systems Architect as “the architect should be responsible for the conceptual
integrity of all aspects of product perceivable by the user”. This baseline domain model
supported by the soft systems approach can guide the focus on a more traditional Systems
Engineering approach e.g. Quality Function Deployment (QFD). Cohen (1995) described
QFD as a “method for structured product planning and deployment that enables a
development team to specify clearly the customer’s wants and needs…” Consequently,
QFD can be supported by such a human centric socio-technical ‘soft’ systems approach as
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illustrated in this section. The benefits of this approach are complementary to the key
business benefits of systems engineering as identified by Sillitto (2004). These include
building the right system; ensuring stakeholder satisfaction; and avoiding overspend and
over-runs in the expensive phase of the lifecycle, generally during integration, test and
setting to work. The drawbacks of this ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ systems approach is complementary
to Kestell (2004) findings which highlighted that functional modelling on its own is not
sufficient and other factors such as black-box specification, requirements management and
traceability, and maintaining quality need to be considered when producing the functional
model. Consequently, the baseline architecture illustrated in this section needs to be applied
to an ongoing project for future validation and verification purposes. Kestell (2004)
identified the key benefits of functional modelling as having clear, usable and verifiable
specifications whereas Galliers and Swan (2000) argued that much more is needed than just
standard hard methods when trying to generate a comprehensive set of representative
requirements. Therefore, a ‘soft’ systems approach to requirements analysis was adopted as
opposed to more traditional methods. Traditional requirement capture is much more
systematic and formal in approach using such tools, techniques and methods as QFDs,
formal modelling, document analysis and linguistics analysis.
Turning our attention to the derived Interactive Management workshop, the results
illustrated that the academics focused more on information flow within the enterprise
through a role based approach e.g. having a Chief Information Officer, whereas the
industrials emphasised how a defence company operates in the existing environment e.g.
having an information repository to encapsulate and store corporate knowledge. As a result
of analysing the data, especially the rich pictures, it can be concluded that for these samples
the academics are more organisational oriented e.g. less constrained by time, whereas
industrials are more product oriented hence considered more the through-life (‘cradle to
grave’) product development. As this was not the core aim of this EngD, additional future
research is necessary to further analyse and validate the models developed within this
emergent output.
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4.5 CAPABILITY ENGINEERING ONTOLOGY
The reader should refer to Paper 3 (Annex 3) and Paper 4 (Annex 4) to support this section
(4.5).

Figure 4.5 Project contributions to CE Ontology Development (extracted from Figure 1.2)

Phase I of this research used two different approaches to develop an ontology for
Capability Engineering. The preliminary research (Project 2) used Soft Systems
Methodology to develop a TLCM activity model and the concluding research (Project 3)
implemented a sector-independent Capability Engineering ontology through hybridisation
of heterogeneous case studies. This was as a result of the changes in customer expectations
and evolving developments within the industry i.e. BAE Systems TLCM activity model,
UK MoD’s SOSA-AM (Systems of Systems Approach –Activity Model) and INCOSE UK
Capability Working Group’s initiative on CE.
The ontology research undertaken supported collaboration within and between domains
(i.e. defence, rail and information technology) through provision of common terminology.
The ontology enabled improvement to existing CE activity models using robust definitions.
The ontology can also enable assessment of enterprise architecture frameworks for use in
CE by comparison with their meta-models in addition to acting as an index or viewpoint
onto information and knowledge related to CE and wider Systems Engineering.
Phase III is supported by two papers; IEEE SoSE (Paper 3) and INCOSE UK Technical
Report (Paper 4) in Annexes 3 and 4 respectively.
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4.5.1 Project 2: Development of a TLCM activity model
This preliminary research applied SSM to identify the activities necessary to transform an
existing aerospace and defence business model to one that would support TLCM. Semistructured interviews were conducted with experts and stakeholders across a range of
different relevant functions and organisations to identify the activities required to support
conceptual model development. A bottom-up approach was used to provide a TLCM
ontology and a top-down approach was proposed to develop the root definitions derived
from the experts’ perception of TLCM. The benefits and drawbacks of using SSM
including the human-activity system and mapping the activities onto a TLCM cube
(architectural) model are discussed.

4.5.2 Method
A semi-structured interview questionnaire (Appendix B) was developed to understand how
the subject matter experts describe ‘Capability’ and ‘TLCM’ as industry’s perception and
MoD’s viewpoint of these terms may differ. The interview questionnaire subsequently
adopted SSM’s root definitions, CATWOE5 mnemonics and conceptual model
development techniques to derive a set of activities needed to transform an aerospace and
defence business model into one to support TLCM. A bottom-up approach was used by the
author to provide a level of abstraction in developing a TLCM ontology and a top-down
approach is proposed to develop the root definitions.

4.5.3 Results
The results discussed in Paper 3 (Annex 3) initially focus on stakeholder characteristics and
their contextualisation of the terms capability and TLCM. The stakeholders were chosen
from three different types of organisations within the supply chain; industry (number of
interviewees, n=9), academia (n=2) and Ministry of Defence (n=5), where MoD is the
customer. The industrial stakeholders were chosen from a single prime aerospace and

5

CATWOE stands for customers, actors, transformation process, world view, owners and environmental

constraints.
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defence company that consisted of the air, land and maritime domains of the through-life
business. All stakeholders were either researching or managing TLCM.
The stakeholders (n=16) were asked to identify a set of activities (up to seven) that needs to
be developed to transform the industry business model to support TLCM. These are the
activities they carried out in their day-to-day business that supported TLCM. They
indicated the extent to which the activities supported TLCM by ranking them from most
important (1) to least important (7). A total of 93 activities, that is an average of almost 6
activities per person, were identified. The stakeholders (n=16) spent, on average, 87% (out
of 100%) of their time supporting TLCM. The remaining 13% time was spent on activities
not related to TLCM e.g. routine administrative activities. The activities were then put into
a pre-identified time scale matrix as summarised in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Activity time scale matrix

Short Duration

Short Term Impact
17

Long Duration

26

Long Term Impact
36
39

Scenarios were created applicable to the above time scale matrix in order to understand the
individual stakeholder interpretation of long and short term. For example, a scenario with a
long duration and long term impact was identified to be project management processes and
best practice as this involves a continual improvement over a long period. An example
scenario for a short duration and long term impacts was the specification of the roles and
responsibilities of the Systems Engineers in TLCM, which included writing a document that
can be used by programme boards to specify the competencies required for systems
engineers. Once written, it can be published in the Acquisition Guidance, therefore, having
a long term impact. Another example was the design of TLCM processes as it is a short
duration task but if successful it can become a doctrine.
The activities were represented using SSM’s human activity (conceptual) model. An
example is given in Figure 4.6. The rest of the activity models are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.6 An example of a Human Activity Model

The human activity models (n=16) developed consider the perception of each subject
matter expert. A bottom-up approach was used to generate a TLCM ontology derived from
the composite of activities that experts produced. The activities (n=93) were analysed to
identify similarities and eliminate duplications to create the following refined list (n=36).
Table 4.3 Ontology derived from Human Activity Models
- Learning & Development
- Research
- Tools & Technology
- Processes
- Readiness & Sustainment
- Service Support
- Roles & Responsibilities
- Systems Engineering
- Updating the AOF
- Stakeholder Management
- People Capability
- Integration of Functions
- Project Management
- Consultancy
- Governance & Ownership
- Capability Planning
- Design Authority
- Sponsorship

- Knowledge Management
- Performance Management
- Advice
- Road-mapping
- Modeling: activity/process
- Spanning Measures
- TLCM know-how
- Lifecycle Management
- Best Practice
- Capability Investigations
- TLCM Working Group
- Strategies
- Capability Development
- Affordability
- Exploitation
- Capability requirements
- Auditing/reviewing
- Assurance
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The above activities were defined by stakeholders and some are supported by
corresponding scenarios. For example, the learning and development activity includes
mentoring, education, training and conferences; and the governance and ownership activity
is associated with supply chain, engineering and project management functions. Figure 4.7
shows the TLCM activity ontology derived from the previous list.
Governance & Ownership

TLCM

Policies, Processes & Guidelines
Management & Resources
Roles & Responsibilities
Learning & Development
Capability Lifecycle
Support & Service
Strategy & Sustainment

Figure 4.7 Level 1 of the TLCM activity ontology

This ontology defined a common vocabulary to help stakeholders to share a common
understanding of TLCM activities.

4.5.4 Discussion
This preliminary research examined three aspects; (1) a conceptual approach to throughlife business transformation by adopting SSM, (2) the derived semi-structured interview
results, and (3) human activity model and ontology development to support TLCM.
Capability and TLCM are also contextualised through analysis of the stakeholder
viewpoints. This research leads to the conclusion that there are three main communities
within the TLCM enterprise; planning, implementation and education community. Those
involved in planning engage in changing the behaviours of others; the implementation
community deals with development activities e.g. maintenance; and the education
community can be described as messengers and evangelists.
The results from this conceptual SSM approach can be aligned with a change management
programme and future business aspirations to enable commonality across the TLCM
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enterprise. A top-down approach is also necessary to investigate the processes at a higher
level rather than in detail to populate the cube model or support a future TLCM model
development. This top-down approach can include the analysis of the descriptions from the
semi-structured interview to create different root definitions.
This research has not sought statistical significance, nor has it attempted to assess the
impact of SSM on TLCM modelling. Instead, the aim was to identify possible patterns in
SMEs’ perceptions and viewpoints that would guide future model development for TLCM
and transformation. Although the SMEs interviewed were drawn from a broad
representation of the TLCM enterprise, they by no means accounted for all the functions.
Additional research is warranted to investigate a more comprehensive range of TLCM
activities.
Further discussions are provided in Paper 3 (Annex 3). This study led to the following
concluding research which developed a Capability Engineering ontology through a case
study based approach.

4.5.5 Project 3: Development of a Sector-Independent Ontology for
Capability Engineering
A key realisation from the first two projects (P1 and P2) that motivated this project (P3)
was the use of similar CE concepts from different domains or sectors e.g. defence,
transport and ICT. An analysis of perspectives for Capability Engineering has been
conducted by the INCOSE UK Capability Working Group (CWG). This project is a
continuation of the study led by the CWG ontology work stream. The author was given a
set of requirements by this working group and based the ontology research on this. A
requirements specification was derived as a result of employing an iterative approach
through capturing, analysing and synthesising the key stakeholder requirements. This can
be found in Section 4 of Paper 4 (Annex 4).
This project developed a single shared ontology for the concept of Capability Engineering
to enable semantic interoperability and to support a formal and explicit specification of a
shared conceptualisation. Case study material from the different domains was used. The
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ontology development was executed in three phases; (1) pre-analysis, (2) ontology
modelling and (3) post-analysis. The pre-analysis involved literature reviews, requirements
specification, systems engineering process utilisation; and resource identification i.e.
examination of the case study material. The ontology modelling phase comprised
information extraction and classification in addition to modelling and code representation
using a mark-up tool, MS Excel and Protégé. The post-analysis involved validation
workshops through using expert focus groups.
A set of high level objectives were derived through analysis of the CWG workshop
discussions and prior meetings with the CWG ontology work stream members:


Objective 1: to develop a sector-independent ontology by extracting and classifying
information from case studies across heterogeneous domains to explicitly specify
the concept of capability engineering.



Objective 2: to develop a model from the ontology that is to be informed by the
capability engineering activity model to support the ‘management of knowledge’
within the context of capability engineering.



Objective 3: to evaluate (verify and validate) the ontology through expert reviews
and application to a case study.

The current ontology-based approaches; the proposed flow chart (Figure 4.8) for the
ontology development; and also the case studies used are discussed in Paper 4 (Annex 4).
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Pre-analysis
Define purpose and
scope

Identify resources

-

Intended use
Scenarios
Set of terms & characteristics
Derive an evaluation criteria

- Existing ontologies
- Case studies
- Documents

Modelling
Extract information

Add/
Delete/
Modify

Classification of
entity and property

Construct ontology
model

Code
representation

- Terms and concepts
- Sector independency
- Modularity

- Define concepts & relations
- Regroup according to logical rules
- Discard unnecessary terms
-

Entities
Properties and types
Links and types
Inherits and entity instances, etc.

- Coding of the terms through a
formal approach
- Adoption of an ontology
description

Post-analysis
Evaluation

Application to a case
study

Evolution

- Verification and validation e.g.
expert opinion and user feedback
- Apply the evaluation criteria
- External feedback
- Domain conflicts
- Incomplete, redundant and
inaccurate concepts
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boundary changes
- Keep ontology revised:
add/delete/modify if necessary

Figure 4.8 Process flow chart for ontology development
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4.5.6 Method
The three phases of ontology development as illustrated in Figure 4.8 are described below:


Pre-analysis. The pre-analysis involved a literature review, requirements analysis
and resource identification as described earlier. Examination of the case studies,
reports and documents to check their relevance and richness for information
extraction was also part of this phase. Existing ontologies and approaches e.g.
ontology for product-service system (Annamalai et al. 2010) have been analysed to
build a process flow chart that encapsulated a procedure for ontology development.



Modelling. The ontology modelling phase involved information extraction and
classification. This process included extraction of concepts from the resources
available; classification of entities and properties according to logical rules; and
also model and code representation using Protégé to illustrate the results. Protégé is
“a free, open-source platform that provides a growing user community with a suite
of tools to construct domain models and knowledge-based applications with
ontologies” (Protégé 2011). The subject-predicate-object clauses of RDF (Resource
Description Framework) known as “n-triples” (Allemang & Hendler 2008) were
also used to show the relationships between concepts.



Post-analysis. The post-analysis phase was concerned with ontology evaluation and
therefore comprised the validation of the ontology through expert review, user
feedback and application to a case study to check its suitability. The evolution of
the ontology is significantly important as procedures needed to be put in place for
keeping the ontology revised and up to date i.e. adding, deleting or modifying the
ontology to incorporate boundary changes.
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4.5.7 Ontology Modelling Spreadsheet
As mentioned in the previous section, the ontology modelling phase involved information
extraction and classification. A modelling process with a set of tools was used prior to
importing the CE ontology into Protégé. This is explained below.


Term extraction. A mark-up tool was used to highlight the key terms also referred
to as individuals or instances from the case study material. These were then copied
into a text file and imported into MS Excel for further analysis. The Entity
Relationship Diagram (ERD) from the INCOSE CWG perspective analysis paper
was used as a baseline to provide a classification as illustrated in Figure 4.9

Figure 4.9 Term extraction using the mark-up tool and pre-determined classification



Term analysis and n-triples generation. This task involved importing the terms or
concepts extracted through the mark-up tool into MS Excel for further analysis.
This analysis comprised subsequent grouping of these terms into more general
concepts; generating statements showing the relationship and context of use of the
terms; adding new concepts that are not capture by the ERD classification; and also
generating RDF n-triples by using the subject-predicate-object expressions to
denote the relationships. Figure 4.10 shows home page of this MS Excel tool where
the user is allowed to navigate through the spreadsheet.
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Figure 4.10 Home page of the MS Excel tool for ontology development

Figure 4.11 shows some examples of n-triples derived from the CWG perspective analysis
case study (that is item 3.1 in Figure 4.10). A total of 157 n-triples were created for this
case study on its own.

Figure 4.11 Examples of RDF n-triples: subject-predicate-object clauses

The next section illustrates the results of the ontology development approach.
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4.5.8 Results
The term extraction results for the entire case studies are summarised in Figure 4.12. In
total, there were 646 terms extracted with 553 n-triples. The n-triples were exploited in the
focus groups to construct an initial ontology for each case study.

250

Amount

200
150
100
50
0
Terms

Subjects

Predicates

Objects

RDF N-Triples

Rail Value for Money (RVfM) – Whole Systems Programme Management
Queen Elizabeth (QE) Class Development in the context of Carrier Strike
INCOSE UK CWG Capability Engineering Perspective Analysis
National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT)

Figure 4.12 Statistics showing term extraction and n-triples from four case studies

An incremental hybridisation process was used for ontology development, as shown in
Figure 4.13. Each version of the ontology was updated through further case study (CS)
analysis and inclusion. This first iteration has evolved into the final version of the CE
ontology (v1.4).
Key
CS – Case Study
v – Version

Ontology v1.n
Ontology v1.4
Ontology v1.3
Ontology v1.2

Ontology v1.1
CS 1

CS n
CS 4

CS 3
CS 2

Figure 4.13 Incremental hybridisation process for ontology development

The first iteration of the CE ontology, referred to as v1.1, is shown in Figure 4.14. This first
iteration (v1.1) comprised the results from the INCOSE UK CWG perspective analysis
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case study (CS1). The carrier strike capability ontology (CS2) is processed to construct
v1.2. The rail case study (CS3) results were used to generate v1.3 and consequently the
NPfIT case study (CS4) was used to generate the final version of the ontology (v1.4). The
ontology outputs from each case study and also the n-triples results are shown in Appendix
C of Paper 4 (Annex 4). A dictionary of defined terms can be viewed in the same paper.
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Figure 4.14 Ontology v1.1 derived from the INCOSE UK CWG perspective analysis case study (CS1)

The final ontology (v1.4), derived through the analysis of the four case studies, is shown in
Figure 4.16. A print screen illustrating a subset of the Protégé ontology (i.e. the class
hierarchy on the left; OntoGraf in the middle; and arc types on the right) is shown in Figure
4.15.
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Figure 4.15 Subset of the Capability Engineering ontology extracted from Protégé

The ontology was developed in chunks i.e. the top hierarchy consists of ontological
findings such as Capability -is realised through a System; -contributes to Services; -has
multiple Perspectives; -consists of Resources; -is Enduring; -is realised through Capability
Engineering; as illustrated in Figure 4.16. The perspectives and Components of Capability
(CoC) as discussed by Henshaw et al. (2010) were also incorporated into the ontology.
The performance metrics associated to services; and the different types of resources (e.g.
asset, manpower) were other contributing factors to capability.
The CE hierarchy encompassed entities such as external factors, portfolio and activities
including trade-off and lifecycle phases. This hierarchy also illustrated that CE manages a
portfolio that consists of one or more programmes (with an aim and identity) which are
made up of multiple projects and also require management, evaluation etc. The proposed
ontology and process used to develop the ontology is discussed further in the technical
paper published by INCOSE UK (Annex 4).
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Figure 4.16 Capability Engineering Ontology (Paper 4)
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4.5.9 Discussion
A limitation of this ontology development approach was the issue of subjectivity which
is to some extent minimised through analysing the n-triples i.e. subject-predicate-object
clauses via focus groups and expert reviews. Another drawback included the task of
importing the results into Protégé. This task has been concluded through making minor
changes to the ontology for its representation in Protégé. Such changes included
renaming recurring predicates such as ‘subClassOf’, ‘consistsOf’ and ‘comprise’
through inclusion of its parent class name. This therefore required further human
assisted analysis for insertion into Protégé. The final ontology included a definitions list
describing each term. These were derived from the current literature and MS Excel
analysis that already generated statements showing the relationship and context of use
of the terms. The evolution process that involved revising the ontology to keep it up to
date through i.e. adding, deleting and modifying the ontology was tackled during its
import into Protégé. An international perspective i.e. seeking feedback from overseas
was listed as part of future work.
The term extraction tasks that involved using a mark-up tool to highlight the key terms
from the case study material were human assisted. It is relatively difficult to implement
an automated tool to extract terms as domain knowledge relevant to Capability
Engineering has an important influence on analysis. The final version of the ontology
can be an enabler to develop such tools. It is also significantly important to emphasise
that the ontology is never complete as the nature of field evolves and changes. For
example in v1.1 of the ontology, it was stated that Capability Engineering is an activity
that considers lifecycles, enterprise goals, value, policy etc. This was only derived from
a single case study and there may certainly be other considerations e.g. ‘management’
as this is associated with most activities. The three phases of the process flow chart i.e.
pre-analysis, modelling and post-analysis were very similar to existing approaches
already discussed. The aim of this research was not to validate the proposed flow chart,
but rather, to use it to develop an ontology for Capability Engineering.
Further discussions and results including the n-triples and term definitions are provided
in the same technical paper (Annex 4).
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The following, Project 4 of this research, used the categories of through life enterprise
KM requirements derived from Project 1 to identify the implications of Through Life
Management of engineering information and knowledge. This is discussed next.

4.6 PROJECT 4: RISKS OF DECOUPLING INFORMATION AND
KNOWLEDGE
The reader should refer to Paper 2 (Annex 2) to support this section (4.6).

Figure 4.17 Project contributions to risks of decoupling information and knowledge (extracted
from Figure 1.2)

This project assessed the criticism that “Knowledge Management (KM) is little more
than re-packaged Information Management (IM)” through analysis of the relationships
and inconsistencies between IM and KM. This was supported by a case study of the loss
of an UK Royal Air Force aircraft known as ‘Nimrod’ as reported in the Haddon-Cave
Independent Review (Haddon-Cave 2009).
The first part of this phase analysed and synthesised IM and KM through a literature
review supported by the development of logical models of the definitions of IM and
KM in addition to generating a relationship table to identify the commonalities and
differences between these terms. The second part adopted an analytical stance by
considering the Nimrod review, also known as the ‘Haddon-Cave’ report, as a case
study to identify the implications of Through Life Management of engineering
information and knowledge on such incidents.
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Phase II is summarised below and a more detailed description is provided in Paper 2
(Annex 2).

4.6.1 Method
A comprehensive review of methodology has been provided in chapter three. Further
details of methods adopted in this phase are given in the same journal paper (Annex 2).
The methods adopted include (1) literature review, synthesis and analysis to examine
IM and KM principles and characteristics; (2) logical models to extract relationships
between different concepts; (3) case study insertions and analysis and also (4)
triangulation of all.

4.6.2 Results
Logical modelling was used to reason about and assess the definitions of IM and KM to
explore relationship between concepts, principles and terminology. The categories of
through life enterprise KM requirements from the first phase were used within the
Nimrod case study approach to derive an analysis framework. The next section shows
the results of the logical models and case study approach.

Logical Models
Logical models and relationship tables were developed to identify and better visualise
the commonalities and differences through extraction of IM and KM entities and
relationships. Four definitions of KM (Figures 2-5 in Annex 2) and IM (Figures 7-10 in
Annex 2) were considered as a result of the literature reviews. As a result of the analysis
of the logical models, the author decided to compare the rest of the definitions to that of
Jashapara (2004, p.12) as his definition has a different emphasis. Jashapara’s definition
can be perceived as the creation and management of knowledge as a human centred
attribute that involves a learning and transformation process considering the
environmental and cultural aspects.
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Definition: KM is the effective learning processes associated with exploration, exploitation and sharing
of human knowledge (tacit and explicit) that use appropriate technology and cultural environment to
enhance an organisation’s intellectual capital and performance.
Figure 4.18 Logical model for definition of KM by Jashapara 2004, p.12

The findings from the logical models illustrated a key difference. That is, IM deals with
information (explicit), and KM deals with human knowledge (tacit and explicit). As the
comparison table and logical models within the journal paper showed, all the definitions
for IM are about the organisation of information resources and hence focus on explicit
knowledge. However, KM, as defined by Jashapara, is concerned with the human and
cultural attributes. This is different from the rest of the definitions as the rest only
consider the explicit nature of knowledge. Further discussions and the rest of the logical
models can be found in Paper 2 (Annex 2).

Case Study: The Nimrod Review
An analysis framework was developed as a result of investigating the current
approaches for Through Life Management of information and knowledge. This
framework was applied to the Nimrod example through identification and analysis of
the key insertions from the 587 page Nimrod review. The loss of the Nimrod aircraft
was caused by a leak and ignition of fuel during air-to-air refuelling. This was analysed
through findings related to physical and organisational causes from an information and
knowledge management perspective.
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The findings presented followed evaluation criteria derived by the author that focused
on governance, configuration, assessment and organisational culture. These criteria
helped to structure the key implications as (1) describing the context of the observation
within the Nimrod review; (2) the observation verbatim; (3) a table summarising the key
insertions from the observation; and (4) discussions to address the argument that
“information is inadequate without knowledge”. For example, the configuration
criterion focuses on records management including how information and knowledge is
captured, stored, communicated, accessed etc. Considering the Nimrod example, the
mis-categorisation and classification of risks and hazards (e.g. tolerable when it was
not) contributed to the incident as reflected in the following verbatim statement and
Table 4.4:
“Mis-categorised Hazard H73 (the catastrophic fire risk represented by the
Cross-Feed/ Supplementary Conditioning Pack duct in the No. 7 Tank Dry Bay
starboard) as ‘Tolerable’ when it plainly was not, and then marked it as ‘Open’
and ‘Unclassified’… (p.260)”

Configuration

Table 4.4 Configuration related insertions from the Nimrod review
Observation
Categorisation
of risk and
hazards

Information
Risk
analysis data

Knowledge
Lack of
expert
knowledge
to categorise

How managed?
Inappropriately managed
by unsuitable delegation
and failure to check own
safety management plan

Outcome
Mis-categorisation
of risks

Not living
documents

Safety cases
documents

N/A

Information related to
safety cases suffered on
shelves and access to
databases was problematic

Inaccessible
information

Similar verbatim statements and analysis tables derived as a result of applying the
evaluation criteria can be found in the same journal paper.

4.6.3 Discussion
The findings showed that an overreliance on IM in the absence of KM can lead to
disaster. Where KM is little more than repackaged IM the risk of misusing available
information is increased. The author commented that it is important to consider KM to
be the “management of knowledge” and to value the tacit (human) knowledge that is
implied thereby. The insertions from the Nimrod review, analysed within this journal
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paper, were examples of information being used inappropriately because the necessary
knowledge for its correct interpretation or implementation was missing.
The assertion and reasoning behind why information and knowledge become decoupled
required in depth analysis of insertions. The framework including the criteria and the
insertions table was derived through an analytical stance by evaluating the existing
approaches. One can critique the analysis framework as it has not been validated
through other case studies but the emphasis of this approach was to derive insertions to
study the interdependence of knowledge and information management to guide the
discussions. Additional work is required to analyse the policy, process and practice
implications of using this analysis framework in helping to prevent such disasters.
The reader is strongly advised to refer to the same journal paper (Annex 2) for further
discussions as this is an integral part of the thesis.
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4.7 PROJECT 5: RAPID ACCESS TO EXPERTS AND SKILLS
RESOURCE

Figure 4.19 Project contributions to the provision of rapid access to experts and skills resource
(extracted from Figure 1.2)

Information exploitation and knowledge management is a challenge for every type of
organisation, whether they are military, governmental, or business focussed. This
section presents a study into knowledge assimilation and is applicable in the areas of
intelligence gathering. An experiment was conducted to extract and manage the
knowledge of and about an organisation from a compendium of employee CVs
(Curriculum Vitae) using the GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering)
technology. The output displayed graphically enabled the user to more easily digest the
information elicited from the experiment. The process of developing the taxonomy and
mapping knowledge or expertise onto profiles has been described. The findings were
used to support the first view of a proposed framework for social media exploitation
that better enables an organisation to understand the sources of tacit and explicit
knowledge for managing skills resource.
The framework (represented by a process diagram) for information exploitation initially
proposed can be seen in Figure 4.20. It should be noted that only the lower-third portion
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of the diagram (i.e. up to the ‘information extraction’ block) falls within the scope of the
current section. It embraces the two threads of both finding someone, or a group or a
community who know what you want to know, as well as extracting information and
knowledge in a more traditional way. This experimentation tackled information
extraction implications centred on bottom part of Figure 4.20.

Knowledge networks
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Domain knowledge

Domain area

SIG

Team

COP

Publish context

Content ranking
as a tag cloud
Individual

Author
Owner
Contributor
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Customer
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Identify who is
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Extract content
and context

Taxonomy
Semi-constrained tagging
Folksonomy
Incremental
‘Taxonomy’
creation
(Cluster analysis)

File store Hierarchical
Not meaningful

Unstructured
data

Figure 4.20 The framework for information exploitation
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4.7.1 Method
Formerly, a set of experimental scenarios, each based on a particular corporate dataset,
were considered on the basis of feasibility and suitability. The datasets were drawn from
the following BAE Systems services or utilities: TechniCall, Solutions-in-a-Box (SiaB),
Chairman’s Awards, ATC6 CVs and Intranet Search database. The options of ATC CVs
and TechniCall service were chosen as accessible information was available to make
improvements to the TechniCall service.
The TechniCall service aims to provide rapid access to experts and expertise within
several business units of BAE Systems (TechniCall 2011). The database which supports
this service is essentially static and not readily updateable. It was felt, therefore, that it
could benefit from consolidation with taxonomic information extracted from an
enterprise corpus, such as that comprising the ATC CVs. The information sought for
extraction would be used to augment the TechniCall database, so as to raise the quality
of responses to queries such as the following:


What sort of competencies are there within the organisation?



Who is the best person to assign to a specific TechniCall task from the pool of
ATC technical experts?



When a task requires more than one person’s expertise, which individuals are
thought to have the most complimentary skill-sets and likely to achieve the most
beneficial output in relation to the query posed?

The stages of experimental work involved:


collation and upload of CVs into GATE-aligned file repository;



pre-processing: conversion of CV Word documents into appropriate input
format compatible with GATE, i.e. plain text;

6

The ATC (Advanced Technology Centre) is the research and technology arm of BAE Systems and

delivers technology innovation, acquisition and development to the Company.
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incremental clustering of CV document content to produce initial taxonomy - to
be loaded into GATE Gazetteer, a processing component within the ANNIE (A
Nearly-New Information Extraction) plug-in;



processing steps from within GATE environment using ANNIE information
extraction plug-in:
o

assembly of document corpus;

o

tokenisation – splitting text into simple tokens, such as numbers,
punctuation and words;

o

text segmentation (into sentences);

o

part-of-speech tagging;

o

gazetteer;

o

named-entity recognition – to identify entity names based on lists
contained in plain text files;

o

co-reference resolution;



repeat processing step with TechniCall data;



generate taxonomy (classification) from CVs;



reconcile or merge results of analysis on CV and TechniCall corpora if possible;
and



visualise taxonomy in the form of a graph made up of nodes and links.

4.7.2 Implementation using the GATE platform
The General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) is one of the leading toolkits
for text mining and information extraction. It is maintained by the NLP (Natural
Language Processing) group at the University of Sheffield. It is noted for an easy-to-use
workbench-like Graphical User Interface (GUI). A component called ANNIE is part of
the distribution. ANNIE stands for ‘A Nearly-New Information Extraction’ system and
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serves as an annotation pipeline. Annotation or text mark-up is used to recognise and
apply XML tags to features such as names, geographic locations, phone numbers etc.
(GATE 2010).
A brief overview of some of the ANNIE components with respect to their use in this
experimentation is given in Figure 4.21.
The Tokeniser
Splits the text into very simple tokens, such as numbers and words of different types.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Sentence Splitter
This is a cascade of finite-state transducers which segments the text into sentences. A transducer is a
finite state transducer with two tapes: an input tape and an output tape. On this view, a transducer is
said to transduce (i.e., translate) the contents of its input tape to its output tape, by accepting a string on
its input tape and generating another string on its output tape.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Tagger
This produces a part-of-speech tag as an annotation on each word or symbol. Annotation is an act of
tagging and, in the context of GATE annotation, means creating new or identifying existing metadata
information.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Gazetteer
This is the lookup list of entities. They are stored in various files which the GATE Gazetteer uses to
detect in generally the initial phases of annotations.

Figure 4.21 Typical ANNIE system components (GATE 2010)

Although the majority of the experimental work focused on the GATE package, other
tools had also to be deployed, namely:


Linux wvText utility – a pre-processing function;



OpenCalais web service – a taxonomy processing function;



Java Development Kit (JDK 6) / Perl – post processing function; and



Graphviz: a visualisation function.

The experimentation system architecture is shown in Figure 4.22 Experimentation
system architecture depicted the main stages of the experimental work, the associated
software tools, and their respective outputs. It maps to the right-hand side of the process
diagram shown in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.22 Experimentation system architecture

Following will consider each experimental stage in turn and provide further detail on
the technical issues addressed.
Pre-processing. The CV documents were originally stored as Microsoft Word files. As
such, these documents could not be fed directly into GATE for text analysis, as GATE
is not primed to support the majority of Word documents; it does however support plain
text files. A way was needed to batch-convert the original Word files into plain text
files. A command-line Linux/UNIX utility called wvText was employed for this
purpose. To batch-process the inputs the UNIX find command with the –exec option
was used.
Incremental taxonomy generation. An incrementally generated ‘flat’ taxonomy was
used to inform the entity recognition procedure within GATE, via the Gazetteer
processing resource. That is, frequency and relevance matches related to technical
topics were performed on just over a third of the dataset (n=13) using the web service
interface of OpenCalais - a Reuters® metadata generation web service. Naïve use of the
GATE development environment does not give recourse to the same functionality for
running frequency matches to identify the relevance of key terms; however use at a
more advanced level does offer the ability to configure the entity annotation process in
such a way as to incorporate sophisticated machine learning and symbolic rule-set
procedures. OpenCalais web service relies on machine learning techniques to examine
unstructured text and the relevance of named entities (e.g. people, places, products).
OpenCalais processes these entities, facts and events extracted from the text and returns
RDF (Resource Description Framework) formatted results. The technology has
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reportedly been used for automatic tagging of blog articles and the organisation of
museum collections.
Information extraction with GATE. The bulk of the information processing and
analysis task was performed within GATE (version 5.2.1), using the ANNIE
information extraction plug-in. The inputs into GATE consisted of the pre-processed
document set (comprised of plain text files) and the incrementally generated taxonomy
using OpenCalais. The latter was uploaded using the Gazetteer processing resource
within ANNIE.
Post-processing. The information extraction performed by GATE results in a set of
annotated XML files. The annotations carry across as tags embedded within each XML
document. To extract keywords and key phrases requires processing of the XML and
identifying the correct nodes and tags to pull out. A Java class was written to perform
this step and remove duplicate terms extracted from the same document, which
produced an aggregated plain text file with a list of keywords against each CV
document. The text data was then imported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for
further sorting and formatting. To enable visualisation of the data with Graphviz, the
aggregated data was converted via a Perl script to the default Graphviz input format
(.dot).
Visualisation of results. Graph visualisation is a means of representing structural
information or multi-relational data in terms of network diagrams. Automated graph
visualisation has numerous applications in social network analysis, database and web
design, link analysis, dashboarding for Business Intelligence, and so on. The
visualisation of the data extracted from the CV set was carried out using a free and open
source network visualisation utility called Graphviz. It has several main graph layout
programs. It also has web and interactive graphical interfaces, and auxiliary tools,
libraries, and language bindings.
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4.7.3 Results
A set of results were displayed graphically, using images captured with the Graphviz
software. Different perspectives were shown grouped according to the number of
‘person’ nodes displayed. As seen in Figure 4.23, displaying a greater number of
individuals (with their skillsets) tends to clutter up and obscure the resulting image. This
is not so much a problem in the Graphviz application, where it is possible to zoom
in/out and scroll across an image, albeit subject to latency, but it does cause difficulty in
rendering images to an A4 page. The details of the links and nodes are not the key
points e.g. in a ten person graph; it is the connectivity mapping and its scalability
enabling the user to zoom in/out to see the information. Figure 4.23 illustrated only an
example of a two person graph and included common skillsets between the two. The
skillsets appear as extracted from the employee CVs and hence have not been modified.

Figure 4.23 Example of a two person graph
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4.7.4 Discussion: information exploitation and social network methods
The experimentation proposed for the CV dataset was carried out in its entirety: from
information extraction and taxonomy generation through to visualisation. A limitation,
as already mentioned, was the full access to the entire corpus of CVs. Only 38 out of an
approximate total of 300 were made available, and then only from a limited number of
broadly similar research groups, thus limiting variability and generality. Hence, the
taxonomic information extracted based on this dataset cannot reasonably be expected to
generalise well over a wider swath of individuals across the ATC or wider BAE
Systems organisation. Nevertheless, as a trial run to guide future work and by way of
stepping through the distinctive stages of an information exploitation cycle, the exercise
can be regarded as successful.
An important distinction to emerge about the experimental set-up concerns the fact that
the GATE software is not strictly an end-to-end solution and needs to interface to other
applications by way of a processing pipeline, or workflow, in order to perform the full
set of required tasks. Admittedly, the extensibility of the platform was considerable and
a fuller acquaintance with the tools available for developing custom plug-ins, i.e. using
GATE as a development environment, would be of benefit here and may permit much
of the outside functionality put in place for the current test run to be co-opted into
GATE. Customisation via software development with a view to the creation of bespoke
GATE add-ons appears to offer the best prospect of achieving good annotation quality,
alongside using pre-defined and elaborated taxonomies or ontologies through the
Gazetteer processing resource.
Additionally, the visualisation performed was necessarily a little ad-hoc, and although
sufficient as an initial investigation, it does raise important issues that will need to be
accounted for in any future work. An example is the visualisation of highly relational
and large datasets, which can quickly become impenetrable to the human eye, due to
link enmeshing and the sheer volume of nodes on display. Furthermore, the Graphviz
tool used to develop the network graphs offers limited navigation functionality, insofar
as zooming in and out and panning. A small exercise to investigate the problem of
visualisation is recommended for future research.
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In an ideal software development situation, one would run unit, system and verification
tests to identify and fix defects. User evaluation tests can also be performed to check the
credibility and usefulness of results. Verification and validation of the results of the
experiment (i.e. the taxonomic data) can be performed through a set of manual
evaluations, e.g. semi-structured interviews with the individuals concerned. In this case,
the verification, validation and usability tests are recommended as the next significant
tasks to be performed.

4.8 EMERGENT OUTPUT II: ROLE OF HUMAN FACTORS IN
ADDRESSING SYSTEMS OF SYSTEMS COMPLETIXY
The reader should refer to Paper 5 (Annex 5) to support this section (4.8).
Current methods and approaches in Human Factors (HF) are inadequate in addressing
SoS aspects associated with technical and organisational complexity. In this study we
argue that there is an urgent need to develop HF capabilities as a key mechanism for
coping with the complexity of SoS.
This study discussed the role of HF in SoS through mainly considering two aspects of
the HF discipline (Situational Awareness and Human Computer Interaction) and used
the London 7/7 bombings as an example to illustrate the key challenges. The author also
led a discussion session to address the role of HF in SoS at the annual conference of the
Institute of Ergonomics and Human Factors (IEHF) 2011 in the UK. A research agenda
that focuses on developing new tools and techniques to address challenges such as SA,
information overload, ownership, roles, responsibility and governance was suggested.
The proposed research agenda focusing on HF developments should be embedded into a
future SoS research programme. This is relevant to the current research as capability is
perceived as an emergent property of SoS. Further research is also necessary to
investigate the relationships between CE and SoS.
The reader should refer to Paper 5 (Annex 5) to realise the findings and conclusions of
this research.
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4.9 RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN SUMMARY
This thesis focused on KM issues and the coping techniques as applied in the context of
Capability Engineering through a combination of five projects.
The first project focused on capturing the requirements and understanding the problem
space by using Soft Systems Methodology and Interactive Management techniques.
This led to an emergent output that discussed the transition from ‘soft’ into ‘hard’
systems.
The second and third projects focused on ontology development. The second project
used SSM to develop a TLCM activity ontology to support a transformation process.
The third project used RDF n-triples extracted from heterogeneous case studies to
develop an ontology for the concept of Capability Engineering.
The fourth project researched the risks of IM without KM by using the Nimrod review
as a case study to examine the implications of using information and knowledge in a
through life context.
The outputs of project five resulted in an experimentation study centred on managing
knowledge and skills resource through information exploitation methods.
This research resulted in another emergent (unplanned) output which investigated the
role of Human Factors in addressing Systems of Systems complexity. The relationship
of capability to SoS can be colloquially summarised as capability is an emergent
property of SoS.
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5 FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the main findings and implications of the EngD research including
contributions to the existing theory and practice and also routes to exploitation.

5.2 THE KEY FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
This research led to multiple contributions and emergent outputs due to the change in
customer requirements and the evolving nature of the research field. Some of the
findings have already been discussed in the previous chapter. The sub-sections to follow
provide a summary of the key findings as associated to the research outputs illustrated
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Summary of the research outputs
Need

Problem Context

Outputs

Define problem
space

Capturing the KM
requirements of an
enterprise to support
Through Life
Capability
Management (TLCM)

1. Problem space specification
2. Categories of requirements
3. Conceptual modelling of
objectives
4. A methodological approach for
transitioning from ‘soft’ to
‘hard’ systems

Develop TLCM
activity model

TLCM enterprise
environment

5. Different viewpoint centred on
capability and TLCM
6. Human activity models
7. TLCM activity ontology

IEEE SOSE 2010
(Annex 3)

Develop a sectorindependent
ontology for CE

Capability Engineering
across heterogeneous
domains

8. Capability Engineering
Ontology
9. An enhanced approach for
ontology development

INCOSE UK
2012 (Annex 4)
INCOSE IS 2012

Risks of
decoupling
information and
knowledge

Management of
knowledge as
associated to the loss of
a Nimrod aircraft

10. Risks of IM without KM
11. Analysis framework

JIKM 2011
(Annex 2)

Rapid access to
experts and skills
resource

An organisation within
the TLCM enterprise

12. Experimentation results
13. Process map for information
exploitation

BAE Systems
Internal Reports
(Section 4.7)

Role of HF in
addressing SoS
Complexity

Emergency service
operations during
London 7/7 bombings
as a SoS example

14. Situational Awareness and
Human Computer Interaction
implications centred on SoS
15. A proposed research agenda

IEEE SMC 2011
(Annex 5)
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5.2.1 Categories for through life enterprise KM requirements
The requirements analysis and problem contextualisation research (section 4.3) during
the first phase resulted in categories of KM requirements for Through Life Capability
Management. The main categories derived are summarised below:


KM strategy: this focused on institutionalising KM and considered the funds and
investments available. This is also concerned with governance and ownership
through a KM leadership or champion. Succession planning and career paths
were also listed under this heading.



Organisational culture: this included change management, having a learning
culture, trust and sharing for advantage. The competencies within the
organisation and the retention of key skills and expertise were identified as some
other key requirements under this heading.



Knowledge assessment: this referred to the value proposition and lifecycle of
knowledge and included attributes such as knowledge maturity, rigour, quality,
accessibility, capacity, cumulative property, scale and risks.



Knowledge configuration: this referred to how knowledge was captured,
interpreted, communicated, stored, accessed, presented etc. It also considered
security and privacy issues in addition to the ontology used.

Soft System Methodology rich pictures (section 4.3.2) supported by use case diagrams
(section 4.4.1) were other contributions that helped to express the problem situation in
the first phase.
This requirements analysis research has been published in the international conference
on Knowledge Science Engineering and Management (KSEM) in 2009.

5.2.2 Decoupling and managing information and knowledge
The insertions from the Nimrod case study (section 4.6.2) were examples of information
being used inappropriately because the necessary knowledge for its correct
interpretation or implementation was missing. The following examples emphasise that
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this is not only an information management matter but a “management of knowledge”
issue paying particular attention to complexity and the tacit nature of knowledge.


Routine outsourcing and short term two-year postings: this had a detrimental
effect in capturing essential practical knowledge of employees operating and
maintaining the platform. This also influenced employees’ ability to make a
lasting and positive difference whilst in post. The lack of vital operator and
maintainer input and contextual understanding of the current practices
contributed to the loss.



Problems with ‘aged’ legacy systems, attention to skills and decline of
corporate knowledge: the pool of engineers with the requisite specialist
engineering skills who understood the corporate knowledge and records has
diminished due to people retiring or moving to more attractive jobs. Procedures
such as sitting with NELLIE or a buddy system to transfer knowledge from
experienced employees should be put in place to retain skills on aged aircrafts.



Decline in the ability of the customer to act as an ‘intelligent customer’: the
contextual knowledge of the customer has faded due to problems with retaining
skills and experience of its employees as a result of organisational change.



Not living documents: information related to safety cases suffered on shelves.
Access to databases from front line employees and the data management
processes was problematic.



Ownership and management of information related to risks and hazards:
suggestions were made to ensure that there was one owner who was responsible
for collating information for each hazard. Analysing hazard descriptions to avoid
misinterpretation was also recommended.



Sharing of best practice: website and articles discussing and drawing attention to
best practices focusing on safety can guide knowledge sharing.

The logical models and case study insertions from the Nimrod Review uncovered the
following important findings as related to decoupling and managing information and
knowledge:
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KM is frequently confused with IM and reliance on IM only can sometimes
result in a disaster;



It is imperative to understand the distinctions between IM and KM as
“management of knowledge” is concerned with socio-technical, hence human,
aspects to a greater extent than IM;



IM should be considered as a prerequisite to engaging KM; and



KM should be perceived as the creation and management of knowledge as a
human centred attribute that involves a learning and transformation process.

This research focused on decoupling of information and knowledge and has been
published in the Journal of Information and Knowledge Management (JIKM) in 2011.

5.2.3 Capability engineering ontology
The scope of Capability Engineering is large and there were challenges in producing an
all-embracing model with a vocabulary agreed by all parties. Modelling the whole space
in one set of language or vocabulary was difficult. Capability and TLCM were
contextualised through analysis of the stakeholder viewpoints as discussed in sections
2.2.3 and 4.5.4.
The ultimate goal of developing a single shared ontology through incremental
hybridisation of heterogeneous case studies has been achieved. The outputs of this
research included an MS Excel spreadsheet tool illustrating the development process
(i.e. the n-triples); a dictionary with term definitions; and an OWL output from Protégé.
The final ontology, derived through the analysis of the four case studies, was shown in
Figure 4.16. The applications of the ontology developed can be summarised as:


support collaboration within and between domains through provision of
common terminology;



enable improvement of CEAM (Capability Engineering Activity Model) using
robust definitions;
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enable improvement of SOSA-AM (Systems of Systems Approach - Activity
Model) using robust definitions;



enable assessment of enterprise architecture frameworks for use in Capability
Engineering by comparison with their meta models i.e. the information model
for the architecture framework, defining the structure of the underlying
architectural information that is presented in the views;



act as an index or viewpoint onto information and knowledge related to
Capability Engineering and wider Systems Engineering; and also



contribute (in an appropriate manner) to BKCASE (Body of Knowledge and
Curriculum to Advance Systems Engineering) definitive view of Capability
Engineering.

The process derived for ontology development contributed to existing theory and
practice. This was discussed in section 5.3.3. The Capability Engineering ontology
developed (section 4.5.8) is a new invention in the field of ontology implementation and
Capability Engineering. This research has been recognised by the INCOSE UK through
two publications:
(1) a paper published in the INCOSE International Symposium 2012; and
(2) a comprehensive technical report published by INCOSE UK on its website
(Paper 4 in Annex 4).

5.2.4 Future research agenda: HF for System of Systems
As mentioned above, the relationship of capability to SoS can be colloquially
summarised as capability is an emergent property of SoS. An emergent output from this
EngD was the role of Human Factors in addressing SoS complexity. The author led a
discussion session at the annual conference of the Institute of Ergonomics and Human
Factors (IEHF) 2011 in the UK. A research agenda that focuses on the following was
suggested:


enhance the current SA measurement approaches to accommodate SoS in
addition to determining combined or aggregated SA in distributed teams;
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develop approaches to governance and organisational process that sustain
discretion of individuals at lower levels of an organisation to act, while also
sustaining control and coordination. Linked to this is determining the means
through which to enable individuals, in certain circumstances, to be given
responsibility and authority beyond the standard operating procedures and
against social and organisational norms and conventions;



extend the use of system dynamics within the HF community through learning
from modelling and simulation approaches including team based techniques i.e.
multi-disciplinary influence diagrams;



address the urgent need to develop a common language to enable semantic
interoperability in a relatively complex heterogeneous systems and sub-systems
i.e. to overcome ‘management jargon’ as described in the London 7/7
emergency response case study;



determine ways to increase organisational flexibility and agility by addressing
issues relating to the management of knowledge, such as knowledge transfer, to
enable greater connectedness and interconnectedness of SoS when tackling
problems such as information overload, multi-tasking and decision making; and
finally



ascertain how tools and techniques within the social sciences domain may
contribute to better understanding of socio-technical aspects in order to better
manage and cope with emergent behaviour, for example through identification,
categorisation, mitigation and exploitation of emergence.

This research has been published in the IEEE Systems Man and Cybernetics (SMC)
conference in 2011.
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5.3 CONTRIBUTION TO EXISTING THEORY AND PRACTICE
This research has led to multiple contributions to existing theory and practice as
discussed through the following sub-sections.

5.3.1 Requirements analysis and problem contextualisation
enhancements through soft systems
Section 4.3 of this thesis showed how a ‘soft’ systems approach called Interactive
Management has been adopted to capture the requirements and contextualise the
problem space. Section 4.4 discussed the process of transitioning from the soft systems
results to a formal model. This transition was enabled by dividing the actors in the rich
pictures into meta-level and direct users of the system. Although this division was
subjective and depended on the interpretation and analysis of the rich pictures to
provide a structure for the use case model, the rich pictures themselves were created
through interactions with subject matter experts. The soft systems, and hence the
Interactive Management results, provided the baseline information to derive a formal
model including UML use case, sequence and domain models. The benefits and
drawback of this approach have already been discussed in section 4.4.2.
The main objective of using soft systems was to define the problem space which
resulted in key realisations and motivated new research e.g. capturing categories of KM
issues and using that on a case study. Although transitioning from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’
systems was not the focus of this research, this emergent output can be set within the
State of the Art (SOA) including the requirements analysis and modelling as used in
SSM, UML, Business Process Modelling and Enterprise Knowledge Management.
Existing research in this area comprised initiatives such as mixing SSM and UML in
Business Process Modelling (Sewchurran & Petcov 2009); and development of models
or tools of ‘soft’ enterprise characteristics and their integration into enterprise systems
(Kennedy et al. 2007). The benefits of this ‘transitioning’ approach in this EngD
research are complementary to the key business benefits of Systems Engineering as
identified by Sillitto (2004) including building the right system; ensuring stakeholder
satisfaction; and avoiding overspend and over-runs in the expensive phase of the
lifecycle. This ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ systems transitioning provided transparency, traceability
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and richness to UML modelling e.g. the actors and use cases being traced back to the
rich pictures and SSM human activity models as opposed to depending on subjective
judgement and interpretation of UML developers. The richness is delivered through the
data provided as a result of the analysis of the consensus decision making and hence the
group activities in soft systems. Traditional requirement capture is much more
systematic and formal in approach using such tools, techniques and methods as QFDs,
formal modelling, document analysis and linguistics analysis. This transitioning
approach addressed the argument by Galliers and Swan (2000) that much more is
needed than just standard hard methods when trying to generate a comprehensive set of
representative requirements.
This soft systems transition research has been published in Contemporary Ergonomics
and Human Factors 2010 (Paper 7).

5.3.2 Analysis framework for through life management of information
and knowledge
Paper 2 (Annex 2) presented an analysis framework that was developed as a result of
investigating the current approaches for Through Life Management of information and
knowledge. This framework was applied to the Nimrod (Haddon-Cave 2009) example
through identification and analysis of the key insertions from the 587 page Nimrod
review. The framework criteria, that included governance, configurations, assessment
and organisational culture, was derived through a hybrid of the KIM principles
(McMahon et al. 2009) and categories of through life enterprise KM requirements as
identified by Dogan et al. (2009). Application of the analysis framework involved a
procedure of examining the Nimrod review to identify insertions associated with the
management of information and knowledge. These were then recorded so as to include
the area of observation itself, the aspect associated with information, a description of
how the area of observation was managed, and the outcome associated with the area of
observation.
There was nothing in the analysis of this particular project to imply that the analysis
framework could not be used for another case study. The use of formal logical
modelling (Dickerson 2008) is another contribution as this has not been applied in the
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KM area. This research analysed and demonstrated the instances of organisation of
information and knowledge and its use in a real world safety-critical situation such as
the Nimrod crash.

5.3.3 Experimentation of a framework for information exploitation
Section 4.7 already discussed a contribution to practice through an experiment to extract
and manage the knowledge of and about an organisation from a compendium of
employee CVs (Curriculum Vitae) using the GATE (General Architecture for Text
Engineering) technology. A framework for information exploitation, represented by a
process diagram, has been proposed (Figure 4.20). Only the lower-third portion of the
diagram (i.e. up to the ‘information extraction’ block) was addressed within the scope of
the experimentation. An important distinction that emerged about the experimental setup concerns the fact that the GATE software is not strictly an end-to-end solution and
needs to interface to other applications by way of a processing pipeline, or workflow, in
order to perform the full set of required tasks. The limitations of this research have
already been discussed in section 4.7.4.
The author contributed to a technical report (Paper 9) that focused on the State of the
Art (SOA) for this particular experimentation. This technical report focused on the one
hand on social media and social networking as methods to capture both the nature of the
network as well as user generated content, and on the other, data mining and text
analytics technologies to support search and find functionality to enhance situational
awareness. The aim was to make sense of information for organisational benefit. Tools
and technologies such as mash-ups, dashboards as used in business intelligence;
collaborative filtering, folksonomies, social tagging, wikis, social analytics, and
enterprise search as used in Web 2.0 were analysed. Free open source solution such as
natural language toolkit, GATE, RapicMiner, OpenNLP, OpenCalais were critically
reviewed before deciding on using GATE. This proposed experimentation, and hence
the framework moves on from the UK MOD’s Networked Enabled Capability (NEC).
For instance, this new framework shows that the three dimensions of networks,
information, and people are more complex than first presented. The importance of
understanding, accepting, and managing the overlaps between these dimension has been
tackled. This framework concerned with the emergence of valuable information and
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knowledge as a result of exploiting the informal knowledge flow between and within
social networks and communities. The GATE experimentation itself is about the
alignment of social media and web 2.0 technologies with data-mining and information
processing tools to offer benefit in the arena of NEC and rapid provision of access to
experts at BAE Systems. The framework resulting in this experimentation achieved a
collective benefit for BAE Systems, by ensuring individuals with common
organisational goals are connected by the most appropriate means. The applications of
this framework in a military context include operational awareness and sensemaking
and the application in the business context comprise the role of communities and
networks for knowledge brokering. The knowledge acquired by this experimentation
identified inadequacies in the TechniCall (rapid access to experts) service which led to
the generation of requirements for an improved service which is now being
implemented by BAE Systems.

5.3.4 A generic and unique ontology for Capability Engineering
Section 4.5 discussed two approaches to ontology development; (1) using Soft Systems
Methodology to develop a TLCM activity ontology; and (2) implementing a Capability
Engineering ontology through hybridisation of heterogeneous case studies. The SSM
approach developed the ontology from a composite of human activity models that
experts produced. The results from this approach can be aligned with a change
management programme and future business aspirations to enable commonality across
the capability management enterprise. However, this requires further analysis of the
human activity models to identify specific activities needed to support future
programmes similar to change management. The second approach proposed a process
flow chart (Figure 4.8) for incremental ontology development though using case study
material from heterogeneous domains. This generic process involved extracting terms to
derive RDF n-triples which are then used in expert focus groups to develop the
ontology. It was relatively difficult to implement an automated tool to extract terms as
domain knowledge relevant to Capability Engineering has an important influence on
analysis. The aim of this research was not to validate the proposed flow chart, but
rather, to use it to develop an ontology for Capability Engineering. However, the
process used to derive the final version of the ontology can be an enabler to develop
such semi-automated ontology development tools.
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The contributions made as a result of the CE ontology development and the approach
used can be discussed within the State of the Art. The ontology itself is unique i.e. an
ontology for CE has never been developed before. Ontologies related to product-service
systems (Annamalai et al. 2010); and support service management within adaptable
service systems (Thongtra & Aagesen 2010); and Systems of Systems information
interoperability (Shaw et al. 2006) have already been developed. However, the context
and emphasis is different to the current research. For example, the product-service
systems paradigm bundles products and services into integrated solutions and tends to
enhance the relationships between the provider and their customers (Annamalai et al.
2010) whereas Capability Engineering considers different perspectives where the
system boundary may also be different. Moving onto the approach used for ontology
development, a variety of methods, methodologies, tools and languages for ontology
development have already been analysed by various authors (Corcho et al. 2002;
Mizoguchi 2003; Mizoguchi & Kozaki 2009). Languages such as OWL (Web Ontology
Language) and IDEF5 (Integrated Definition for Ontology Description Capture Method)
in addition to tools including Protégé and Hozo are examined to check their
applicability. The process flow chart was proposed as a result of analysing


ontology-based conceptual knowledge representation (Kourlimpinis et al. 2008);



ontology-based information model development for science information reuse
and integration (Hughes et al. 2009);



ontology-based knowledge modelling framework for intangible cultural heritage
(Tan et al. 2009); and



domain ontology life-cycle engineering framework for modular product design
(Duan et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2011).

Annamalai et al. (2010) discussed methodologies for developing an ontology through
analysing various approaches and argued that there is no one correct way to model a
domain and the process for ontology development is usually iterative. Although there
are major similarities with these approaches, the details and context vary. The proposed
process flow chart in the current thesis is different as subject-predicate-object clauses of
RDF (Resource Description Framework) known as “n-triples” (Allemang & Hendler
2008) were extracted from case studies to show the relationships between concepts.
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Furthermore, as illustrated in the ontology modelling spreadsheet section (4.5.7), this
process was supported by the development of a mark-up tool for term extraction. An
MS Excel tool was also developed and used for grouping of the terms into more general
concepts; generating statements showing the relationship and context of use of the
terms; and adding new concepts before generating the RDF n-triples.

5.4 KNOWLEDGE GAPS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The section clarifies the identified knowledge gaps in this area of research and specifies
the key contributions in terms of new knowledge, methods and tools that emerged from
this research to fill these gaps (Table 5.2). These contributions which have already been
described in section 1.7 are linked back to the revised aims and objectives that are
described in section 1.6. A summary of research outputs are already illustrated in
section 5.2 (Table 5.1).
Table 5.2 Summary of the knowledge gaps and contributions
Knowledge gaps

Specific Contributions

Links to
Objectives

Distilling CE and SoS centred KM
requirements from the vast literature and
sponsoring company to derive a set of
objectives.

Categories of agreed KM requirements and
conceptual modelling of objectives within
the sponsoring organisation (section 4.3).

Objective 1
and 2.

Capturing diverse views of the meaning
of capability and the activities of CE
both within specific domains and across
domains.

Defined the activities and relationships
required in CE. These Soft Systems results
included Human activity models and an
activity ontology (section 4.5.1).

Objective 3

Analysing TLCM activities to serve as a
means of validation for the emerging
model within the Company.

Independently developed a TLCM activity
model against which BAE Systems validated
their activity model, which is now used by
UK MoD (section 4.5.1).

Objective 4

Exploiting variety of views and
concomitant
misunderstandings
concerning CE and then providing
clarity for presentation and discussion of
the CE concept.

Potential classification for accessing
knowledge i.e. developed a Capability
Engineering ontology. This research also
provided an enhanced approach for ontology
development (section 4.5.5)

Objective 5

Understanding the relationship between
Information
Management
and
Knowledge Management in the context
of the emerging TLCM paradigm.

Identified the risks of decoupling
information and knowledge and developed
an analysis framework (section 4.6).

Objective 6

Evaluating
existing
knowledge
management resources used by the
Company to determine their suitability
for the TLCM environment and to
identify improvements.

Experimentally tested an explicit BAE
Systems approach for managing knowledge
and skills resources. Experimentation results
and a process map for information
exploitation are revealed (section 4.7).

Objective 7
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5.5 AUTHOR’S OWN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RESEARCH
The author’s own contribution to the research including the publications are
summarised and clustered against each project (P1-P5), as shown below.


P1 – Define problem space: entirely conducted by the author and resulted in two
publications (Paper 1 and Paper 2). These publications were co-authored with
the supervising professor who reviewed the papers and provided guidance
throughout the problem space definition. A researcher from the same research
group also provided comments regarding the first paper.



P2 – Develop TLCM activity model: entirely conducted by the author and the
IEEE SOSE publication (Paper 3) was co-authored by the supervising professor.



P3 – Develop a sector-independent ontology for Capability Engineering:
entirely conducted by the author and the INCOSE publications (Paper 4 and
Paper 12) were co-authored by the supervising professor and an executive
scientist from the sponsoring company. The co-authors provided feedback on
approaches used for ontology development and reviewed the outputs.



P4 – Risks of decoupling information and knowledge: entirely conducted by the
author and the journal publication (Paper 2) was co-authored by the supervising
professor

and

also

the

Knowledge

Management

course

director

at

Loughborough University. The KM course director provided guidance about the
KM literature and reviewed the journal paper.


P5 – Rapid access to experts and skills resource: the author developed an
original idea of his own and was part of a team winning this project within BAE
Systems (~120K). The author’s contribution was the literature review on KM
and development of the use case scenarios. The author also collaboratively
supported the actual experimentation through identifying the GATE capabilities
and limitations; providing suggestions centred on validation and verification;
and creating the framework for information exploitation. The author
acknowledges that most of the implementation (i.e. coding) was performed by
the co-author (i.e. a Research Engineer) at BAE Systems.
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5.6 ROUTES TO EXPLOITATION
The routes to exploitation are summarised under the following sub-headings.

5.6.1 Implications and impact on the sponsor
The requirements analysis research that included the categories of through life KM
requirements and rich pictures were presented to BAE Systems Advanced Technology
Centre. The discussions focused more on information flow within the enterprise through
a role based approach e.g. having a Chief Information Officer (CIO). Coincidently, a
CIO role was created within BAE Systems after the requirements analysis. The
importance of having a CIO or KM champion within an enterprise was acknowledged.
The risks associated with decoupling of information and knowledge and the analysis
framework derived can support a future KM strategy that realises managing knowledge
is distinct when compared to IM. Over-reliance on information management in the
absence of tacit knowledge can lead to a loss in the value of the information, which can
result in disasters as illustrated in the Nimrod case study. A key exploitation route here
is simply the creation of awareness of this difficulty within BAE Systems management.
The ontology developed can be exploited through an alignment to BAE Systems
Integrated Support Business Model (ISBM) which is a framework relating to
engineering and commercial processes. The CE ontology can be mapped onto ISBM to
enhance its processes through i.e. identifying the gaps to better engineer and manage
capabilities. The ontology will also be used to enhance the Communities of Practice
(CoP) websites as associated to Capability Engineering within BAE Systems. For
example, the Readiness and Sustainment CoP will be improved through providing input
into structuring the CoP i.e. identifying the groups needed for collaboration. This can
include experts from communities such as project management, systems engineering,
supply chain and lifecycle management. In addition, the customer has identified a
potential to relate the ontology to work- or organisational- breakdown structures.
The information exploitation study that focused on mining employee CVs led to another
initiative within BAE Systems that focused on implementation of in-house algorithms.
The idea of enhancing the TechniCall service (which provided rapid access to experts)
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through an improved competency map of employees has not been taken further due to
budget limitations. This was parked as part of a future study.
Other exploitations within the sponsoring company included a presentation at BAE
Systems annual Knowledge Management conference and three internal publications that
focused on information exploitation and social networks.

5.6.2 Implications and impact on wider industry
The main contribution to the wider industry has been the development of the generic
ontology. This involved two outputs; a paper and a technical report published by
INCOSE. The incremental iterations of the ontology were presented to the INCOSE UK
Capability Working Group through a series of presentations and workshops. The
feedback received via these interactions contributed to the evaluation of the ontology.
The use cases and exploitation routes of the ontology have already been discussed in
section 5.2.3. The ontology will also be exploited through the EU funded T-AREA-SoS
project (T-AREA-SoS 2012). This future research will involve re-using extracts from
the CE ontology, dictionary and case studies to support the provision of a SoS thesaurus
in order to provide a common language across different domains. This EngD research
resulted in 12 publications in total. These research outputs from which the wider
industry can benefit are discussed in the recommendations for industry section (6.3).

5.7 SUMMARY
The main findings and implications were discussed in this chapter of the thesis. The
Capability Engineering ontology, and the decoupling of information and knowledge
research have been the primary two contributions to the research domains of Knowledge
Management and Capability Engineering along with other contributions already
summarised.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This concluding chapter presents how the aims and objectives of this research have been
realised. It critically evaluates the research and lists a set of recommendations for
industry and also proposes further research.

6.1 REALISATION OF THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES
An overview of the research aim, objectives and projects has already been shown in
section 1.6 and Figure 1.2. The following is a summary of how the primary aim of
“characterising and describing Capability Engineering as applied in the defence
enterprise and identifying important considerations for BAE Systems for managing
knowledge within that context” has been achieved. The overall aim has been split into
two sub-aims and the objectives realised are categorised under each as described below.
Sub-aim 1: characterise and describe CE as applied in the defence enterprise
This sub-aim has been accomplished through examining stakeholder perception of
capability and Capability Engineering. Semi-structured interviews (Appendix B) have
been conducted and conceptual models developed to better understand the activities
needed to transform an organisation to support Capability Engineering (Appendix C).
This research along with the CE ontology supported the on-going developments in
characterising and modelling Capability Engineering i.e. validation of BAE Systems
TLCM activity model through SSM. A sector-independent ontology has also been
developed to explicitly specify the concept of CE. The results have been validated and
analysed through stakeholder involvements i.e. workshops and focus groups with
experts from the INCOSE Capability Working Group. This group has around 70
members from a variety of industries. The Capability Engineering ontology was
developed without reference to the capability-based planning and acquisition research
conducted in the non-UK countries as discussed in the literature review (section 2.2.6).
This non-UK research did not inform the existing results i.e. development of the
ontology, but provided useful information for cross-comparison. For example, the
benefits of the capability-based planning as described in the US Missile Defence
Agency (Montroll & McDermott 2003) and the Australian “Portfolio, Program, and
Project Management Maturity Model (P3M3) Capability Improvement Roadmap” (DCP
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2012) can be mapped onto the “enduring” and “portfolio management” branches of the
ontology.
The outputs of this sub-aim involved publications in the IEEE SoSE 2010 conference;
INCOSE International Symposium 2012; and a technical report published by the
INCOSE UK Capability Working Group (Annex 4). The routes to exploitation and
dissemination have been established through interacting with the INCOSE UK CWG
and the publications already mentioned. The CE ontology research is also going to be
published by INCOSE UK as part of the Capability Systems Engineering Guide. This
includes Z-Guides, which provide overview information on various INCOSE topics.
They are aimed at people who are not necessarily familiar with the concepts found in
the System Engineering domain (INCOSE Z-Guide 2012).
Sub-aim 2: identify important considerations for BAE Systems for managing
knowledge within the context of Capability Engineering
This sub-aim has been achieved though comprehensive literature reviews on Knowledge
Management and Capability Engineering; a requirements analysis and case study based
approach; and also an experimentation. Stakeholder requirements have been captured,
analysed and synthesised as a result of using Soft Systems Methodology and Interactive
Management techniques. The risks of decoupling and managing information and
knowledge in a through life context has also been identified and discussed through a
case study based approach. An experiment for managing knowledge and skills resource
has been conducted through using information exploitation tools and techniques. The
results of this experimentation are not relevant to the RAND (Research and
Development) studies as discussed in the literature review (section 2.2.7). However the
issues raised by RAND are similar to the existing research e.g. sustainment of key
competences in the -supply chain, -tier 2 and 3 vendors, -transferable competencies and
-‘at-risk’ subskills. This experimentation was specific to BAE Systems. The outputs of
this sub-aim resulted in a set of publications including the KSEM 2009 paper (Annex
1), IEFH 2010 paper (section 4.4), JIKM 2011 paper (Annex 2) and three BAE Systems
internal reports.
The identified knowledge gaps and new contributions as a result of this research are
described and linked back to the revised aims and objectives in section 5.4.
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6.2 CRITICAL EVALUATION OF RESEARCH IN THE
CONTEXT OF FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This research has already been critically evaluated in the discussion sections of each
project (P1 - P5) in Chapter 4 and the contributions are set within the State of the Art
(SOA) in section 5.3. The following provides a critical evaluation of the results from the
perspective of extending the work into new contexts or strengthening it in the current
applications.
Problem space definition and requirements analysis
This research resulted in generic requirements for managing knowledge within the
context of Capability Engineering, as a result of using a soft systems approach. The
intention of the reported research was to capture the requirements, rather than to
develop a new approach to requirements capture. In order to develop a new approach
for requirements analysis, a deeper rationale and scientific argumentation and
comparison with other methods is needed. This should be supported by further research
that investigates the reusability of this approach (i.e. transitioning from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’
systems) in at least one other context.
The ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ systems transitioning research was an emergent output which
resulted from the requirements analysis study. More effective exploitation requires
development of a step-by-step guide, or UML-style training material to enable the users
to perform this transitioning and application of the approach to other case studies and
contexts.
Risks of IM without KM
The Nimrod case study was interesting but considerable time was spent on applying a
formal analysis through logical modelling to demonstrate that there are overlaps and
inconsistencies in how Information and Knowledge Management have been viewed.
The results demonstrated that Knowledge Management concerned socio-technical
questions in a way that was not the case for Information Management. The impact of
this research can be increased through structured discussions within the sponsoring
organisation with the functional delivery managers responsible for safety critical
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systems. The discussion should address how, if this framework had been implemented
in their programme, it could have helped to reduce risks. This activity would alert
managers to the issues associated with KM and IM decoupling and thus enable the
developments of safeguards against these risks.
The knowledge or information management decoupling research in this thesis can be
aligned with the knowledge auditing steps suggested by Tiwana (2000). These are a
series of steps for knowledge auditing to map, evaluate and compare the level of
knowledge existing in a company. The research can be applied to support the
knowledge auditing process for safety critical systems within a through life
management programme. The auditing approach offers a detailed examination, review,
assessment and evaluation of a company’s knowledge abilities, its existing knowledge
assets and resources, and of its Knowledge Management activities. Some of the key
questions addressed in the knowledge audits can be used to identify the problem areas
within an organisation. Hylton (2002) lists a few examples of such questions e.g. do we
know how knowledge flows through the company? How do we manage the threat of the
loss of key people and their know-how? How do people get the information and
knowledge they need? Application of the understanding gained through the decoupling
research as part of the auditing approach would enhance the overall through life
management capabilities of the Company, by explicitly managing the knowledge loss
risks.
Capability Engineering Ontology
Preliminary ontology research (section 4.5.1) did not actually present an ontology, but
was rather a step towards developing a TLCM ontology. Further research is required to
assess how well this TLCM activity ontology would work in practice. However, the
concluding Capability Engineering ontology did provide rigour through case study
hybridisation. Although the post-analysis phase of the ontology development considered
an evaluation approach (i.e. validation of the ontology through expert review and user
feedback), application of the ontology to new case studies is required to check its
suitability for the general case.
Further development of the CE ontology presented in Figure 4.16 is suggested by
comparison of its format with similar initiatives. The CE ontology is aligned with the
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Ontology Web Language (OWL) produced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C
2011); it uses the RDF syntax and schema as a result of its implementation via Protégé.
This could also be extracted as an XML schema. Alternative approaches to ontology
development include IDEF5 or even UML.
Although the fundamentals of ontology development, including properties and axioms,
have already been implemented, further research is required to incorporate property
restrictions such as value and cardinality constraints. Furthermore, the three types of
class descriptions (i.e. intersection, union and complement) that represent the more
advanced class constructors that are used in Descriptive Logic can also be considered as
part of a future development to enhance the maturity of the CE ontology.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDUSTRY/FURTHER
RESEARCH
A future research agenda that focused on new Human Factors approaches for SoS has
already been discussed in section 5.2.4. The following recommendations and
concluding statements are derived as a result of multiple interactions with experts in the
industry. This involved running an exploitation focus group where participants included
the Head of Research, and team leaders within the supportability domain of BAE
Systems’ Military Air and Information.
Soft systems requirements analysis


Requirements Engineers in tier 1 organisations engaged in capability-based
contracts (e.g. BAE Systems) should use the soft systems techniques and involve
multiple stakeholders in order to support the traditional and formalistic
approaches to requirements capture.



It is essential that tier 1 organisations contracting for capability manage
knowledge effectively. They should use the derived categories for through life
enterprise KM requirements, the rich picture and use case diagram when
considering a future enterprise KM system. This provides guidance on areas and
activities to be considered.
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Decoupling of information and knowledge


Tier 1 organisations developing safety critical systems (e.g. aircraft) should use
the analysis framework derived to better understand the implications of
decoupling information and knowledge in a through life context.



Senior management in Tier 1 organisations should understand the distinctions
between IM and KM; as “management of knowledge” is concerned with sociotechnical, hence, human aspects to a greater extent than IM.

Identifying the competencies of employees through information exploitation


Functional Delivery Managers and Human Resources personnel involved in
recruitment should use the information exploitation approach to map knowledge
or expertise onto employee profiles to identify the competency needs and
provide rapid access to experts and expertise within the organisation.



Developers using the GATE software should be aware of the limitations i.e. it is
not strictly an end-to-end solution and needs to interface to other to perform the
full set of required tasks.

A sector-independent Capability Engineering ontology


Tier 1 organisations engaged in capability-based contracts should use the
Capability Engineering ontology to better understand the dependencies of
contributing components to capability. This sector-independent ontology can be
an enabler in semantic interoperability to support collaboration across different
domains.



Ontology engineers should use the process flow chart proposed to develop a
sector-independent ontology as this process is generic and can be applied to any
domain.



INCOSE should promote the Capability Engineering ontology to its customer
organisations through the UK Advisory Board which currently comprises 28
organisations.
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There is a potential for further exploitation of the ontology through mapping it onto
existing business models in the industry. Furthermore, translating the ontology into
something practical requires further work i.e. considering how the traditional work
management products such as organisational-, work-, and product- breakdown
structures or in this case a capability breakdown structure are related to this ontology.
Further research is also required to develop the Key Performance Indicators and metrics
for measuring the improvements provided through the Knowledge Management
analysis framework and the ontology developed.
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APPENDIX A: NGT AND ISM RESULTS
This appendix shows the Nominal Group Technique (NGT) and Interpretive Structural
Modelling (ISM) results from the Interactive Management workshops conducted as part
of the requirements analysis study.
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Ranking of the finalised Nominal Group Technique objectives and the
corresponding Interpretive Structural Models
Trigger question used: What are the objectives for through-life enterprise knowledge
management?
Academic Group A: NGT Results
Rankings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Finalised Objectives
Create/adapt a vision and strategy (relate to markets and environments)
Develop organisational culture and structure
Identify current status and implement continuous improvement activities
Be able to measure success/failure (value success)
Develop/update/implement KM processes, procedures and practices
Build a trust environment within enterprise
Develop knowledge management system

P1
5
3
4
2
1
~
~

P2
4
5
2
3
~
1
~

P3
5
4
2
3
1
~
~

Total
14
12
8
8
2
1
~

Academic Group A: ISM Results
Create/Adopt vision and
strategy

Identify current status and
implement continuous
improvement activities
Build a trust environment
within enterprise

Develop/update/implement
KM processes, procedures
and practices

Develop organisational
culture and structure

Be able to measure
success/failure (value
success)
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Academic Group B: NGT Results
Rankings
Finalised Objectives
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

P1

P2

P3

P4

Total

5

~

5

5

15

4

5

2

2

13

~

4

3

3

10

To embed a culture within the enterprise that considers knowledge
management as a core discipline and acts accordingly
To ensure the right knowledge is available to the right part of the
enterprise at the right time
To develop a trust based culture which helps individuals to share
their knowledge
To fulfil Ashby's Law w.r.t. management of a complex environment
To increase the knowledge absorbance capacity of the enterprise

~

3

~

4

7

~

2

4

~

6

1

1

~

1

3

3
2

~
~

~
~

~
~

3
2

To understand who the community of interest for a piece of
knowledge is/might be
To learn from experience
To create a platform to transform the tacit knowledge into explicit
To develop a customised or customisable knowledge ontology

~

~

1

~

1

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

To clearly relate knowledge to commercial and social benefits as
appropriate
To understand the changing knowledge requirements of the
enterprise over time

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

To create and sustain the enterprise for the benefit of its
stakeholders
Build well developed strategy for KM within/outside the enterprise
To map the knowledge needs of the organisation in such a fashion
as to be able to plan knowledge development and use

Academic Group B: ISM Results
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To create and sustain the
enterprise for the benefit of
it's stakeholders

To embed a culture within
the enterprise that
considers knowledge
management as a core
discipline and acts
accordingly

To fulfil Ashby's Law
w.r.t. management of a
complex environment
Build well developed
strategy for KM
within/outside the
enterprise

To increase the knowledge
absorbance capacity of the
enterprise

To develop a trust based
culture which helps
individuals to share their
knowledge

To ensure the right
knowledge is available to
the right part of the
enterprise at the right
time

To map the knowledge
needs of the organisation
in such a fashion as to be
able to plan knowledge
development and use

To understand who the
community of interest for a
piece of knowledge is/might be

Industrial Group A: NGT Results
Rankings
1
2
3
4
5

Finalised Objectives
Improve quality of decision making
Exploiting information for business benefit
Improve efficiency of operations / "stuff"
To enable us to become a learning organisation
To enable future capability planning

P1
4
5
3
1
2

P2
5
4
3
1
2

P3
5
4
2
3
1

P4
3
4
2
5
1

P5
5
4
3
1
2

Total
22
21
13
11
8

Industrial Group A: ISM Results
Exploiting
information for
business benefit

To enable us to
become a learning
organisation

Improve quality of
decision making

Improve efficiency of
operations / "stuff"

To enable future
capability planning
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Industrial Group B: NGT Results
Rankings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Finalised Objectives
Efficient sharing and application of knowledge
across all appropriate stakeholders
To provide longevity for the enterprise by
maintaining the relevance of knowledge
To add to the accumulated store of knowledge and
ensure that lessons are learned not just recorded
To curate and exploit the corporate knowledge
To develop a culture of co-operation and trust
across all enterprise communities
To establish single point of truth and converge
knowledge to a common understanding
To broker knowledge and expertise across the
enterprise thus improving competitive advantage
To develop the IT infrastructure around knowledge
storage, transfer and management in an efficient and
cost effective manner
To assign the correct level of expertise at all stages
To ensure a successful business model
To adapt to change and learning

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

Total

5

~

~

1

5

5

~

16

~

5

5

~

~

2

4

16

3

~

3

2

~

3

3

14

1

3

4

~

~

~

5

13

2

5

3

1

~

11

~
4

2

~

~

4

~

~

10

~

~

1

4

1

~

1

7

2

4

~

~

~

~

~

6

~
~
~

1
~
~

~
~
~

~
3
~

~
~
2

4
~
~

~
2
~

5
5
2

Industrial Group B: ISM Results

To develop a culture of cooperation and trust across
all enterprise communities
To assign the correct level
of expertise at all stages

To adapt to
change and
learning

To establish single point of
truth and converge knowledge
to a common understanding

To add to the accumulated store of
knowledge and ensure that lessons
are learned not just recorded

Efficient sharing and
application of knowledge
across all appropriate
stakeholders

To provide longevity for
the enterprise by
maintaining the
relevance of knowledge

To curate and exploit
the corporate
knowledge
To broker knowledge and expertise
across the enterprise thus
improving competitive advantage
To develop the IT infrastructure around
knowledge storage, transfer and management
in an efficient and cost effective manner
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To ensure a
successful
business
model
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APPENDIX B: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
QUESTIONNAIRE
This appendix shows the semi-structured interview questionnaire used as part of the
TLCM human activity model development.
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Semi-Structured Interview Questionnaire
Development of a conceptual model of Through Life Capability Management
(TLCM)
Your comments are high valuable in developing a conceptual model of TLCM.

A About Interviewee
Name

Location

Position

Phone
number

Role

B Capability and TLCM
1

Please describe ‘Capability’.

2

Please describe your perception of the MoD’s view of ‘Capability’.
(50 words)

3

Please describe your perception of the BAE Systems’ view of
‘Capability’. (50 words)

4

Please describe ‘Through Life Capability Management (TLCM)’.
words)
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5

Please describe your perception of the MoD’s view of TLCM.
words)

(50

6

Please describe your perception of the BAE Systems’ view of TLCM.
(50 words)

C Transformation and Activities
7

Please identify the CATWOE elements relevant to the transformation
process (T) described below.

“A set of activities needs to be developed to transform BAE Systems business
model to deliver TLCM”
Input



Transformation Process (T)



Output

BAE Systems Business Model -- New Business Model applicable to TLCM

Customer - the victims or beneficiaries of T:
Actors – those who would do T:
Transformation process – the conversion of input to output:
Weltanschauung – the worldview which makes T meaningful in context:
Owner(s) – those who could stop T:
Environmental constraints – elements outside the system which it takes as given:
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8

Please list up to seven activities that you carry out in your day-today business that support TLCM.

Please describe and indicate the extent which they support TLCM by ranking them
from most important (1) to least important (7).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9

Please indicate the proportion (%) of your overall working time you
spend on activities in Q9? Please circle the scale below!
0%

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

10

Please put the activities identified in Q9 in the following time-scale
matrix. You can use numbers more than once.

Short-term impact

Long-term Impact

Long Duration
Short Duration
Please describe an example scenario which has a long-duration and long-term
impact?
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D Activity Model
Please follow the logical procedure below to build the activity
model.

11

a) Select the activities which could be done at once (i.e. not dependent on
others)

..

...

.

b) Write these out on a line, then those dependent on these first activities on a
line below; continue in this fashion until all activities are accounted for. Then,
indicate the dependencies.

..

.

...

x

xx

xxx

o

oo

c) i. Redraw to avoid overlapping arrows where possible
ii. Add monitoring and control.
iii. Define E123:
Efficacy - does the means work?
Efficiency - amount of output divided by amount of resources used.
Effectiveness - is the transformation meeting the longer term aim?

..

.

...
x

xx

xxx
Take control
action

oo

o
Define
Monitor

E1 2 3

Please use the activities you derived in Q9 to build an activity model of TLCM
(use a separate piece of paper if necessary):
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12

Please complete the following matrix?

Activity

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
Links
12
etc…
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Exist or not in
real situation?

How is it
done?

How is it
judged?

Comments e.g.
alternatives?
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Other Comments:

End of Interview
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APPENDIX C: TLCM HUMAN ACTIVITY MODELS
This appendix shows the 16 human activity models derived as a result of the semistructured interviews and modelling sessions with the subject matter experts.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 1

Research updates
Huseyin's
Project

New thinking

MSc Capability
module

Knowledge &
Sharing
Sofia's Project

S4T

Research
updates

Research
updates

Current
Policy

Learning
Problem
setting

SoSE
Conference

NDIC WG

MSc Project

Monitor: Quality of
delivery, take -up by
students.

Action: teaching
standards etc.

Efficacy - depends on right content, appropriate students (i.e. with TLCM responsibility).
Efficiency - level of influence on TLCM stakeholders.
Effectiveness - ongoing update of material.
- All activities could be done independently, i.e. no strong dependencies.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 2

Update the AOF

Training in SE
Industry Interface

Specify SE process

Specify roles and
responsibilities of SE

Take control action: are
people using the guidance on
the AOF correctly?

Monitor: happy sheets,
internal audit

- Have the members of the Program Board got the right mix of competencies to meet their Systems Engineering needs?

Human Activity Model: Participant 3

Interface across all
functions

SMEs within functions

Service elements of
people capability

Enabling Through Life
Capability (ETLC) programme
includes

includes

Meetings
Project
Management

Monitor and control through standards,
integrated business plans, milestones,
employee opinion surveys, attendance
levels and costs

Engineering
functions

Action: best practises, developing
agreed standards, development of
training courses

- Once agreed with Business Units then we work with functions.1-0
- Whilst the concept of service management and content of the service management capability could be developed
without the functions but they are implemented through the functions.
- Consulting, collaborating and reaching an agreement on a collective approach so difficult to associate.
- Stakeholder engagement takes long e.g. getting people to buy your idea.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 4

informs
Consultancy

Research

feeds
informs

feeds
Short courses

Control actions: Customer
satisfaction - validate relevance and
achievement of work which leads to
activity to expand or stop

- Some of the activities are performed by a team under contract.

Human Activity Model: Participant 5

Training
Direct

Train people
on I&KM

Capability
Planning Design

Inform

Governance

Communication
& Stakeholder
Management

Feedback

Information &
Knowledge
Management
(I&KM)
Performance
of I&KM
Feedback

Performance
Management

Inform

Design Authority

Monitor Control: monitored by TLCM governance
board (sponsor) and control action are taken through e.g.
strategic risk register and mitigation plans
- The other two activities that should go into the boundary are (1) Programme Management and (2) Benefits Management.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 6

provide background
understanding/knowledge

Support and advice to
other activities

Clarifying TLCM roles
and responsibilities

provide background
understanding/knowledge

provide context
Cohere management
information activity

Monitor Control: Feedback
from clients. Is the activity
model fit for purpose? Is the
consultancy implementable e.g.
coherent solution?

Human Activity Model: Participant 7

Changes to SE
competencies &
associated learning &
development

Learning & development process needs
Current
Current views on
processes
competencies
Exploiting current
TLCM know-how
(Tactical Intervention)

New/changed
competency need

Current TLCM
know-how &
activity model

Gap to be identified by
new/changed SE process

Contribute to CEC SoS
theme including TLCM
activity model &
capability assessment
(Strategic View).

Learn from community
TLCM & SoS
engineering activity

Learn from current
TLCM practise

Hel SE research
agenda
Understand Wider Research Priorities

- The aim of the pragmatic models is to describe the
set of activities involved in a future TLCM business
context e.g. customer, supply chain, research.
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Gaps & priorities to
better inform TLCM

Facilitate SE best
practise sharing

Sharing to evolve
TLCM thinking and
help shape common
language/ideas

Engage with wider
community e.g.
MoD, INCOSE

Develop updates to
lifecycle management
processes

Monitor Control: report to programme & support e.g.
international corporate engineering council, bi-monthly
reporting, joint BAE & MoD business coherence agenda.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 8
knowledge

Teaching TLCM
awareness courses

experience

Implementing TLCM
through projects

Supporting development of
TLCM processes

knowledge

informs

Briefing industry/academia

Overseeing research scholarship

Mentoring

Dstl accelerated systems skills

Monitor Control:
- Personal Development Process
- Deliverables to MoD customer
- Value, timelines, fitness for purpose
- Teaching: feedback from students

Human Activity Model: Participant 9
Conferences and
publishing papers
Undertaking capability
investigations
(Planning cycle events)

Knowledge exploitation
across departments
Research to support
innovation in TLCM
PhD sponsor

Engaging with/across
MoD unified customer
Delivery of TLCM
presentations

Monitor Control: Personal
Development Process
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Human Activity Model: Participant 10
Industrial and
ministry liaison

Support to SyE4TLCM
working group

Contribute / Information Exchange

Response

Feedback
TRAiDE
SE thinking e.g.
tools & techniques
Informs

Offering SE thinking on TLCM

External & Internal Communication
Teaching / presenting

Writing

Paper/Presentation

Monitor Control:
- Personal feedback e.g. response from customer
- Delegate feedback
- Behavioural performance
- Contribution to actions etc.

Human Activity Model: Participant 11 and 12
Operational metrics

Cross Business
Spanning Measures
Strategic effectives
(benefits of measure)

Metrics

Strategic
alignment

Supply Chain
solutions

Alignment of
Strategies
Risk
Reduction

Scope
Application

Discipline/
consistency
Content

Development of a
Supply Chain
Capability Model

Supply Chain
Management Plan
Capability Gaps

Responsibility
Capability
ownership

Monitor - does not exist across the
enterprise!
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Cross Business
I & KM

Utilisation
Integration

Functional Alignment
& Integration

Take control action - Supply Chain to
work with lines of Business Functions.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 13

Engineering
capability needed to
deliver the business
Retain & refresh the
engineering capability
e.g. succession
planning

Engineering
Governance

All interact with each
other as they involve in
the same goal e.g.
sustaining & growing
the business

Understand & develop
the new capability
requirements

Ensuring through
life engineering
function

Affordability of the
engineering resource

Exploitation in a
TLCM context

Monitor and control: meetings
including technical, functional,
affordability and people reviews.

Human Activity Model: Participant 14
.

xx

xx

xxx

xxxx

xxx

xxxx

xxx

xx

xxxx

.

M

C

M: Via business control mechanism and feedback.
C: Via steering groups and boards

Capability development and generation of models is done through Model Engineering. Standards and process are put in place for training and business
transformation. The activities are judged by uptake.
PS! This is not an activity model of TLCM. Since in general terms (military context) BAE Systems does not do TLCM - it support TLCM via Through Life
Management. Having said that, there is a civil/constabulary context of TLCM in some business areas. In the UK, only the military can do TLCM.
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Human Activity Model: Participant 15

Feed back into MoD to try an
influence MoD's decision making

Stakeholder management
of the customer

Establish external Project
Management (PM) Standards
Business
desire

Erik
Erik
Stakeholder management of the
internal BAE PM community
Training
provided

BAE Systems
PM practise
Continual
improvement

Feeding back the
changed process

Training & development
of people internally

Owner of the PM
relevant processes

Align training to the process
Lessons
learned

Raising
standards

Reviewing the application
of PM processes

Monitor: Not monitored as a whole but
individual element are monitored through e.g.
meetings and PM council.

Best practise
knowledge
Understanding global
best practise in PM

Take control action

They have come up with TLCM without modelling it. It's a term now looking for a model but should be other way round.

Human Activity Model: Participant 16

Pulling technology
& research

Skills & having
products

Engineering
Capability
Development
Decision

Skills training
packages

Directing research &
Search for technology
Information
Assurance of AMSS
Technology
Investment

Engineering Strategy
& Communications

Decision

Advertise training
courses

Engineering Learning
& Development
Services

Course admin
Decision
Engineering Capability
Sustainment

Information
Influence

Engineering Efficiency

Monitor and control: deliverables,
communication e.g. newsletters, LCM,
review process and performance targets
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ANNEX 1: PAPER 1 – A ‘SOFT’ APPROACH TO TLM
REQUIREMENTS CAPTURE
Full Reference
Dogan, H., Henshaw, M.J.d. & Urwin, E., 2009. A ‘soft’ approach to requirements
capture to support through-life management, LNAI 5914: International Conference on
Knowledge Science, Engineering and Management (KSEM), pp. 458-469, Springer
Heidelberg.

Abstract
Loughborough University and BAE Systems are sponsoring a research programme to
develop an enterprise Knowledge Management system for Through Life Management
(TLM) in support of Through Life Capability Management (TLCM). This paper
summarises the finding of a requirements analysis case study which captured, analysed
and synthesised the key stakeholder requirements for this Knowledge Management
research within the aerospace and defence industry. This study consists of two
approaches; (1) an Interactive Management workshop and (2) semi-structured
interviews with the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). Three of the group methodologies
used in the Interactive Management workshop were Idea-Writing, Nominal Group
Technique and Interpretive Structural Modelling. Soft systems rich pictures were also
constructed by the SMEs to provide a diagrammatic representation of the systematic but
non-judgmental understanding of the problem situation. The difficulties and benefits of
adopting this ‘soft’ approach and future research plans are also discussed here.

Keywords
Knowledge Management, Through-Life Management, Interactive Management,
Requirements Analysis, Soft Systems.

Paper type
Conference Paper.
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1 Introduction
The UK aircraft and aerospace industry (civil air transport, defence and space) which
employs over 124,000 people directly and over 350,000 indirectly is one of the UK’s
top exporting industries and is the largest in the world outside the USA [1]. The
aerospace and defence enterprises can be considered as large complex and adaptive
systems that require Knowledge Management (KM) models and architectures to capture
and analyse behaviour, structure and knowledge. Such enterprises need to know what
their knowledge assets are in addition to managing and making use of these assets to
maximise return. They conduct business as a service-product mix, in which they
simultaneously manage the product and service lifecycles of many projects. Employees
need to have sufficient knowledge or competency (both tacit and formal) to carry out
the tasks allocated to them [2]. Employees also spend a very consistent 20 to 25 percent
of their time seeking information. Line business managers and administrators spend as
much of their time seeking information as do research scientists [3]. Knowledge
Management, which has been defined as “the effective learning processes associated
with exploration, exploitation and sharing of human knowledge (tacit and explicit) that
use appropriate technology and cultural environment to enhance an organisation’s
intellectual capital and performance [4]” can become a key enabler in this context due
to the multiple instances of collaboration, co-ordination and cooperation between the
stakeholders.
Through Life Management (TLM) is the philosophy that brings together the behaviours,
systems, processes and tools to deliver and manage projects through the acquisition
lifecycle [5]. The implementation of TLM within aerospace companies was analysed
and it was discovered that data and knowledge sharing, whether within an organisation
or with customers and suppliers, could be improved [6]. The same research also
identified that current information systems do not appear to align with the requirements
of the advanced services being developed for TLM.
The overall aim of this research is to develop an enterprise Knowledge Management
(KM) system for TLM in support of Through Life Capability Management (TLCM)
where TLCM is defined as “an approach to the acquisition and in-service management
of military capability in which every aspect of new and existing military capability is
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planned and managed coherently across all Defence Lines of Development from cradle
to grave [7]”. The results of the overall research will be expressed as a practical
methodology leading to the development of a tool for potential incorporation within an
integrated business framework that relates the engineering and commercial activities of
a project to each other.
The aim of this particular study was to interact with the domain experts and
stakeholders within the aerospace and defence industry to capture, analyse and
synthesise the through-life enterprise Knowledge Management requirements to
determine the stakeholders’ needs in addition to contextualising the problem situation.
This paper therefore introduces TLM and KM followed by a requirements analysis case
study which consists of two approaches; (1) an Interactive Management workshop and
(2) semi-structured interviews with the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). The results
from this case study are illustrated through a set of Interactive Management diagrams
and rich pictures. The difficulties and benefits of adopting this ‘soft’ approach and
future research plans are also discussed.

2 Through-Life Knowledge Management
In the emerging defence acquisition environment, which is characterised as ThroughLife Capability Management (TLCM), commercial success will be significantly
determined by the ability of companies to manage the value of knowledge within the
various enterprises in which they participate [8]. Knowledge of the systems, for which a
company has through-life management responsibility, may be distributed around an
enterprise that comprises several commercial organisations and the customer. The
provision of seamless through-life customer solutions “depends heavily on
collaboration, co-ordination and co-operation between different parts of an enterprise,
different companies within a group, other manufacturers, support contractors, service
providers and all their respective supply chains” [6]. This entails the importance of an
approach to manage and value knowledge. It is also important to understand the
differences between data, information, knowledge and wisdom before KM is discussed
in detail. Data is known facts or things used as a basis of inference and hence data
depends on context. Information is systematically organised data. Knowledge is
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considered as actionable information and Wisdom is the ability to act critically or
practically in a given situation [4].
Definitions of KM are presented from selected and classified sources to provide an
overview of the most important and the most promising approaches of defining KM in
terms of proportions such as strategy, technology and organisation [9]. The three stages
of KM are also identified as (1) intellectual capital; (2) the human and cultural
dimensions; and (3) the content and retrievability stage [3]. The successive key phases
of these stages encompass lessons learned; communities of practice; and content
management and taxonomies. Knowledge mapping is considered as part of a KM
methodology to develop conceptual maps as hierarchies to support knowledge scripting,
profiling and analysis [10] [11] [12]. Knowledge audit is also used for evaluating
knowledge management in organisations [13].
The value is very difficult to measure and extract when knowledge is used [17].
Approaches to value knowledge are still deficient in the current literature. In contrast,
the cost of considering or implementing KM through practical tactics such as Return on
Investment (ROI) and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are very common [9] [14].
The ‘content value chain’, which involves embedding value in the form of a message or
signal contained within all elements of the value chain, is considered as a way of
measurement [16]. A set of information characteristics with associated metrics to assist
the measurement of information quality or value is also established [17]. The
Knowledge and Information Management (KIM) project [18] has developed an
approach to build on an information evaluation assessment systems based on the
information characteristics establishment [17], Bayesian Network (BN) theory, and
conditional probability statistical data.
This requirements analysis study through interactions with Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) started guiding the development of knowledge categories and taxonomy
relevant to knowledge value.
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3 Requirement Analysis Case Study
The aim of this case study was to interact with the domain experts and stakeholders to
capture, analyse and synthesise the through-life enterprise KM requirements to
determine the stakeholders’ needs and how they can benefit from this research. Two
approaches have been identified; (1) an Interactive Management workshop and (2)
semi-structured interviews with the Subject Matter Experts.
3.1 Method
Two structured Interactive Management workshops were conducted to capture
requirements. The first workshop predominantly consisted of academics (n=8) from
Loughborough University whereas the second workshop exclusively involved industrial
participants (n=13) from BAE Systems. Four semi-structured interviews were also
conducted with senior managers to capture and represent KM centric problems within
the defence and aerospace industry. A technique called Interactive Management was
used during the workshop. Four of the group methodologies typically used with this
technique are Idea-Writing (IW), Nominal Group Technique (NGT), Interpretive
Structural Modelling (ISM) and Field and Profile Representations [19] [20] [21]. In
addition to these Interactive Management techniques, Soft systems rich pictures were
also constructed to have a diagrammatic representation of the thorough but nonjudgmental understanding of the problem situation [22] [23].
The author adopted a ‘soft’ systems approach by using the Interactive Management and
SSM rich pictures rather than a more engineered approach (e.g. using Quality Function
Deployment and Functional Modelling) to define the problem space. The ‘hard’ systems
approach, and hence the traditional systems analysis concepts, will be exploited as the
research progresses to develop a Knowledge Management (KM) framework including a
toolset. In addition, a step-by-step guide to implement Systems Engineering processes
as described in the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook [24] will be utilised to
adopt a systems thinking approach in order to gain insights and understanding to this
situation [25]. Therefore, the Interactive Management technique was identified as the
most appropriate technique as a result of potential user involvement and classification
of objectives to this ‘fuzzy’, multidimensional and complex problem situation.
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3.2 Procedure
An Interactive Management session was conducted during the two workshops with a
total of four groups; Academics A, Academics B, Industrials A and Industrials B. The
participants were invited as they were either researching or managing TLM or TLCM.
There was no one from the government i.e. Ministry of Defence (MoD). The
participants were also briefed about the workshop through a series of slides consisting
of the following four sessions.


Session I: Idea Writing (IW). An Idea-Writing session was conducted to partly
produce the issues related to a given KM trigger question and partly as an enabling
process to aid consensus decision-making (e.g. categorising ideas) amongst the
SMEs during the workshop. The trigger question presented and agreed with the
members of the group was "what are the issues for through-life enterprise knowledge
management?”. The IW session therefore included generating ideas individually;
exchanging lists of ideas; identifying headings to categorise the ideas; and editing the
ideas generated.



Session II: Nominal Group Technique (NGT). The NGT was used to generate,
clarify, edit and obtain a preliminary ranking of a set of objectives. The trigger
question used was, "what are the objectives for through-life enterprise knowledge
management?”. This process was similar to IW and consisted of generating a set of
objectives in writing; round-robin recording of those objectives; serial discussion of
objectives for clarification; and also voting on items of importance.



Session III: Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM). ISM is a method that helps
members of a group examine the inter-relationships between elements gained using
the NGT process and provides a structure for tackling its complexity. In this session,
an Intent Structure was achieved by using the relation, ‘help to achieve’. The process
comprised generating the element set; completing the matrix of element interactions;
and also displaying, discussing and, if necessary, amending the ISM.



Session IV: Soft Systems Rich Pictures. This session consisted of constructing rich
pictures for the expression of the problem situation. There are no rules in
constructing rich pictures. Rich pictures are usually free form diagrams or cartoons.
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Participants made up their own icons as they went along. Also, an example of a rich
picture expressing the problem situation of university student accommodation [23]
was used to illustrate creation of a rich picture from each group.
Semi-structured interviews which consisted of identification and contextualisation of
through-life KM requirements were also conducted with four experienced participants
(10+ years of experience in Though Life Management) in addition to the workshop
sessions described above. The interviewees were not the same as workshop participants.
The semi-structured interviews focused on a series of key KM topics including
communication, collaboration, searching, storing, sharing, tools, corporate knowledge
and security.

4 Results
The results of the Interactive Management workshop were transcribed and analysed.
The products of the sessions consisted of four IW categories, four different lists of
finalised NGT objectives, four ISM models and also four sets of SSM rich pictures.
These were from the two groups of academics (n=8) in addition to the two groups of
industrials (n=13). The details are stated below.
4.1 Idea Writing (IW) Results
The total number of IW statements from the four groups (n=21) was 268. This gives an
average of approximately 13 statements per person. Academics A used a more
traditional Systems Engineering approach and categorised the statements under the
‘people’, ‘process’ and ‘technology’ headings, which was similar to the results of
Industrials B. The only difference was that Industrials B used the heading ‘business’
rather than ‘process’ and introduced a new heading called ‘knowledge creation’. The
author summarised the categories from the four groups under the four main headings
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. IW session categories
KM Strategy
Knowledge capability
Institutionalise KM
Governance/ownership
Funding/investment
Management structure
Leadership/champion
Succession planning and career
paths
- Transform tacit knowledge into
explicit
-

-

Knowledge Assessment
Knowledge about knowledge
Information distillation
Cumulative property
Time (freshness/staleness)
Risks
Value proposition
Maturity
Scale
Rigour
Quality
Accessibility
Capacity
Lifecycle of knowledge

-

Organisational Culture
Trust
Competencies
Retention of key skills/expertise
Social and physical environment
Learning culture/experience
Change
Sharing for advantage
Language – meaning/usage
Demographics
Education/training
Creativity

-

Knowledge Configuration
How and what to capture?
How to interpret knowledge?
How to communicate?
How to store and what to store?
How to access?
How to present or represent?
How to choose what to keep)?
Security or privacy
Ontology
Support mechanism

4.2 Nominal Group Technique (NGT) Results
The total number of NGT objectives from the four groups (n=19 due to 2 dropouts) was
199. This gives an average of approximately 10 objectives per person. Each group
member was asked to indicate their five most important objectives and rank them
accordingly (‘5’ being the most important and ‘1’ the least important objective). These
voting scores provide an initial assessment of the participants’ judgements regarding
relative importance of objectives. A ranking system using a form of Single Transferable
Vote (STV) was adopted to minimise ‘wasted’ votes. Some of the important
implications of the NGT findings are:


the academics focused more on creating and adapting a KM vision and strategy
within and outside the enterprise whereas the industrials didn’t;
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both of the groups (academics and industrial) stated the importance of
developing a culture of co-operation and trust across all enterprise communities
that considers KM as a core discipline;



the groups also touched on points such as enabling to become a learning
organisation; adding to the accumulated store of knowledge; and ensuring that
lessons are learned;



all four groups emphasised the importance of exploiting, measuring and
managing the corporate knowledge and information for the business benefit.

The participants only voted against the items finalised by their own group. The NGT
approach can be improved by merging the items derived from the consecutive groups
from disperse locations and time. An example of a finalised NGT list and the
corresponding votes are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. NGT results from Academics A
Rankings
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Finalised Objectives
Create/adapt a vision and strategy
Develop organisational culture and structure
Be able to measure success/failure (value success)
Identify current status & implement continuous improvement activities
Develop/update/implement KM processes, procedures and practices
Build a trust environment within enterprise
Develop knowledge management system

P1
5
3
2
4
1
~
~

P2
4
5
3
2
~
1
~

P3
5
4
3
2
1
~
~

4.3 Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) Results
The product of the ISM process is an ‘intent structure’; this shows how the objectives
captured through NGT inter-relate with one another. An example of an ISM from the
academic and industrial group is shown in Figure 1 and 2, with the boxes representing
the objectives and the arrows indicating a ‘help to achieve’ intent structure. This
relationship is termed ‘transitive’, which means that elements at the foot of the figure
help to achieve all other objectives above it to which they can be linked via one or more
arrows. The process of completing the matrix of element interactions were found to be
complicated due to not having a distinct transitive set of objectives hence some groups
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decided not to follow this process. Consequently, those groups ended up with arrows
pointing downwards as shown in Figure 2.
The key points captured in ISM from the four groups reflect the NGT results which
highlighted the need to build a well developed KM vision and strategy; to embed a
culture and trust within the enterprise; and enable efficient sharing and application of
knowledge across all appropriate stakeholders.
To create and sustain the
enterprise for the benefit of
it's stakeholders

To embed a culture within
the enterprise that
considers knowledge
management as a core
discipline and acts
accordingly

To fulfil Ashby's Law
w.r.t. management of a
complex environment
Build well developed
strategy for KM
within/outside the
enterprise

To increase the knowledge
absorbance capacity of the
enterprise

To develop a trust based
culture which helps
individuals to share their
knowledge

To ensure the right
knowledge is available to
the right part of the
enterprise at the right
time

To map the knowledge
needs of the organisation
in such a fashion as to be
able to plan knowledge
development and use

To understand who the
community of interest for a
piece of knowledge is/might be

Figure 1. ISM results from Academics B
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To develop a culture of cooperation and trust across
all enterprise communities
To assign the correct level
of expertise at all stages

To adapt to
change and
learning

To establish single point of
truth and converge knowledge
to a common understanding

To add to the accumulated store of
knowledge and ensure that lessons
are learned not just recorded

Efficient sharing and
application of knowledge
across all appropriate
stakeholders

To provide longevity for
the enterprise by
maintaining the
relevance of knowledge

To ensure a
successful
business
model

To curate and exploit
the corporate
knowledge
To broker knowledge and expertise
across the enterprise thus
improving competitive advantage
To develop the IT infrastructure around
knowledge storage, transfer and management
in an efficient and cost effective manner

Figure 2. ISM results from Industrials B

4.4 Soft Systems Rich Pictures
Participants constructed SSM rich pictures for the expression of the problem situation
during this session. Academics A focused on external actors such as competitors,
government, Ministry of Defence (MoD), Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs),
suppliers as well as trying to define a boundary of the organisation. The organisational
implications included the development of a vision, culture and structure within different
business units. Social and economic circumstances were also considered to be part of
the external environment. Academics B focused more on information flow within the
enterprise. This included business requirements captured by the Management Board or
CEO being fed back to the Chief Information Officer (CIO), Functional Delivery
Managers (FDM) and Human Resources (HR). CIO then forwards these business
requirements to the KM group which may start the Research and Development (R&D)
process or even seek external expertise. The personal needs including the training and
skill needs are handled by HR who has access to the whole organisation hence
employees. The author merged these academic rich pictures by incorporating the
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external environment, actors, internal information flow and processes derived from the
two academic groups as shown in Figure 3.

Economic Circumstances

Social Circumstances

ORGANISATION

CEO
Vision, Strategy
Culture, Structure
NGOs
D

Business Environment

Business needs

MoD

CIO
Knowledge needs
Training &
Skill Needs
External
Expertise

Future
Operations

Personnel
needs

Buy
KM Group

HR

Government

FDM

Legislations
Competitors

D
R&D

Current
Portfolio

R
Suppliers
Outputs

Outputs

Employees

Current
Capabilities

Figure 3. Rich picture from the academics

Industrials A as opposed to the other three groups illustrated the through life elements
of enterprise KM. They compared the timeline of a human being (e.g. from cradle to
grave) to the timeline of a product or system (e.g. from the concept all the way to the
disposal phase). Towards the start of the timeline there is a low output in contrast to the
latter stages where there is a high output. This timeline of a human life also expresses
the importance of training and learning from experience which also entails a similar
approach as being a learning organisation. Industrials B presented how a defence
company operates in the existing environment. This comprise having an information
repository which needs to be analysed to encapsulate and store the corporate knowledge
in addition to considering the stakeholders and other interested parties (e.g. competitors)
in this process. They have also drawn boundaries around areas such as core engineering
and information services domains.
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4.5 Semi-Structured Interview Results
Semi-structured interviews which consisted of identification and contextualisation of
through-life KM requirement were also conducted with only four participants due to
time constraints. Further interviews will be scheduled. The results from the current
semi-structured interviews revealed the following key topics:


Communication: communicating and collaborating within the enterprise and
blockages between individuals.



Searching and storing: knowledge hiding and waiting to be unleashed; tapping
into existing, potential and most critical knowledge; creating and managing
knowledge in addition to its succession into the business.



Sharing: making best practice ad examples of excellence available from across
the company; changing people’s attitudes and willingness to share best practise
to overcome the barriers of any “not-invented-here” syndromes.



Knowledge support and tools: reducing knowledge deficiencies; empowering
people; documenting one’s own knowledge for repeated use; addressing reinventing the wheel and duplication of the effort; analysis of existing KM tools,
processes and systems; and sourcing outside knowledge.



Corporate knowledge and security: analysis of knowledge flow and maps;
security of corporate knowledge and its policy; managing the threat of the loss
of key people and their know-how; sharing knowledge across boundaries;
standardisation; and becoming a better learning organisation.

5 Discussion
5.1 Interactive Management Workshop
As a result of analysing the data especially the rich pictures, it can be concluded that for
these samples the academics are more organisational oriented e.g. less constrained by
time whereas industrials were more product oriented e.g. more consideration of product
development and lifecycle. The two Idea Writing (IW) groups focused on traditional
Systems Engineering approaches and came up with categories such as people, process
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and technology whereas the other groups followed a more knowledge-centric approach
and synthesised categories more specific to organisational knowledge management. The
author followed a subjective approach and categorised the finalised IW statements from
the four groups under the headings of (1) KM strategy, (2) organisational culture, (3)
knowledge assessment and (4) knowledge configuration. The sub-headings are also to
be studied further when developing a through life enterprise KM framework.
The ISM process is usually continued until the relationships between all necessary pairs
of ideas have been explored. Often, ISM software is used to display a structural map
showing the result of the group’s judgments. The length of time required to complete
discussion of all necessary pairs of ideas depends on the total number of ideas in the set,
but generally the process requires between five to eight hours of group deliberation.
Therefore, it was decided to stick to a more flexible approach by allowing the
participants to develop a model similar to ISM through discussions. The ISM software
was not used due to time constraints. The relationship within ISM is termed ‘transitive’,
which means that elements at the foot of the figure help to achieve all other objectives
above it to which they can be linked via one or more arrows. Some participants
struggled to put the objectives in this transitive hierarchical format as the finalised
objectives were identified to be relatively high level. As the processes of IW, NGT,
ISM, SSM rich pictures and semi-structured interviews progressed, it was clear that a
better understanding emerged as to what this through-life enterprise KM research
should be trying to achieve.
5.2 Traditional versus Soft Systems Requirements Capture
Soft systems approaches are a set of techniques that are informal and generally include
multiple stakeholders. They have been developed in contrast to the driven formalistic
approaches that are commonly used for requirement engineering. Galliers & Swan [26]
argue that much more is needed than just standard hard methods when trying to
generate a comprehensive set of representative requirements. It is put forward that to be
able to arrive at such a set, information is generally informal by nature and that
perceptions of the real world are “cognitively and socially constructed by actors”. The
aim of SSM is to allow a set of stakeholders to make a bigger contribution to
requirements engineering activities. One way of characterising a soft systems
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requirement capture approach against a traditional approach is that it is much more
naturalistic. Traditional requirement capture is much more systematic and formal in
approach using such tools, techniques and methods as QFDs, formal modeling,
document analysis and linguistics analysis.

6 Conclusion
An objective identified within the strategic framework of a leading aerospace and
defence company [27] revealed the importance of sharing of expertise, technology and
best practice between the company and its global business. This research illustrated the
result of applying a ‘soft’ systems approach to define the problem space and represent
the objectives to capture the requirements centred on through life enterprise Knowledge
Management. A ‘hard’ systems approach hence the traditional Systems Engineering
concepts, will be exploited as the research progresses to develop a KM framework
including a toolset. A future study will direct the focus on creating a use case diagram,
domain model and package dependency diagram to guide the development of the
architecture of the system derived from this ‘soft’ systems study.
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ANNEX 2: PAPER 2 – THE RISKS OF IM WITHOUT KM:
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Abstract
This paper appraises the criticism that “Knowledge Management (KM) is little more
than re-packaged Information Management (IM)” through analysis of the relationships
and inconsistencies between IM and KM. This is supported by a case study of the loss
of an UK Royal Air Force aircraft known as ‘Nimrod’ as reported in the Haddon-Cave
Independent Review.
The first part discusses the research methodology adopted and analyses the literature
including the theoretical characteristics and practical aspects of IM and KM. This is
supported by logical models and relationship tables for comparison. The second part
develops an analytical framework by applying evaluation criteria, based on principles
for Through Life Management of information, to a case study to address the statement
that “information is inadequate without knowledge”.
The logical models and case study insertions uncovered important conclusions; (1) KM
is frequently confused with IM and reliance on IM only can sometimes result in a
disaster; (2) it is imperative to understand the distinctions between IM and KM as
“management of knowledge” is concerned with socio-technical, hence human, aspects
to a greater extent than IM; (3) IM should be considered as a prerequisite to engaging
KM; and (4) KM should be perceived as the creation and management of knowledge as
a human centred attribute that involves a learning and transformation process.
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This paper systematically applies the derived logical models and analysis framework to
a case study to better understand and illustrate the implications of Through Life
Management of information and knowledge.

Keywords
Knowledge Management, Information Management, Tacit Knowledge, Defence Sector,
Systems Thinking, Systems Analysis.

Paper type
Journal Paper.
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1. Introduction
This paper critically appraises the criticism that “Knowledge Management (KM) is little
more than re-packaged Information Management (IM)”. The first part of the paper
analyses and synthesises IM and KM through a literature review supported by the
development of logical models of the definitions of IM and KM in addition to
generating a relationship table to identify the commonalities and differences between
these terms. The second part adopts an analytical stance by considering the Nimrod
review, also known as the ‘Haddon-Cave’ report, as a case study to identify the
implications of Through Life Management of engineering information and knowledge
on such incidents. The Nimrod XV23 is a unique military aircraft that was lost on 2
September 2006 on a mission over Afghanistan when it “suffered a catastrophic mid-air
fire, leading to the total loss of the aircraft and the death of all 14 service personnel on
board” (Haddon-Cave 2009, p.9). The review investigated the broader issues
surrounding the loss of this aircraft. Further details of the review are provided in the
later sections.
This paper concludes by discussing the importance of understanding the relationships
and inconsistencies between IM and KM. Following the findings exposed by the logical
models, the author derived an analysis framework and applied this to the case study to
understand and illustrate the relationships between chosen definitions through insertions
from the Nimrod review.

2.

Adopted Methodology

2.1

Research philosophies

Collis and Hussey (2003) have identified two distinct clusters of research paradigms or
philosophies: (1) Positivistic and (2) Phenomenological. Positivistic research assumes
that two independent researchers can arrive at the same conclusion using the standard
research methods to study a phenomenon (Bryman, 2001). This therefore deals with
precise measurements, whereas phenomenological research stresses the subjective
aspects of human activity by focusing on the social reality: hence the meaning rather
than the measurement of a social phenomenon (Collis & Hussey, 2003). This paper uses
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a phenomenological approach and considers an interpretive paradigm as a result of the
socio-technical issues and human attributes arising from the case study.
2.2 Research design and methods
Research design helps to conceptualise an operational plan to complete a study and
ensures “control of variance” through adequate procedures including valid, objective
and accurate answers to the research questions (Kumar 2005, p.84). Determination of
the number of contacts, reference period and the nature of investigation is important as
shown in Figure 1.

Types of study design

Reference
period

Number of
contacts

Two

One

Cross-sectional
Studies

Before-andafter studies

Three
or more

Longitudinal
studies

Nature of the
investigation

Classification
base
Study
design

Retrospective

Experimental

Prospective

Non-Experimental

RetrospectiveProspective

SemiExperimental

Figure 1. Types of study design (Kumar 2005, p.94)

Kumar (2005, p.98) emphasises that the “reference period refers to time-frame in which
a study is exploring a phenomenon, situation, event or problem”. Retrospective studies
investigate what happened in the past whereas prospective studies refer to likely
prevalence in the future. Consequently, retrospective-prospective studies focus on past
trends in a phenomenon as a means of studying and predicting likely behaviour in the
future (Kumar 2005, p.99). This paper investigates a past aircraft incident through
analysis of the historical material. Therefore, the current study is a retrospective study
that uses a semi-experimental design considering the cause-and-effect relationship
centred on management of information and knowledge in the case of the Nimrod crash.
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Whilst methodology describes the underpinning philosophical approach to a particular
research endeavour, research ‘method’ refers only to the various specific tools or ways
data can be collected and analysed (Neville, 2005), e.g. a workshop, questionnaire;
interview checklist; data analysis software etc. The research methods adopted in this
paper are described below:


Literature review, synthesis and analysis: examination of IM and KM from
different industries and perspectives through consideration of the principles and
characteristics of both.



Logical models: extraction of the relationships comprising the sentence or
definitions of IM and KM to capture the intended meaning for intrinsic
consistency and completeness (Dickerson & Mavris, 2009). This approach gives
initial insight into the concepts of IM and KM.



Case studies: insertion and analysis of the findings from the Nimrod review
including the physical and organisational causes from an information and
knowledge management perspective. The decoupling of information from
knowledge is investigated to address the argument that “information is
inadequate without knowledge”.



Triangulation:

utilisation of a triangulation process that uses systematic

iterations between literature review, logical models, case evidence, and intuition.
This is considered to be relatively useful when the area of study, as in this paper,
is ‘fuzzy’ and multidimensional (Pitt, 2007).
The next section reviews the current literature related to IM and KM.
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3.

Principles and characteristics of IM and KM

3.1

Key definitions: data, information and knowledge

As a useful starting point it is important to consider the distinction that can be made
between data, information and knowledge. Newell et al. (2002, p.102) argue that data,
information and knowledge are inextricably linked and Davenport and Prusak (2000,
p.1) emphasise that these terms are not interchangeable concepts, even though the
differences between these terms are “often a matter of degree”. It is important to
understand the differences to guide the discussion.
Awad and Ghaziri (2004, pp.33-36) define data as “unorganised and unprocessed facts”
and information as “an aggregation of data that makes decision making easier” and
knowledge as “understanding gained through experience or study”. Little and Ray
(2005, p.132) highlight that it is usual to define information as “data with meaning”.
Mertins et al. (2003, p.2) argue that the term knowledge is still not easy to define and
misunderstanding of the classifications of signals, data, information, knowledge and
wisdom can lead to unproductive discussions as a result of the confusing distinctions.
The different viewpoints can be due to the domain and context in which these terms are
used. Knowledge is accepted as actionable information in the business context (Tiwana
2002, p.4) whereas knowledge is also defined as “a fluid mix of framed experience,
values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides a framework for
evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information” in a more generic
context (Davenport & Prusak 2000, p.5). Newell et al. (2002, p.102) consider
knowledge from an Information Communication Technology (ICT) perspective and
regard knowledge as a means that enables interpretation of data and information. The
author has determined that the definition by Jashapara is the most comprehensive
among a large number of definitions analysed.
Data is “known facts or things used as a basis of inference” and hence data depends on
context; information is “systematically organised data”; knowledge is considered as
“actionable information”; and wisdom is the “ability to act critically or practically in a
given situation” (Jashapara 2004, p.14-17). As the key distinctions between these terms
are explained we can move onto a discussion of the classification and characteristics of
information and knowledge.
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3.2 Classification and characteristics of information and knowledge
Most of the present literature refers to the Hungarian medical scientist and philosopher
Michael Polanyi to understand the two commonly known knowledge types: tacit and
explicit. For example, Newell et al. (2002, p.3) and also Little and Ray (2005, p.56)
refer to Polanyi (1967) to emphasise that tacit knowledge resides within the individual
(know-how) and is difficult to capture e.g. riding a bike, as opposed to explicit
knowledge which can be expressed either verbally or in text form hence can be codified
e.g. a recipe book. In addition, Tiwana (2002, p.44) emphasises these two common
types in addition to classifying knowledge along four key dimensions: (1) type, (2)
focus, (3) complexity, and (4) perishability over time. In contrast, Awad and Ghaziri
(2004, pp.46-47) builds on Polanyi and classifies knowledge by procedural, declarative,
semantic or episodic means where episodic knowledge is based on experiential
information, or episodes.
Davenport and Prusak (2000, p.102) discuss knowledge by focusing on knowledge
generation; codification and coordination; transfer; and roles and skills. For example
knowledge transfer is characterised in terms of (1) velocity which is the speed that
knowledge is disseminated and (2) viscosity, which is the richness of the knowledge
transferred (Davenport and Prusak 2000, p.102). These characteristics of knowledge and
consideration of knowledge as a corporate asset have implications on a firm’s
knowledge capital. If these are compared to the information characteristics as defined
by Zhao et al. (2007) as part of the Knowledge and Information Management (KIM)
project, one can conclude the characteristics of both, information and knowledge, are
not clearly defined. The seven key information characteristics with associated metrics to
assist the measurement of information quality or value proposed by Zhao et al. (2007)
are accessibility, usability, currency, context, accuracy, availability and relevance.
Meanwhile Tiwana (2002, p.45) identifies the components of knowledge as intuition,
ground truth, judgment, experience, values, assumptions, beliefs and intelligence. In
this case, one can see some differences between the two and conclude that knowledge is
more associated with humans whereas information has technological implications.
The above characteristics should not be considered absolute as they entail subjective
approaches derived from literature analysis and synthesis.
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3.3

Comparison of IM and KM principles

Awad and Ghaziri (2004, p.2) refer to KM as a “newly emerging, interdisciplinary
business model that has knowledge within the framework of an organisation as its
focus”. They emphasise that KM involves people, technology and processes in
overlapping parts. Definitions of KM are also presented from selected and classified
sources to provide an overview of the most important and the most promising
approaches of defining KM in terms of proportions such as strategy, technology and
organisation (Maier 2002). The three stages of KM are also identified as (1) intellectual
capital; (2) the human and cultural dimensions; and (3) the content and retrievability
stage by Koenig et al. (2000). The successive key phases of these stages encompass
lessons learned; communities of practice; and content management and taxonomies.
KM, which has been defined as “the effective learning processes associated with
exploration, exploitation and sharing of human knowledge (tacit and explicit) that use
appropriate technology and cultural environment to enhance an organisation’s
intellectual capital and performance (Jashapara 2004, p.12)” can become a key enabler
in the context of complex organisations due to the multiple instances of collaboration,
co-ordination and cooperation between the stakeholders. Awad and Ghaziri (2004, p.8)
also argue that KM is not based on information, because information which is contextsensitive can become knowledge which is consensus-oriented after people use it in ways
to create value.
Wilson (2002) states that IM deals with the value, quality, ownership, use and security
of information in the context of organisational performance. Wilson (2002) also argues
that the term IM is defined ambiguously in the literature from the different fields
including Information Technology; Business and Management; and Librarianship and
Information Science.

Whereas, Orna (2004, p.9) defines IM in the context of

information policy as “the implementation of an information strategy in order to meet
information objectives within the overall constraints of available resources”. Bouthillier
and Shearer (2002) tackled the question “is KM an emerging discipline or just a new
label for IM?” and concluded that KM is still practical despite the vagueness of KM and
its potential overlaps with IM in addition to its weak theoretical base. Their empirical
evidence based study revealed that KM cannot be dismissed and further research is
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necessary to understand how knowledge is developed, gained and used in organisations
hence within the society. As opposed to Bouthillier and Shearer’s claim that KM
overlaps IM, Orna (2004, p.9) discusses some key differences i.e. from a ‘resources’
perspective IM focus on co-ordination of information resources whereas KM is centred
on the actual resources of knowledge and skills belonging to the people in the
organisation.
Although the hierarchy of data, information and knowledge is well explained, the
differences between IM and KM are not well-articulated. The author, similarly to Orna
(2004, p.15), believes that organisations have to develop their own definitions of what
constitutes knowledge and information to understand the elements of their know-how
and information in order to decide on how to manage them. The literature review
revealed mixed perceptions and reactions centred on IM and KM. Further research is
necessary to understand the key differences, relationships and inconsistencies as these
are not well-articulated. Logical modelling and assertions from a case study will be used
to contextualise how information and knowledge is perceived and managed.

4.

Logical Models

4.1

Logical models of definitions

Logical modelling can be used to reason about and assess the definitions of IM and KM
to explore relationship between concepts, principles and terminology. Dickerson (2008,
p.1) emphasised that the objective of logical modelling is to “extract the relations that
comprise the defined term by using a modelling language to derive a minimal model of
relations (i.e. one that adds no new meaning) but that is complete and captures the
intended meaning of the term (i.e. all intended relations have been captured)”. The
procedure involves listing all the key words that will be undefined and using a notation
from UML (Unified Modelling Language) or SysML (Systems Modelling Language) to
determine the relations hence meaning of terms. The natural language notation of this
approach is summarised below (Dickerson 2008, p.2).
Each word in the definition is italicised except for the defined term.



The defined term is capitalised with: bold font or underlined, not italics.
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The key words in the definition use: bold font or capitalised italics, not
underlined.



Other words in the definition use: bold font or not italics



Additional words (not in the definition) use: smaller font or not bold, not italics.



Graphical notation include nouns which are placed in boxes; verbs and relations
are placed on lines; solid boxes and lines are used for key words and other words
from definition; and dash-dot graphics are used otherwise.

Logical models and relationship tables were developed to identify and better visualise
the commonalities and differences through extraction of IM and KM entities and
relationships. Four definitions of KM (Figure 2 – Figure 5) and IM (Figure 7 – Figure
10) were considered as a result of the literature reviews. As a result of the analysis of
the logical models, the author decided to compare the rest of the definitions to that of
Jashapara (2004, p.12) as his definition has a different emphasis (Table 1). Jashapara’s
definition can be perceived as the creation and management of knowledge as a human
centred attribute that involves a learning and transformation process considering the
environmental and cultural aspects.

KM

is 1..m

appropriate
effective
organisation’s
learning [uses] 1..q technology & [enhances] 1 intellectual capital
cultural
process
& performance
environment

associated
with
exploration
human knowledge
(tacit & explicit)

considers
exploitation

sharing

Definition: KM is the effective learning processes associated with exploration, exploitation and sharing
of human knowledge (tacit and explicit) that use appropriate technology and cultural environment to
enhance an organisation’s intellectual capital and performance.
Figure 2. Logical model for definition of KM by Jashapara 2004, p.12
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is

KM

coordination &
exploitation

[creates]

1..q

benefit & competitive
advantage

of
1..r
organisation’s
knowledge
resources

Definition: KM is the coordination and exploitation of organization’s knowledge resources, in order to
create benefit and competitive advantage.
Figure 3. Logical model for definition of KM by Drucker 1999, p.157

KM

is

systematic,
explicit &
deliberate

building,
renewal and
application of

knowledge

[maximises and
renews] 1..m
knowledge assets

from 1..n

enterprise’s knowledge-related
effectiveness & returns

Definition: KM is the systematic, explicit, and deliberate building, renewal, and application of
knowledge to maximise an enterprise’s knowledge-related effectiveness and returns from its knowledge
assets and to renew them constantly.
Figure 4. Logical model for definition of KM by Wiig 1997, p.401

KM

consists of 1..n

processes

considers

knowledge

associated
with
capture

use

distribution
use

Definition: KM consists of processes to capture, distribute, and effectively use knowledge
Figure 5. Logical model for definition of KM by Davenport & Prusak 1998
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Comparison of Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 reveal that Jashapara’s
definition is about the management of knowledge and the rest of the definitions are
centred on organising the knowledge resources. Definitions except Jashapara’s consider
knowledge to be explicit and do not distinguish between information and knowledge.
Analysis of these logical models emphasises that individuals and organisations need to
clearly state what they mean by ‘knowledge’ as knowledge can have different types
including explicit and tacit; and include concepts focusing on human, organisational
and product-centric issues. The definitions due to Drucker (1999), Wiig (1997), and
Davenport and Prusak (1998) in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively can be
reduced to a simple logical model as shown below.

Organisation’s
resources

Manage

to get

Advantage

Figure 6. Summary of the logical model of definitions in Figure, Figure and Figure

The logical models of IM and their comparison based on four definitions are shown
next.

IM

refers to

planning,
organising,
directing &
controlling
of
information
within

[uses] 1..q technology &
techniques

[gains]

competitive
advantage and
improved
performance

for
effective
management
of

1
open system

information,
knowledge resources
& assets

within

organisation’s
internal & external
environment

Definition: IM refers to planning, organising, directing and controlling information within an open
system, and the use of technology and techniques for effective management of information and knowledge
resources and assets within the organisational internal and external environment to gain competitive
advantage...
Figure 7. Logical model for definition of IM by Karim & Hussein 2008, p.114
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controls
IM

creating,
acquiring,
organising,
storing,
distributing &
using

efficient &
effective access,
processing & use

promoting

of
information

by 1..n
people &
organisations

Definition: IM concerns the control over how information is created, acquired, organised, stored,
distributed, and used as a means of promoting, efficient and effective information access, processing, and
use by people and organisations.
Figure 8. Logical model for definition of IM by Detlor 2010, p.103

IM

is 1..n

application of
management
principles

to

acquisition,
organisation, control,
dissemination & use

enables

effective
operation

of

of

information

organisations of
all kinds

Definition: IM is the application of management principles to the acquisition, organisation, control,
dissemination and use of information relevant to the effective operation of organisations of all kinds.
Figure 9. Logical model for definition of IM by Wilson 1997, p.187

IM

is

management

of
1..p

organisational processes
& systems

through

acquire, create, orgnise,
distribute and use

of
1..r

information

Definition: IM is the management of organisational processes and systems that acquire, create, organise,
distribute, and use information.
Figure 10. Logical model for definition of IM by Choo 2002
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All the above definitions for IM can be reduced to a simple logical model as shown in
Figure 11.

Organise,
manage &
use

to promote
Information

Efficiency &
improved
performance

Figure 11. Summary of the logical model of definitions for IM
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Jashapara 2004
(Similarities)

Jashapara 2004
(Differences)

Knowledge Management Definitions

Information Management Definitions

Drucker 1999

Wiig 1997

Davenport &
Prusak 1998

Karim & Hussein
2008

Detlor 2010

Wilson 1997

Choo 2002

KM defined as a learning
process vs. coordination
and
exploitation
of
knowledge.
Jashapara
refers to the technology
and cultural environment.
Both consider a different
concept of knowledge i.e.
human vs. organisational
knowledge.
Drucker only refers to
benefit and competitive
advantage
whereas
Jashapara
focuses
specifically on IC.
Both have a specified
outputs i.e. deal with
enhancing
organisations
performance.

Type of knowledge
considered differs
i.e.
learning
process (tacit and
explicit)
vs.
building, renewal
and application of
knowledge
(explicit only).

Human knowledge
vs.
knowledge.
Jashapara focuses
on creation and
tacit nature of
knowledge
whereas the others
consider
only
management after
creation i.e. the
explicit nature of
knowledge.

Karim and Hussein
mention
the
management
of
information
resources and the
use of technology
and techniques to
enable
this
whereas Jashapara
refers to KM as a
learning
process
considering tacit
and explicit human
knowledge.

Similarly, Detlor
deals
with
organising
and
management
of
information
to
promote efficiency
and
therefore
improve
performance
whereas Jashapara
focuses on people
not
just
organisations.

Wilson refers to
organisations of all
kinds
whereas
Jashapara refers to
humans and also
tacit nature of
knowledge.

Organising and use
of information is
mentioned again
i.e. management of
information
including
its
creation,
organisation,
distribution,
use
etc.
whereas
Jashapara focuses
on
the
transformation e.g.
learning process.

Jashapara refers to
intellectual capital
related outputs and
Wiig focuses on
enterprise return
and effectiveness.

Both
mentioned
the word ‘process’
e.g. one refers to
KM as a process
and
the
other
mentions that KM
consists
of
processes.

Both consider the
environment and
have an output
benefiting
the
organisation.

The process of
managing
information
or
knowledge
has
similarities
e.g.
exploitation
vs.
using, sharing vs.
distribution.

Same as Detlor –
only the ‘process
of
management’
have similarities.

Same as Detlor
and Wilson – only
the ‘process of
management’ have
similarities.

Table 1. Comparison of Jashapara’s (2004) KM definition to others
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The key learning from Table 1 is that a human-centric view of knowledge is not
considered in most of the IM and KM definitions. IM definitions focus on organising,
managing and using information to promote efficiency and therefore improve
performance. Organisations can be misled as they ultimately manage information as
opposed to knowledge ignoring the significance of the human-centric nature of KM
including organisational learning, culture and ethics.
4.2

Interim-conclusion

Similar to the literature review, the logical models show that IM and KM share related
concepts and the outcome of both are similar i.e. enhancing organisational IC,
performance and competitive advantage. Lueg (2001) also reports similar findings as
both of the concepts involve collection and dissemination to the benefit of an
organisation and its individuals. However, the author’s findings from the logical models
illustrate a key difference. That is, IM deals with information (explicit), and KM deals
with human knowledge (tacit and explicit). As the table and logical models show, all the
definitions for IM are about the organisation of information resources and hence focus
on explicit knowledge. However, KM, as defined by Jashapara, is concerned with the
human and cultural attributes. This is different from the rest of the definitions as the rest
only consider the explicit nature of knowledge. One can argue that these sample KM
definitions apart from Jashapara are inadequate as they overlook the learning styles,
cultural aspects and tacit nature of knowledge. Hlupic et al. (2002) also argue that KM
involves both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ aspects. Analysing the logical diagrams and the
comparison table can lead to a conclusion that IM deals with more tangible, welldefined and structured facts whereas KM focuses on relatively intangible and ill-defined
issues. Consequently, one can approach from a ‘systems thinking’

viewpoint and

associate KM with a ‘soft’ approach which is more appropriate in fuzzy ill-defined
situations involving human beings and cultural considerations; from a similar viewpoint
one may consider IM as a ‘hard’ approach that deals with well-defined technical
problems, and hence involve logical rules to engineer solutions i.e. data mining. In
addition, KM as opposed to IM can be perceived as a learning process that is associated
with the creation and management of knowledge through consideration of the cultural
environment.
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The next section uses insertions from a case study to examine IM and KM further.

5.

Case study

This section considers the Nimrod review as a case study to identify the implications on
Through Life Management of engineering information and knowledge. The loss of the
Nimrod aircraft was caused by a leak and ignition of fuel during air-to-air refuelling.
This can be analysed through findings related to physical and organisational causes
from an information and knowledge management perspective. The decoupling of
information from knowledge is investigated to address the argument that “information is
inadequate without knowledge”. The difficulty of capturing the context in which
information is used is also examined.
5.1

The Nimrod review

The Nimrod example echoes other major accidents, such as loss of the Space Shuttles
Challenger and Columbia, and the King’s Cross Fire according to the Nimrod review
(Haddon-Cave 2009). The review exhibits issues such as having an insufficient overall
view of the entire system and the unheeded knowledge leading to problems with
spotting risks and patterns. The Nimrod played an important role in maritime
reconnaissance for over 40 years. The aircraft, XV23, was lost on 2 September 2006 on
a mission over Afghanistan leading to the death of 14 service personnel. The board of
inquiry conducted a seven-month inquiry investigating the physical and organisational
causes. The cross-feed duct fitted in the initial Nimrod in the 1960s design introduced a
major potential risk of ignition to the aircraft. According to the 587 page review, the
loss of Nimrod was avoidable, and detailed recommendations include a new approach to
safety cases; new strategy centred on personnel, industry and procurement; and a new
safety culture.
There was a widespread assumption that Nimrod was safe and therefore the safety case
became a ‘tick-box’ exercise due to the aircraft being successfully flown for 30 years.
Work was rushed and corners were cut which resulted in a defective product resulting in
misleading information that the task had been properly completed. Very long
procurement chains led to lack of conceptual thinking at lower level of the procurement
chain. For example, engineers developing parts were not aware of what they were used
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for. The long overdue replacement of legacy equipment dating back to 1940’s
technology also played a crucial role. Three major modifications were made to the
refuelling system over a few decades. The information relating to modifications was not
sufficiently heeded in the following years. The information centred on design flaws;
previous incidents; and warnings were not actively assessed and employed. Issues
discussed include the problems with interfacing between the customer and industry;
lack of corporate memory; use of competent people; use of recognised standards;
defining required skills and responsibilities; and having a learning culture.
The causes leading to this accident are examined from an information and knowledge
management viewpoint in the next sections.
5.2

Analysis framework

An analysis framework is developed as a result of investigating the current approaches
for Through Life Management of information and knowledge. This framework is
applied to the Nimrod example through identification and analysis of the key insertions
from the 587 page Nimrod review.
The approaches considered include the set of principles for Through Life Management
of information that was derived in the Knowledge and Information Management (KIM)7
project as shown in Appendix A. In the context of the Nimrod review, the KIM
principles can “focus practitioners on the importance of managing information and
knowledge, provide guidance to tool builders on supporting this management, and
describe examples of best practice model that can be adopted by organisations”
(McMahon et al 2009, p.4). In addition, Dogan et al. (2009, p.462) categorised the
through life enterprise KM requirements by interacting with domain experts and
stakeholders within the aerospace and defence industry (Appendix B). An IM
assessment based on a matrix model was developed as a best practise model to ensure
that government departments meet the required standards for effective collection,

7

The KIM project was a three-year, £5 million programme funded primarily by the Engineering and

Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) to
look at the KM challenges associated with the move towards through-life product support.
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storage, access, use and disposal of information. The purpose of the assessment has
been to “establish whether the key elements of the UK Ministry of Defence’s (MoD’s)
knowledge, information and records policy and protocols are effective in meeting the
needs of Defence in the twenty-first century” (IMA 2009, p.9).
An analytical stance was adopted to derive evaluation criteria supporting this
framework. This pragmatic analytical approach considered the KIM principles on
Through Life Management of engineering information; and the derived categories of
through life enterprise KM requirements as shown in Appendix A and B. The criteria
shown below are also aligned to UK Government’s information matters delivery plan
2009-2010 which is centred on building government’s capability in managing
knowledge and information.


Criterion 1 (Governance):

developing KM strategy; institutionalising KM;

managing ownership, leadership; organisational structure, audits and policy; and
succession planning.


Criterion 2 (Configuration): records management; and capturing, interpreting,
communicating, storing, accessing, presenting, representing, keeping and
supporting information and knowledge.



Criterion 3 (Assessment): parsimony; granularity; identity; uniqueness;
usability; reusability; evaluation; portability; robustness; discovery; and design.



Criterion 4 (Organisational Culture): organisational change and behaviours;
sharing for advantage; demographics; training; learning culture; social and
physical environment; retention of key skills; and trust.

The above criteria consist of a hybrid of the KIM principles and categories of through
life enterprise KM requirements as identified by Dogan et al. (2009). Application of the
analysis framework involved a procedure of examining the Nimrod review to identify
insertions associated with the management of information and knowledge. These were
then recorded so as to include the area of observation itself, the aspect associated with
information, a description of how the area of observation was managed, and the
outcome associated with the area of observation. The information tabulated in this way
is drawn directly from the Nimrod Report.
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5.3

Findings

The findings presented below follow the above criteria to structure the key implications
as (1) describing the context of the observation within the Nimrod review; (2) the
observation verbatim; (3) a table summarising the key insertions from the observation;
and (4) discussions to address the argument that “information is inadequate without
knowledge”.
Governance
Governance issues, centred on the Nimrod Integrated Project Team (IPT), include the
inappropriate delegation of tasks, e.g. tasks delegated to junior personnel without
adequate supervision; unclear roles; and inadequate briefing at critical handover
periods. The complexity of the aviation enterprise and successive organisational
changes i.e. overlying structure of the airworthiness regulation and delegation of
responsibility indicated a number of weaknesses. Clear lines of accountability with an
unbroken and logical delegation from the top through line managers and supervisors
were recommended (Haddon-Cave 2009, p.570). Another example of a governance
related issue is the routine outsourcing of safety cases. The following verbatim
statement reflects the problems with delegation and routine outsourcing. Table 2 also
examines these observations though analysis of how information and knowledge is
managed.
“The system of Letters of Delegation is imperfect… regulations are too complex…
(p.477, paragraphs 19.21 and 19.20)”
Haddon-Cave comments on the system of letters that delegates authority for safety
and airworthiness to lower ranks without sufficient oversight or monitoring.
“Safety Cases are routinely outsourced by IPTs to outside consultants (p.535,
paragraph 22.7)”
Haddon-Cave observes that Integrated Project Teams outsource safety cases to
outside consultants who have insufficient practical knowledge of the aircraft or its
operations and, as a result, provide voluminous quantities of paperwork that lacks the
underpinning understanding to achieve the necessary quality.
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Table 2. Governance related insertions from the Nimrod review

Governance

Observation
Lines of
accountability
(regulations)
and delegation

Routine
outsourcing of
safety cases by
IPTs to
outside
consultants

Information
Regulations,
practice or
procedure
being
followed i.e.
on
maintenance
Voluminous
quantities of
safety case
paperwork

Knowledge
Expert
knowledge of
delegated
authority and
regulations

How managed?
No short and clear
lines or chain of
delegation and
accountability

Outcome
Convoluted and
inappropriate
delegation of tasks
and structure of i.e.
airworthiness
regulations

Little practical
knowledge of
operating or
maintaining
the platform

No evidence centred
on capturing essential
practical knowledge;
and knowledge and
experience about the
platform is lost

Decline in skilled and
knowledgeable
manpower; and longterm corrosive effect
on the in-house
abilities

The IPT’s decision on some modifications was based on an imperfect understanding of
the completeness of the hot air leak detection system. Routine outsourcing and
delegation played a significant role. A holistic view supported by the contextual
knowledge of engineers maintaining the system rather than depending entirely on
explicit information is very important in this context. Practical knowledge of experts as
opposed to using voluminous quantities of regulatory and safety case documents to
make decisions indicate that importance of tacit and contextual knowledge and support
the arguments that information, in this case, had become inadequate without knowledge.
Configuration
The configuration criterion focuses on records management including how information
and knowledge is captured, stored, communicated, accessed etc. Considering the
Nimrod example, the mis-categorisation and classification of risks and hazards (e.g.
tolerable when it was not) contributed to the incident as reflected in the following
verbatim statement and Table 3:
“Mis-categorised Hazard H73 (the catastrophic fire risk represented by the CrossFeed/ Supplementary Conditioning Pack duct in the No. 7 Tank Dry Bay starboard)
as ‘Tolerable’ when it plainly was not, and then marked it as ‘Open’ and
‘Unclassified’… (p.260)”
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Configuration

Table 3. Configuration related insertions from the Nimrod review
Observation
Categorisation
of risk and
hazards

Information
Risk
analysis data

Knowledge
Lack of
expert
knowledge
to categorise

How managed?
Inappropriately managed
by unsuitable delegation
and failure to check own
safety management plan

Outcome
Mis-categorisation
of risks

Not living
documents

Safety cases
documents

N/A

Information related to
safety cases suffered on
shelves and access to
databases was problematic

Inaccessible
information

Another insertion shown above refers to “not living documents”. These are safety cases
that languish on shelves or “stored in places or databases which are not readily
accessible to those on Front Line who may benefit from access to them” (p. 35).
Multiple upgrades lead to re-engineering at each incremental modification and the
cumulative effect of design and installation changes to parts were not recorded properly
or ignored in some cases. For example, some of the in-house management of the
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) service i.e. major upgrades are contracted to
the industry but they require facilities and skills to minimise the configuration problems.
The insertion above reflects the importance of appropriate management and delegation
that focus on configuration i.e. accessibility to information. Another example is the
deficiency in fault recording including capturing evidence to mitigate the key dangers.
A known history of damaged parts e.g. seals of the fuel system existed. The importance
of detailed recording of data and information and plans on future use were not
understood during the system modifications. Therefore, configuration should not
entirely focus on organising and using explicit representations as the lack of expert
knowledge, i.e. to categorise risks and recoding data for future use, needs to be
considered when handling information. This again emphasises the adequacy of
knowledge in this context.
Assessment
Assessment focuses on using the KIM principles of Through Life Management of
engineering information to analyse i.e. evaluation, portability and robustness of
information as described in Appendix A. This is closely associated to configuration and
therefore explicit knowledge. The assessment insertions from the Nimrod review
include the assessment of design regulations and standards in addition to consideration
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of the history of incidents. For example, the air-to-air refuelling modification was in
breach of applicable design regulations and standards (Haddon-Cave 2009, pp.57-58,
107 & 128). That is, the blow-off valves were located at positions where discharge of
fuel could pose a fire hazard. The fuel pipes were also located close to high pressure hot
air ducts. In addition, there was no significant assessment of historical data about known
incidents. For example, a history of fuel leak rates was known but information was not
heeded as emphasised in the following verbatim statement and Table 4:
“There was insufficient emphasis on analysing fuel leak trends and, as a result, the
four-fold increase in leak rates went unnoticed (p.66) …increase in the leak rate in
the Nimrod fleet in the 23 years before the XV230 accident... (p.86)”

Assessment

Table 4. Assessment related insertions from the Nimrod review
Observation
Known history
of damaged
parts e.g. fuel
pipe leaks

Information
Guidance on
leak rate

Assessment of
design
regulations
and standards

Documents
on design
regulations
and
standards

Knowledge
Insufficient
overall view of
the entire
system and
unheeded
knowledge
Establishment
of a safety
directorate to
take
responsibility

How managed?
No sufficient efforts
to analyse the
underlying causes of
leaks and guidance to
reduce the leak rate

Outcome
No consolidation and
assessment of history
of risks

Legislation /
regulations did not
sufficiently exist to
ensure that minimum
standards are
maintained

Breach of applicable
design regulations
and standards i.e. on
flammables and
cross-feed ducts

The above insertions show no significant assessment and reuse of information about
failures and maintenance. Although leaks from seals are inevitable and the systems
design principles are used to mitigate against leak hazards, the critical information
centred on routine fuel leaks was not captured and shared properly. Furthermore, the
safety-related decisions mentioned above require maintenance of comprehensive
records in addition to management of expert knowledge throughout the life of a
platform. For example, the fuel pipe leakage was rated as ‘improbable’, that is remote
likelihood of occurrence during the operational life of a particular fleet. Such ratings
and hence assumptions lead to no comparison of historical leaks until after the loss of
this particular Nimrod. This is not a simple access and assessment of information issue
but rather a problem associated with unheeded expert knowledge. Information on its
own is inadequate in this example.
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Organisational culture
Dogan et al. (2009, p.462) categorised the through life enterprise KM requirements and
identified attributes (i.e. change, training, learning, trust) that relate to organisational
culture via interacting with domain experts and stakeholders within the aerospace and
defence industry (Appendix B). These finding are used to assess management of
information and knowledge within the context of organisational culture. In the case of
Nimrod review, expert knowledge was lost as a result of successive modifications to
fuel systems and re-organisation trauma. This also led to a lack of corporate knowledge
as reflected by the following verbatim statement:
“There was a corresponding lack of corporate memory as to related incidents which
had occurred in the past (p. 149)…theoretical, design, office-based experience is a
far cry from the invaluable practical, hands-on experience that those flying or
maintaining… (p. 270)”
Another example considered is the learning culture (Haddon-Cave 2009, p.574) i.e. no
professional body of training for competence management was in place. Learning from
operational experience e.g. sitting with NELLIE or a buddy system to transfer
knowledge from experienced employees to newcomers could have helped the engineers
to understand the context of modifications better.

Organisational Culture

Table 5. Organisational culture related insertions from the Nimrod review
Observation
Maintaining
expert and
corporate
knowledge

Information
Records on
capturing
knowledge of
personnel retiring

Knowledge
Loss of (tacit)
knowledge when
experienced staff
retire

Multifarious
organisational
change

Increasing
documents on
organisational and
procedural
changes

Institutional
memory is lost as
personnel or
records are moved
and replaced

How managed?
No retention and
transfer of
knowledge i.e.
sitting with
NELLIE or a
buddy system
Organisational
and cultural
changes were not
easy to put in
practice

Outcome
Decline of
expert and
corporate
knowledge

Re-organisation
trauma and
distraction from
safety

A re-organisation trauma and distraction from safety was caused as a result of
multifarious organisational change including a shift from purely functional to project
oriented lines; outsourcing to industry; and loss of competent knowledge through
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defence reviews and financial cuts. The ‘rolling up’ of organisations to create larger and
larger ‘purple (tri-service)’ and ‘through life’ management structures also contributed to
this trauma (Haddon-Cave 2009, p.11). The tacit and human-centric nature of
knowledge as opposed to simply organising the information resources (i.e. documents)
needs to be understood and acknowledged by organisations. The inadequacies of only
managing information in such situations needs to be understood.

6.

Discussion

This paper tackled the relationships and inconsistencies between IM and KM. This was
investigated from two perspectives; first was to consider the definitions from the
literature and the second was to explore the importance of the relationship through a
case study. The first approach investigated different perceptions of IM and KM and was
centred on consistencies and/or inconsistencies in the relationships. Having shown that,
once properly defined, IM and KM are different concepts, the author applied the
concepts to the Nimrod case study to understand the relationships between IM and KM
so defined.
The findings show that an overreliance on IM in the absence of KM can lead to disaster.
Where KM is little more than repackaged IM the risk of misusing available information
is increased. The author comments that it is important to consider KM to be the
“management of knowledge” and to value the tacit (human) knowledge that is implied
thereby. The insertions from the Nimrod review, analysed above, are examples of
information being used inappropriately because the necessary knowledge for its correct
interpretation or implementation was missing.
Turning our attention to the derived analysis framework and Nimrod findings, the
following examples emphasise that this is not only an information management matter
but a “management of knowledge” issue paying particular attention to complexity and
the tacit nature of knowledge.


Routine outsourcing and short term two-year postings: this had a detrimental
effect in capturing essential practical knowledge of employees operating and
maintaining the platform. This also influenced employees’ ability to make
lasting and positive difference whilst in post. The lack of vital operator and
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maintainer input and contextual understanding of the current practices
contributed to the loss.


Problems with ‘aged’ legacy systems, attention to skills and decline of corporate
knowledge: the pool of engineers with the requisite specialist engineering skills
who understood the corporate knowledge and records has diminished due to
people retiring or moving to attractive jobs. Procedures should be put in place to
retain skills on aged aircrafts.



Decline in the ability of the customer to act as an ‘intelligent customer’: the
contextual knowledge of the customer is faded due to problems with retaining
skills and experience of its employees as a result of organisational change.



Not living documents: information related to safety cases suffered on shelves.
Access to databases from front line employees and the data management
processes was problematic.



Ownership and management of information related to risks and hazards:
suggestions were made to ensure that there is one owner who is responsible for
collating information for each hazard. Analysing hazard descriptions to avoid
misinterpretation was also recommended.



Sharing of best practice: website and articles discussing and drawing attention
to best practices focusing on safety can guide knowledge sharing.

The assertion and reasoning behind why information and knowledge become decoupled
required in depth analysis of insertions. The framework including the criteria and the
insertions table was derived through an analytical stance by evaluating the existing
approaches. One can critique the analysis framework as it has not been validated
through other case studies but the emphasis of this approach was to derive insertions to
study the interdependence of knowledge and information management to guide the
discussions. Additional work is required to analyse the policy, process and practice
implications of using this analysis framework in helping to prevent such disasters.
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7.

Conclusion

Analysis of the literature generated arguments for and against the criticism that “KM is
little more than re-packaged IM”. For example, one can notice two main perspectives
(1) KM is more tied with socio-technical hence human aspects; and (2) IM and KM
have overlapping parts that consequently complement one another. Other viewpoints
also need to be considered as both IM and KM deal with very complex and rich
situations involving people, technology and organisational processes. The author also
believes that it is helpful to considering IM as a prerequisite for KM. The Nimrod case
study revealed that the use of criteria centred on principles for Through Life
Management of information and knowledge to assess the role of IM and KM in such
incidents can help to identify and understand the areas and functions that needs to be
improved in a through life enterprise setting. The examples derived confirmed the
importance of context, human expertise and the tacit nature of knowledge in preventing
such incidents in a complex socio-technical environment. Managing knowledge is
distinct when compared to IM. Through IM the value is sometimes lost, which can
result in disasters such as Nimrod whereas through “managing knowledge” the sociotechnical implications including the learning and transformation process are addressed.
The case-based study provides support that the hypothesis was correct and hence KM is
little more than re-packed IM.
The assertion and reasoning behind why information and knowledge become decoupled
required in depth analysis of insertions. Consistent with Jashapara’s definition, the
author considers KM as the management of knowledge as a human centred attribute that
involves a learning and transformation process considering the environmental and
cultural aspects to provide competitive advantage through enhancing an organisation’s
intellectual property and performance. To conclude, a similar assertion is also cited in
the Nimrod review:
“THE ONLY SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE IS EXPERIENCE”
(Albert Einstein, 1879-1955) (Cited in Haddon-Cave 2009, p.445).
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Appendix A: Principles for Through Life Management of Information
(McMahon et al. 2009)
Principle 1 (The Principle of Parsimony): create record and retain information only if
necessary.
Principle 2 (The Principle of Granularity): record information in a storable information
object at a granularity appropriate for use and reuse.
Principle 3 (The Principle of Identity): give an information object a unique and
persistent identifier.
Principle 4 (The Principle of Uniqueness): create an information entity once only and
explicitly reference it everywhere else.
Principle 5 (The Principle of Usability): design an information object explicitly to
achieve its intended goals.
Principle 6 (The Principle of Reusability): design an information object explicitly to
maximise its potential for reuse wherever appropriate.
Principle 7 (The Principle of Evaluation): assess and assign the value of an information
object throughout its life from creation to disposal.
Principle 8 (The Principle of Portability): create an information entity and its
annotations systematically using representations supporting perpetual reuse.
Principle 9 (The Principle of Robustness): use robust methods to capture, create and
manipulate information entities.
Principle 10 (The Principle of Discovery): actively employ the information repository
as a resource for learning and discovery.
Principle 11 (The Principle of Design): design all aspects of IM to satisfy the
organisation’s current and future needs.
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Appendix B: Categories for
Requirements (Dogan et al. 2009)

-

KM Strategy
Knowledge capability
Institutionalise KM
Governance/ownership
Funding/investment
Management structure
Leadership/champion
Succession planning and career
paths
Transform tacit knowledge into
explicit

Knowledge Assessment
- Knowledge about knowledge
- Information distillation
- Cumulative property
- Time (freshness/staleness)
- Risks
- Value proposition
- Maturity
- Scale
- Rigour
- Quality
- Accessibility
- Capacity
- Lifecycle of knowledge

Through

-

Life

Enterprise

KM

Organisational Culture
Trust
Competencies
Retention of key skills/expertise
Social and physical environment
Learning culture/experience
Change
Sharing for advantage
Language – meaning/usage
Demographics
Education/training
Creativity

Knowledge Configuration
- How and what to capture?
- How to interpret knowledge?
- How to communicate?
- How to store and what to store?
- How to access?
- How to present or represent?
- How to choose what to keep)?
- Security or privacy
- Ontology
- Support mechanism
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Abstract
Through Life Capability Management (TLCM) is a complex evolving domain that
requires a new approach to better understand the different viewpoints, models and
practices within various enterprises to support a future conceptual model development.
This research applied Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) to identify the activities
necessary to transform an existing aerospace and defence business model to one that
would support TLCM. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with experts and
stakeholders across a range of different relevant functions and organisations to identify
the activities required to support conceptual model development. A bottom-up approach
was used to provide a TLCM ontology and a top-down approach was proposed to
develop the root definitions derived from the experts’ perception of TLCM. The
benefits and drawbacks of using SSM including the human-activity system and mapping
the activities onto a TLCM cube (architectural) model are discussed.

Keywords
TLCM, Capability, Soft Systems, Human Activity Model, Ontology.

Paper type
Conference Paper.
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1. Introduction
Defence acquisition is trying to evolve into a through-life business by shifting away
from the traditional pattern of designing and manufacturing successive generations of
platforms, towards a new paradigm centred on support, sustainability and the
incremental enhancements of existing capabilities from technology insertions [1]. It is
important that all functions and organisations within the supply chain enterprise share a
common understanding and language centred on MoD’s Through Life Capability
Management (TLCM) initiative to support a future conceptual model development.
“TLCM is a multi-year transformation journey often viewed as 5-10 years of change”
[R. Smith, Engineering Director – Typhoon, BAE Systems]
This paper describes a conceptual approach adopted from Soft Systems Methodology
(SSM) to develop an ontology to support this TLCM transformation. The results derived
from semi-structured interviews conducted with the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
from the TLCM enterprise indicate substantial differences in SMEs’ activity models,
perception of TLCM, and the transformation process.
The structure of this paper is as follows:


Literature analysis: TLCM, the Cube Model and Soft Systems Methodology.



Case Study: method and results including the human activity models, root
definitions, and ontology development to support TLCM.



Discussion: the SSM process and mapping of activities onto the Cube Model.



Conclusions.
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2. Through Life Capability Management
TLCM “translates the Defence policy into an approved programme that delivers the
required capabilities, through life, across all Defence Lines of Development” (DLoDs 8)
where capability in this context is defined as “the continuing ability to generate a
desired operational outcome or effect which is relative to the threat, physical
environment and the contributions of coalition partners” [2]. There are many different
viewpoints to TLCM with some complementing the above definition from the UK
MOD Defence Acquisition Operating Framework (AOF) and others considering a more
engineering process and equipment centric view. Interview results presented in the later
sections indicate that these diverse viewpoints from different communities (e.g.
industry, academia and MoD) imply characteristics of both Capability and TLCM.
Our purpose has been to identify the activities needed to support TLCM.

These

activities are likely to correlate to capability (a1, a2, a3, etc., b1, b2, b3, etc.) but only some
might be relevant to TLCM (b1, b2, b3, etc.). Those relevant may need to be transformed
through a new set of activities (t1, t2, t3, etc.) that are only needed to support TLCM.
This can be visualised as interlocking Lego bricks as shown in Figure 1 and will be
discussed later.

Figure 1. Activities as Lego bricks correlated to TLCM

Industry development resulted in a model called ‘the TLCM cube’ [3], which is
subdivided into cells specified by level, corresponding to hierarchy of force elements,
Lines of Development (LoD), and life-cycle stages as shown in Figure 2.

8

Training, Equipment, Personnel, Information, Doctrine & Concepts, Organisation, Infrastructure and

Logistics.
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Figure 2. The TLCM cube model in outline

The lifecycle stages of the TLCM cube cover the timeline from concept to retirement.
The levels within this three-dimensional model are described as Systems Engineering,
Systems of Systems Engineering and Capability Management. These levels denote the
single- and multi- level force elements including army formations, aircrafts and ships in
addition to domains of land, sea and air. For example, a Typhoon aircraft can represent
a single-force element but when integrated with a Nimrod maritime surveillance aircraft
it becomes a multi-force element with a single domain and if integrated with an aircraft
carrier e.g. CVF, it grows to be a multi-force element with a multi-domain interaction.
Industry has also developed a support environment known as TRAiDETM (TLCM
Robust Acquisition inclusive Decision Environment) which essentially provides an
Information Management (IM) environment and capability-relevant toolset to support
decision making across the whole acquisition community [4]. Here, TLCM is
considered as an IM problem, rather than one of simply equipment, performance and
technology management over time [5]. This IM approach was developed into a
‘Capability Dashboard’ that enables a wide range of stakeholder perspectives to be
presented coherently in a single output visualisation [6]. This can be regarded as a plan
on a page for decision support and management.
Academic developments in TLCM have included definition of Capability Readiness
mapped onto the system development lifecycle [7] and recommendations for Systems
Engineering approaches as applied to ‘Capability Engineering’ and compared with
traditional systems engineering [8].
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3. Soft Systems Methodology
Checkland’s SSM can be used to analyse a problem situation for an organisation
seeking a better way of working. This approach is appropriate to socio-technical
systems, and is particularly relevant when the means of improvement is a new
information system and the analysis task is to understand the requirements for this
system [9] [10].
The research reported herein adopted a ‘soft’ systems initiative by using steps three,
four and five of Checkland’s SSM. That is selecting how to view the situation and
producing the root definitions; building conceptual models of what the system must do;
and comparison of the conceptual models with the real world. Root definitions are
written as sentences that elaborate a transformation. There are six elements that make up
a well formulated root definition, which are summed up in the mnemonic CATWOE
(Customers, Actors, Transformation process, Worldview, Owners, and Environmental
Constraints).
The soft systems approach applied here is not the formal SSM of Checkland, but draws
some techniques from it. The difficulty in the TLCM context is getting a common view
across the enterprise. TLCM can be viewed as a complex evolving socio-technical
system, which makes ‘soft’ systems an appropriate approach. ‘Soft’ systems thinking is
more appropriate in fuzzy, ill-defined situations involving human beings and cultural
considerations, whereas ‘hard’ systems approaches are appropriate in well-defined
technical problems, and hence involve logical rules to engineer solutions [11].
Traditional System Engineering and modelling techniques including functional
modelling, which has many types such as IDEF0, Data Flow Diagrams, Flow Charts,
UML and SysML [12] cannot be constructed without ambiguity due to its complexity
and context dependent parameterisation.
The starting point for this analysis is a case study approach which is discussed in the
next section.
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4. Case Study: SSM for TLCM
The aim of this case study was to develop a TLCM ontology. SSM is used to identify
the activities necessary to support TLCM, including identification of a list of root
definitions for TLCM and a human activity model.
4.1 Method
A semi-structured interview questionnaire was developed to understand how the SMEs
describe ‘Capability’ and ‘TLCM’ as industry’s perception and MoD’s viewpoint of
these terms may differ. The interview questionnaire subsequently adopted SSM’s root
definitions, CATWOE mnemonics and conceptual model development techniques to
derive a set of activities needed to transform an aerospace and defence business model
into one to support TLCM. A bottom-up approach was used by the author to provide a
level of abstraction in developing a TLCM ontology and a top-down approach is
proposed to develop the root definitions.
4.2 Results
This section summarises and discusses the transcribed semi-structured interview results.
Stakeholder Characteristics
The stakeholders were chosen from three different types of organisations within the
supply chain; industry (number of interviewees, n=9), academia (n=2) and Ministry of
Defence (n=5), where MoD is the customer. The industrial stakeholders were chosen
from a single prime aerospace and defence company that consisted of the air, land and
maritime domains of the through-life business. All stakeholders were either researching
or managing TLCM. A broad group of stakeholders was chosen from the different
functions including project management; supply chain management; maintenance and
service support; technical; and human resources to give sufficient coverage of activity
types and to identify the necessary activities to support TLCM and its ontology
development. The stakeholders (n=16) spend, on average, 87% of their time supporting
TLCM.
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Capability and TLCM Contextualisation
The stakeholders were asked to describe Capability and TLCM in addition to their
perception of MoD’s and industry’s view of both. The UK MoD AOF [2] definition of
Capability which is described as the continuing ability to generate a desired operational
outcome and effect is re-instantiated by most participants. The result showed that the
term ‘capability’ can be applied to business (industrial), military (operational), technical
and individual capability. Stakeholders’ perception of MoD’s view of capability centred
on integration of force elements to achieve an effect by a particular equipment or
physical system enabled through DLoDs. This is associated with operational capability
to achieve a military effect e.g. deep strike and air defence which are driven by the need
to respond to military threats.
Industrial viewpoints focused on the technical capability, including the equipments and
interoperable systems. Industrial stakeholders also emphasised the business capability
that is needed to meet customer requirements aligned with DLoDs e.g. the ability to
make, buy and sell goods and services to a client. This is the capability a company
needs in order to fulfil its business aspirations and obligations. Some functions of
industry considered capability as knowledge and experience rather than equipment.
Capability is consequently understood to be outcome focused and context dependent.
The UK MoD AOF [2] definition of TLCM states that TLCM translates the defence
policy into an approved programme that delivers the required capabilities, through life,
across all DLoDs. The stakeholder perception of TLCM varied. For some, it is the latest
initiative or a fad that will last a few years. For others, it differs from life-cycle
management of tangible capability to an enterprise business operating model that
provides a framework for the transformation of defence needs to device and reduces
long-term costs. The MoD-based stakeholders’ view of TLCM is made excessively
complicated and no one consistent MoD view of TLCM exists despite the AOF
definition. Some view TLCM as a meeting structure or change program whereas others
consider it as a methodology. TLCM is also regarded as the realisation of military
capability (via force packages) against a pre-determined strategic need in accordance
with the overarching doctrine or concept of operations of the UK. The TLCM planning
across the DLoDs still seems very immature and equipment centric.
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Similarly with MoD, industry has no cohesive view of TLCM. The majority of the
employees never heard of TLCM apart from through newsletters. The perception of
some lines of business are equipment based and refer to managing the equipment
through its life from concept to disposal limited by the contract. Industry is also
sceptical, believing that MoD may discontinue TLCM. Some stakeholders regard
TLCM as a new marketing opportunity providing more services and equipment to MoD.
Only a minority understand the concept of TLCM as a top-down, planned and coordinated mechanism to create military effect. It is also worth noting that capability is
realised against an operational need, but the planning of capability is against strategic
need and doctrine, and a set of pre-defined military tasks. Within both industry and
MoD there are two distinct communities; those that regard TLCM as planning of
capabilities (i.e. a planning process for acquisition) and those that regard it as
maintenance of systems including reduced maintenance costs (i.e. cost of ownership).
Root definitions and the Transformation Process
The stakeholders were asked to identify the CATWOE elements relevant to the
following transformation process (T): “a set of activities needs to be developed to
transform the industry business model to support TLCM”. This involved transforming
the current industry business model (input) into a new business model applicable to
TLCM (output).
Input  Transformation Process  Output
The results for CATWOE definition are shown below:


Customers: military customer including MoD and home markets; front line
command; industrial business units, engineering directors, shareholders and
employees; supply chain; and taxpayers.



Actors: military customer; all engineering managers; industrial leadership,
employees and subcontractors; functions within business units e.g. technical,
commercial and business development; and integrated project teams.



Transformation process (T): as described above.
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Weltanschauung (worldview): changing business from purely equipment
providers to a provider of equipment and support services; service
improvements to customer and commercial benefits to the industry; long term
evolutionary view rather than single transaction view; latest initiative; reputation
and public perception of the support provided to front line; profit to taxpayers;
and affordability that will make this meaningful.



Owners: Same as actors



Environmental Constraints: shrinking defence budgets; legacy equipment
programmes; manufacturing culture (hierarchical and product focused);
increasing instability in the world hence change in threat nature e.g. asymmetric
warfare; and a new government agenda.

The victims of this transformation process include the people that cannot adapt to
change and, therefore, to the new business model. Checkland [10] states that it is a good
idea that different worldviews are used to develop different root definitions. Therefore,
a similar top-down approach will be used in the future to investigate TLCM holistically
leading to the development root definitions derived from participants perception of
TLCM and worldviews mentioned above.
Human Activity Model
Following the root definitions, the stakeholders (n=16) listed up to seven activities they
carried out in their day-to-day business that supported TLCM and represented this using
SSM’s human activity (conceptual) model. They indicated the extent to which the
activities supported TLCM by ranking them from most important (1) to least important
(7). A total of 93 activities, that is an average of almost 6 activities per person, were
identified. The mean time spent on activities is 87% and the range is 75%. The activities
were then put into a pre-identified time scale matrix summarised below.
Table 1. Activity time scale matrix

Short Duration

Short Term Impact
17

Long Duration

26

202

Long Term Impact
36
39
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To understand the individual stakeholder interpretation of long and short term, scenarios
were created applicable to the above time scale matrix. For example, a scenario with a
long duration and long term impact was identified to be project management processes
and best practice as this involves a continual improvement over a long period. An
example scenario for a short duration and long term impacts is the specification of the
roles and responsibilities of the Systems Engineers in TLCM, which includes writing a
document that can be used by programme boards to specify the competencies required
for Systems Engineers. Once written, it can be published in Acquisition Guidance
therefore having a long term impact. Another example is the design of TLCM processes
as it is a short duration task but if successful it can become a doctrine.
The stakeholders built their own TLCM activity model (n=16) by selecting the activities
which could be done at once; then those dependent on a line below; and continued until
all activities were accounted for as shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. An example of a Human Activity Model
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Ontology Development
The human activity models developed consider the perception of each SME. A bottomup approach was used to generate a TLCM ontology derived from the composite of
activities that SMEs produced. The activities (n=93) were analysed to identify
similarities and eliminate duplications to create the following refined list (n=36).
Table 2. Ontology derived from Human Activity Models

- Learning & Development
- Research
- Tools & Technology
- Processes
- Readiness & Sustainment
- Service Support
- Roles & Responsibilities
- Systems Engineering
- Updating the AOF
- Stakeholder Management
- People Capability
- Integration of Functions
- Project Management
- Consultancy
- Governance & Ownership
- Capability Planning
- Design Authority
- Sponsorship

- Knowledge Management
- Performance Management
- Advice
- Road-mapping
- Modeling: activity/process
- Spanning Measures
- TLCM know-how
- Lifecycle Management
- Best Practice
- Capability Investigations
- TLCM Working Group
- Strategies
- Capability Development
- Affordability
- Exploitation
- Capability requirements
- Auditing/reviewing
- Assurance

The above activities were defined by stakeholders and some are supported by
corresponding scenarios. For example, the learning and development activity includes
mentoring, education, training and conferences; and the governance and ownership
activity is associated with supply chain, engineering and project management functions.
Figure 4 shows the TLCM activity ontology derived from the previous list.
This ontology defines a common vocabulary to help stakeholders to share a common
understanding of TLCM.
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TLCM

Governance & Ownership
Policies, Processes & Guidelines
Management & Resources
Roles & Responsibilities
Learning & Development
Capability Lifecycle
Support & Service
Strategy & Sustainment

Figure 4. Level one of the TLCM Activity Ontology

This ontology defines a common vocabulary to help stakeholders to share a common
understanding of TLCM.

5. Discussion
This paper examined three aspects; (1) a conceptual approach to through-life business
transformation by adopting SSM, (2) the derived semi-structured interview results, and
(3) human activity model and ontology development to support TLCM. Capability and
TLCM are also contextualised through analysis of the stakeholder viewpoints. This
leads to the conclusion that there are three main communities within the TLCM
enterprise; planning, implementation and education community. Those involved in
planning engage in changing the behaviors of others; the implementation community
deals with e.g. maintenance; and the education community can be described as
messengers and evangelists.
Soft Systems Modeling is more appropriate to TLCM than ‘hard’ representations (e.g.
IDEF0, …), because, when put into context, it can only be delivered through ‘soft’
behaviours e.g. interactions between functions and stakeholders within the enterprise.
This is also emphasised by Ward and Graves [13] who state that “the provision of
seamless through-life customer solutions depends heavily on collaboration, coordination and co-operation between different parts of an enterprise, different
companies within a group, other manufacturers, support contractors, service providers
and all their respective supply chains”.
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The SSM conceptual models developed in this paper are not activity models of TLCM.
These are activity models of how each stakeholder supports TLCM. The author believes
that this can guide the future through-life business transformation. It is also important to
mention that industry does not perform TLCM; only MoD can realise it. Industry
supports TLCM via Through Life Management (TLM) where TLM is defined as the
philosophy that brings together the behaviours, systems, processes and tools to deliver
and manage projects through the acquisition lifecycle [2]. TLM is usually about
platform or equipment based strategies that seek to achieve better availability and a
more integrated approach to technology insertion, updates and upgrades through the life
of the platform or equipment. Whereas TLCM is about pan-LoD cross-platform
strategies that seek to achieve better capability at the front line and better value for
money through effecting changes in one or more of the DLoDs and/or exploiting
synergies across similar platform types [14].
The results from this conceptual SSM approach can be aligned with a change
management programme and future business aspirations to enable communality across
the TLCM enterprise. The author believes that a top-down approach is also necessary to
investigate the processes at a higher level rather than in detail to populate the cube
model or support a future TLCM model development. This top-down approach can
include the analysis of the descriptions from the semi-structured interview to create
different root definitions.
There appears to be confusion within industry about the roles of lifecycles (e.g.
CADMID), DLoDS, and capability. This is probably due to the preconceptions about
lifecycles such as CADMID being applicable to all aspects of capability, whereas some
aspects (e.g. doctrine) clearly do not fit this model. Considering the TLCM Cube model
(Figure 2), it is noted that industry is only concerned with levels 1 and 2, whereas MoD
must deal with all levels (1-5). The cube model promotes a process-based view of
TLCM, whereas the SSM modeling leads to an understanding of the nature of
collaborative interactions in TLCM and the fact that it is also about a change in culture.
This research has not sought statistical significance, nor has it attempted to assess the
impact of SSM on TLCM modeling. Instead, the aim was to identify possible patterns in
SMEs’ perceptions and viewpoints that would guide future model development for
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TLCM and transformation. Although the SMEs interviewed were drawn from a broad
representation of the TLCM enterprise, they by no means accounted for all the
functions. Additional research is warranted to investigate a more comprehensive range
of TLCM activities.

6. Conclusion
This paper presented the result from semi-structured interviews, and used a bottom-up
approach, to create a TLCM ontology in support of future conceptual model
development. Soft Systems Methodology was adopted as an approach to identifying the
activities necessary to transform an existing aerospace and defence business model into
one that would support TLCM.
The results indicate that TLCM needs to be considered holistically leading to the
analysis of interdependent activities that need to be transformed. Activities can be
visualised as interlocking Lego bricks comprising regular Capability activities, TLCM
activities, and activities to enable the TLCM activities. It is necessary to identify and
develop new activities to enable a better through-life business transformation. In
addition, the conceptual models already developed can be studied further to understand
the interactions and behaviours of different functions e.g. maintenance and service
support; supply chain management; and project management within the TLCM
enterprise. The author suggests the necessity of a top-down approach that can be used to
develop the root definitions derived from the SMEs’ perception of Capability and
TLCM. This holistic approach can be used to create a general activity model of TLCM
that may be compared to the results of the bottom-up approach already conducted.
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Abstract
An analysis of perspectives for “capability engineering” has been conducted by the
INCOSE UK Capability Working Group (CWG). This report is a continuation of this
study led by the CWG ontology work stream that aims to develop a single shared
ontology for the concept of capability engineering to enable semantic interoperability
and to support a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation. Case
study material from the different domains of rail, defence and information services was
used. The ontology development was executed in three phases; (1) pre-analysis, (2)
ontology modelling and (3) post-analysis. The pre-analysis involved literature reviews,
requirements specification, systems engineering process utilisation; and resource
identification i.e. examination of the case study material. The ontology modelling phase
comprised information extraction and classification in addition to modelling and code
representation using a mark-up tool, MS Excel and Protégé. The post-analysis involved
validation workshops through using expert focus groups.
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Technical Report.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
This report is primarily based on the research conducted by the INCOSE UK Capability
Working Group (CWG) which identified eight perspectives of capability and developed
an entity relationship diagram for the concept of capability engineering (Henshaw et al.
2010). The CWG perspectives analysis sub-group view ‘capability’ as the ability to do
something which has an overarching approach that links value, purpose, and solution of
a systems problem. The holistic thinking mindset, socio-technical nature and similarity
in scope to views of systems engineering are emphasised to elaborate the significant
difference from product systems engineering and broader characteristics to process
perspective of systems engineering.
This report introduces rigour, richness and detail to the concept of capability
engineering thorough development of a user-centred, systematic and case study based
ontology. Noy and McGuiness (2000) describe the rationale behind developing an
ontology as; to share common understanding of the structure of information to enable
semantic interoperability; to enable the reuse of domain knowledge through a data
structure and conceptual schema; to make domain assumptions explicit; and to analyse
domain knowledge. Semantic interoperability is the ability to exchange data in order to
improve interoperability between systems. The scope of capability engineering is large
and there are challenges in producing an all-embracing model with a vocabulary agreed
by all parties. Modelling the whole space in one set of a language can be difficult. A
case study based information extraction approach that looked at the problem space in
chunks (domains) is described within this paper. The progressive updating of the
ontology due to evolving nature of the problem space is discussed by using the initial
validation results from the focus groups.
1.2. Objectives
A set of high level objectives are derived through analysis of the CWG workshop
discussions and prior meetings with the CWG ontology work stream members:
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Objective 1: to develop a sector-independent ontology by extracting and
classifying information from case studies across heterogeneous domains to
explicitly specify the concept of capability engineering.



Objective 2: to develop a model from the ontology that is to be informed by the
capability engineering activity model to support the ‘management of knowledge’
within the context of capability engineering.



Objective 3: to evaluate (verify and validate) the ontology through expert
reviews and application to a case study.

The next section discusses the current ontology-based approaches and proposes a flow
chart for the development of the capability engineering ontology.

2. Ontology-based approaches
Ontology-based modelling for information and knowledge management has been
widely used (Hughes et al. 2009; Duan et al. 2009; Dongmin et al. 2010; Liu et al.
2010). Generally, ontology is defined as an explicit specification of a conceptualisation
where concepts and their relations are extracted from the real world (Studer et al. 1998;
Duan et al. 2009). An ontology-based approach is complementary to more conventional
modelling approaches such as Unified Modelling Language (UML) and Systems
Modelling Language (SysML) because an ontology is significantly useful in defining a
domain i.e. “what is”, as in, “what is capability engineering and how is it different from
other engineering domains?”. The classes and relationships typically associated with the
model can also be added.
A single shared ontology for capability engineering can enable semantic interoperability
and support a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation. As
recommended by Unshold and Gruniger (2004) when developing a practical single
shared upper ontology, the mapping of ontology amongst domains and the eight
different worldviews identified by the INCOSE UK CWG (e.g. equipment,
organisational and service centric worldviews) needs to be human assisted rather than
fully automated to achieve the interoperability, interconnectedness and correlation
desired between these heterogeneous domains. The ontology shall also form tight
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definitions and be independent of industry sector and applications. These are discussed
later within the requirements analysis section.
A variety of methods, methodologies, tools and languages for ontology development
have already been analysed by various authors (Corcho et al. 2002; Mizoguchi 2003;
Mizoguchi and Kozaki 2009). Languages such as OWL (Web Ontology Language) and
IDEF5 (Integrated Definition for Ontology Description Capture Method) in addition to
tools including Protégé and Hozo are examined to check their applicability. A process
flow chart is also proposed for developing an ontology for capability engineering as a
result of analysing a variety of developments including


ontology-based conceptual knowledge representation model (Kourlimpinis et al.
2008);



ontology-based information model development for science information reuse
and integration (Hughes et al. 2009);



ontology-based knowledge modelling framework for intangible cultural heritage
(Tan et al. 2009);



domain ontology life-cycle engineering framework for modular product design
(Duan et al., 2009; Liu et al. 2011); and



ontology for product-service system by Cranfield University (Annamalai et al.
2010).

Annamalai et al. (2010) discusses methodologies for developing an ontology through
analysing various approaches and argued that “there is no one correct way to model a
domain and that ontology development is necessarily an iterative process”. Although
there are major similarities with these approaches, the details and context vary. As
illustrated in Figure 1, a self-explanatory process flow chart is proposed that
incorporates the findings from the above to enhance ontology development through preanalysis, modelling and post-analysis phases.
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Pre-analysis
Define purpose and
scope

Identify resources

-

Intended use
Scenarios
Set of terms & characteristics
Derive an evaluation criteria

- Existing ontologies
- Case studies
- Documents

Modelling
Extract information

Add/
Delete/
Modify

Classification of
entity and property

Construct ontology
model

Code
representation

- Terms and concepts
- Sector independency
- Modularity

- Define concepts & relations
- Regroup according to logical rules
- Discard unnecessary terms
-

Entities
Properties and types
Links and types
Inherits and entity instances, etc.

- Coding of the terms through a
formal approach
- Adoption of an ontology
description

Post-analysis
Evaluation

Application to a case
study

Evolution

- Verification and validation e.g.
expert opinion and user feedback
- Apply the evaluation criteria
- External feedback
- Domain conflicts
- Incomplete, redundant and
inaccurate concepts
- Update ontology if domain
boundary changes
- Keep ontology revised:
add/delete/modify if necessary

Figure 1. Process flow chart for ontology development

The pre-analysis phase predominantly focuses on case studies. These are discussed next.
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3. Case studies
3.1. Appropriateness of case study material
Case studies are relatively important when extracting the necessary information and
evaluating the ontology developed. Post-analysis evaluation through application to a
specific case study can support the validation and refinement of the ontology. The
INCOSE UK CWG was approached to identify the appropriate case studies in
heterogeneous domains including defence, rail and information services; progress is
reported on these domains herein and further analysis is being conducted in other
domains. A list of features that makes the case studies appropriate is derived to guide
the decision on case study selection.


Does the case study contain sufficient material of relevance to our definition of
capability (i.e. ability to do something) and can we map this onto the capability
engineering entity relationship diagram?



Which domain does the case study belong to e.g. defence (land/air/sea), rail,
health?



How can we determine the level of abstraction of the case study material e.g.
generic domain, collaborative programme, specific project



How many pages is this case study document and what format is it in?



What worldviews of the CWG white paper does this case study address?



What will be the applications of an ontology for this particular case study?

As shown in Figure 2, various case study options have been analysed to determine their
relevance to developing a capability engineering ontology. For example, the Queen
Elizabeth Class (QEC)9 contributes to a high level capability (i.e. the carrier strike
capability) and can have capabilities within itself (UKMoD 2012). The case studies in
Figure 2 are discussed with regards to their relevance to capability engineering e.g. the
9

Note material associated with QEC and Carrier Strike in this paper are limited to that available in the

public domain.
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search and rescue contribute to the overall crisis management capability but on its own
it is very specific. Consequently, this may influence the information resources to be
used to extract the terms or concepts. These programmes are perceived as having
contributions to capabilities; QEC as equipment-based, ATTAC (Availability
Transformation: Tornado Aircraft Contract) as service and support related and GVA
(Generic Vehicle Architecture) as capability systems engineering.

Figure 2. Case study options

A mark-up tool is used to extract important terminology from the case studies and
Protégé to construct the ontology i.e. concepts and their relationships.
3.2. Case study material as related to the worldviews of Capability
Material related to the following case studies are obtained and analysed. Examples from
these case studies are used to explore and illustrate their relation to the worldviews (Ws)
of capability (Table 1) as described by the INCOSE UK Capability Working Group
(Henshaw et al. 2010).
Where a particular worldview is not seen to be applicable to a particular case study, that
worldview is marked “N/A”.
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Table 1: Worldviews (Ws) extracted from Henshaw et al. (2010)

W1.
W2.

Name
Equipment
Capability
Capability
Planning

W3.

Capability
Trade-off

W4.

Service
Capability

W5.

W6.

Dynamic
Capability
Reconfiguration
Capability
Systems
Engineering

W7.

Enterprise
Planning

W8.

Organisational
Capability

Description
Defining the needs of users against which suppliers design and develop
equipment that has capability.
Capability is used to translate a set of explicit user wants into a set of
solution independent requirements.
Continually and continuously determining capability needs and funds
available to design a programme to decide and balance in which capability to
invest.
Defining, developing, and using specific business services continuously in
addition to developing and storing fallback services to be used at a future
date.
Reconfiguring available assets, people and processes quickly to meet current
circumstances.
Developing and operating a capability solution across (and incorporating) all
contributing components of capability (CoC).
Developing and maintaining an integrated plan to manage the
interdependencies between all CoC changes across all capabilities and
business services.
Capability is based on the resources available to an organisation and also
emerges through processes of interaction between individuals, groups and
organisations.

3.2.1 Rail Value for Money (RVfM) – Whole Systems Programme Management
This is a report written by Atkins Ltd. commissioned by RVfM team to develop whole
systems programme management into practical approaches that reduce all aspects of
cost associated with delivery of major projects within rail in UK (e.g. Crossrail,
Thameslink) (Elphick 2011). The following examples illustrate the worldviews as
associated to this rail case study.
W1. Equipment Capability – National Rail (NR) specifies and develops or procures
infrastructure assets (signalling, new stations etc.), Department for Transport (DfT)
specifies and procures new rolling stock.
W2. Capability Planning – A set of explicit user wants e.g. “delivering 50K passengers
an hour in the peak” is translated into a written set of solution independent requirements
and systems design options to satisfy the capability needs e.g. 24 trains per hour, new
signalling, automatic train operation, new rolling stock and new franchises.
W3. Capability Trade-off – The Secretary of State for Transport continually and
continuously determines the whole life assurance and design options for rail capability
needs and funds available to decide on programmes such as Thameslink and Crossrail to
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deliver systems to meet capability needs that include e.g. delivering 24 trains per hour
or a new cross-London service.
W4. Service Capability – Specific business services such as 24 trains per hour and
reduced overcrowding are delivered through a programme sponsored by DfT; capability
components such as equipment (e.g. new trains) and (infrastructure e.g. longer
platforms) are transitioned into a service that is to be operated and continuously
improved in line with the strategic plans of the DfT.
W5. Dynamic Capability Reconfiguration – Fallback timetables are produced and
Network Rail and the train operating company will occupy a single operations centre to
facilitate effective disruption management.
W6. Capability Systems Engineering – A capability solution such as Crossrail “linking
east and west London through a 13 mile tunnel under central London providing direct
access to the centre of London without change of mode” is to be developed and
operated by an enterprise of users and suppliers including Network Rail, London
Underground etc. through incorporating all components of capability from equipment
(e.g. new trains) to infrastructure (e.g. twin bore tunnel under central London) and
deploying all appropriate systems engineering approaches and techniques throughout its
lifecycle from concept to disposal.
W7. Enterprise Planning – N/A.
W8. Organisational Capability –N/A
3.2.2 Queen Elizabeth (QE) Class Development in the context of Carrier Strike (CS)
The Queen Elizabeth Class (QEC) carrier operating with Joint Combat Aircraft (JCA),
the most modern combat jets, will give the UK the ability to project military power
more than 700 nautical miles over land, as well as sea, from anywhere in the world
(UKMOD 2012). Case study material previously used to inform the activity model
reported in (Touchin 2010) was also analysed in this ontology work. The following
examples illustrate the worldviews as associated to the carrier strike case study.
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W1. Equipment Capability – UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) had an outline Carrier
Strike (CS) concept and created user requirement and system requirement documents
for each equipment separately. Suppliers design and develop equipment such as QE
class vessel, Joint Combat Aircraft (JCA) i.e. JSF, and the Maritime Airborne
Surveillance and Control (MASC); carriers and aircraft on their own can be perceived
as equipment that has capability.
W2. Capability Planning – N/A
W3. Capability Trade-off – MoD determines funds available and a programme is
designed to deliver systems to meet the capability needs. Investment is influenced by
political and commercial constraints and environment. An example of a capability tradeoff was the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) decision in 2010 where the
Harrier aircraft was withdrawn from service earlier than previously planned in April
2011.
W4. Service Capability – MoD as the service recipient requires carrier strike capability
to project UK Air Power on an expeditionary basis, either from a Forward Operating
Base or, in the event that no such base is available, from the sea. This capability is
achieved by the providers, users and functionally responsible person defining the
service,

transitioning

capability

components

(e.g.

supporting

communication

infrastructure, training of ship’s crew) into a service in addition to operating and
continuously improving the service, in line with MoD’s operating conditions.
W5. Dynamic Capability Reconfiguration – N/A
W6. Capability Systems Engineering – An enterprise of users and suppliers including
the MoD and industry develop and a operate carrier strike capability solution (that aims
to project UK Air Power on an expeditionary basis) across all contributing components
of capability from equipment to infrastructure (i.e. JCA integration with the ship,
dockyard developments) by deploying all appropriate systems engineering approaches
and techniques from cradle to grave.
W7. Enterprise Planning – N/A
W8. Organisational Capability –N/A
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3.2.3 The National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT)
This is a report produced by National Audit Office for presentation to the House of
Commons (NAO 2006). NPfIT is a “ten year programme which presents an
unprecedented opportunity to use Information Technology (IT) to reform the way the
NHS in England uses information, and hence to improve services and the quality of
patient care”. Following examples illustrate the worldviews as associated to NPfIT.
W1. Equipment Capability – N/A
W2. Capability Planning – A set of requirements from the National Health Service
(NHS) is translated into a programme that use Information Technology (IT) to reform
the way the NHS in England uses information to improve services and the quality of
patient care; the suppliers generated systems to satisfy this need that is defined and
constrained by the context in which the equipment is used (e.g. choose and book for
GPs).
W3. Capability Trade-off – N/A
W4. Service Capability – A service delivery programme to enable the NHS to become
more effective in treating patients i.e. ensuring that accurate patient records are
available at all times.
W5. Dynamic Capability Reconfiguration – N/A
W6. Capability Systems Engineering – N/A
W7. Enterprise Planning – N/A
W8. Organisational Capability –N/A
3.2.4 Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR)
This case study material is extracted a PhD thesis that evaluated SoS against mission
requirements. Johnson (2009) defined CSAR as specific task performed by rescue
forces to effect the recovery of assets (including humans, platforms and data) isolated in
hostile territory. Following examples illustrate the associated worldviews.
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W1. Equipment Capability – N/A
W2. Capability Planning – N/A
W3. Capability Trade-off – N/A
W4. Service Capability – N/A
W5. Dynamic Capability Reconfiguration – Rescue forces deliver search and rescue
mission to recover assets isolated in hostile territory through designing a “rescue
package” made up of various systems (e.g. helicopter, rescue coordination centre)
formed dynamically in a short response time, in line with the CSAR mission.
W6. Capability Systems Engineering – The defence enterprise that consists of the MoD,
suppliers etc. operate a CSAR solution across (and incorporating) all components of
capability (equipment, processes, people etc.) by developing systems engineering
approaches/techniques to understand the CSAR mission requirements and manage
systems (i.e. helicopters, inertial navigation systems) from cradle to grave.
W7. Enterprise Planning – N/A
W8. Organisational Capability –N/A
The INCOSE UK CWG white paper on capability engineering perspective analysis
(Henshaw et al. 2010) is also used to support the completeness of the ontology as the
white paper outlined further concepts through Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) root
definitions.

4. Requirements Analysis
This section reports on the requirements of the overall study. This involves employing
an iterative requirements analysis approach to capture, analyse, and synthesise the key
stakeholder requirements. Since this is not a product or software development project,
the requirements analysis study used techniques from a synthesis of approaches
including the Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Unified Modelling Language
(UML) and the Volere Requirements Specification (VRS). Systemic Textual Analysis
(STA) and VRS are used to develop an unambiguous, testable and traceable set of
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requirements. The STA pro-forma layout helps to identify missing requirements and is
therefore incorporated into the VRS template (Volere 2011). In addition, an iterative
PDCA (plan-do-check-act) process is employed to manage the requirements i.e. elicit,
capture and validate the expectations of the stakeholders through a series of stakeholder
interactions.
The assumptions, constraints, non-functional requirements, functional requirements and
project issues are extracted using STA through analysing previous documents and
proposals including the INCOSE UK CWG workshop, white paper and presentations;
and also the academic research group discussions. The requirements specification proforma listing these requirements is extracted from the hybrid of STA and VRS template
as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Requirements Analysis process adopted: STA and VRS.

A stakeholder influence map was created to understand the interactions of stakeholders
as shown in Appendix A1. The stakeholders are divided into three groups; professional
body, industrial and academic. A requirements specification was also generated and
iteratively updated as a result of user feedback. The tools and techniques considered for
requirement analysis are also shown in Appendix A2. A list of assumptions is shown in
Appendix A3. An extract from the requirements specification table is shown in Figure
4. The full set is shown in Appendix A4. This includes a list of functional requirements
(FR); non-functional requirements (NFR); and also project issues and constraints (PIC).
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A fit criterion for each requirement is created to test whether the requirement was in fact
implemented as specified in the project. The requirements are also mapped back to the
use cases developed to enable traceability and can easily be correlated to the set of high
level objectives as described in the introduction section.

Figure 4. Extract from the requirements specification table.

The use cases of the ontology can be summarised as:


support collaboration within and between domains through provision of
common terminology;



enable improvement of CEAM (Capability Engineering Activity Model) using
robust definitions



enable improvement of SOSA-AM (Systems of Systems Approach - Activity
Model) using robust definitions;



enable assessment of enterprise architecture frameworks for use in capability
engineering by comparison with their meta models;



act as an index or viewpoint onto information and knowledge related to
capability engineering and wider systems engineering; and also



contribute (in an appropriate manner) to BKCASE (Body of Knowledge and
Curriculum to Advance Systems Engineering) definitive view of capability
engineering.

As we are now more familiar with the case studies and requirements analysis process,
let’s move onto discussing the ontology development process and initial results.
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5. Ontology Development
This section exploits the process flow chart illustrated in Figure to develop an ontology.
The pre-analysis, modelling and post-analysis phases are described further.
5.1. Pre-analysis
The pre-analysis involved a literature review, requirements analysis and resource
identification as described earlier. Examination of the case studies, reports and
documents to check their relevance and richness for information extraction has already
been discussed. Existing ontologies and approaches e.g. ontology for product-service
system (Annamalai et al. 2010) have been analysed to build a process flow chart that
encapsulated a procedure for ontology development.
5.2. Ontology modelling
The ontology modelling phase involved information extraction and classification. This
process includes extraction of concepts form the resources available; classification of
entities and properties according to logical rules; and also model and code
representation using Protégé to illustrate the results. Protégé is “a free, open-source
platform that provides a growing user community with a suite of tools to construct
domain models and knowledge-based applications with ontologies” (Protégé 2011). The
subject-predicate-object clauses of RDF (Resource Description Framework) known as
“n-triples” (Allemang and Hendler 2008) are also used to show the relationships
between concepts.
Term extraction. A mark-up tool was used to highlight the key terms also referred to
as individuals or instances from the case study material. These were then copied into a
text file and imported into MS Excel for further analysis. The Entity Relationship
Diagram (ERD) from the INCOSE CWG perspective analysis paper was used as a
baseline to provide a classification as illustrated in Figure 5
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Figure 5. Term extraction using the mark-up tool and pre-determined classification.

Term analysis and n-triples generation. This task involved importing the terms or
concepts extracted through the mark-up tool into MS Excel for further analysis. The
analysis comprised subsequent grouping of these terms into more general concepts;
generating statements showing the relationship and context of use of the terms; adding
new concepts that are not capture by the ERD classification; and also generating RDF
n-triples by using the subject-predicate-object expressions to denote the relationships.
Figure 6 shows home page of this MS Excel tool where the user is allowed to navigate
through the spreadsheet.

Figure 6. Home page of the MS Excel tool for ontology development
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Figure 7 shows some examples of n-triples derived from the CWG perspective analysis
case study (that is item 3.1 in Figure 6). A total of 157 n-triples were created for this
case study on its own.

Figure 7. Examples of RDF n-triples: subject-predicate-object clauses.

Model representation. Focus groups were used to validate the RDF n-triples. The
participants, who were knowledgeable about the subject area, pursued the following
procedure to sketch an initial ontology for capability engineering: (1) eliminate some of
the subject-predicate-object clauses; (2) refine the final list i.e. check consistency and
meaning; (3) use the “subClassOf” predicate or relationship to build a hierarchy; and (4)
use the remaining subject-predicate-object clauses to build the initial cut of the
capability engineering ontology.
The focus group results were then copied across into the MS Excel and Protégé tools for
ontology generation and also post-analysis which is discussed in the next section.
5.3. Post-analysis
The post-analysis phase is concerned with ontology evaluation and therefore comprises
the validation of the ontology through expert reviews, user feedback and application to a
case study to check its suitability. The evolution of the ontology is significantly
important as procedures need to be put in place for keeping the ontology revised and up
to date i.e. adding, deleting or modifying the ontology to incorporate boundary changes.
The outcome of the three phases resulted in the initial ontology as discussed in the next
section.
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5.4. Analysis of initial Results
The term extraction results for the entire case studies are summarised in Figure 8. In
total, there are 646 terms extracted with 553 n-triples. The n-triples are exploited in the
focus groups to construct an initial ontology for each case study.
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National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT)

Figure 8. Statistics showing term extraction and n-triples from four case studies

An incremental hybridisation process is used for ontology development, as shown in
Figure 9. Each version of the ontology is updated through further case study (CS)
analysis and inclusion.
Key
CS – Case Study
v – Version

Ontology v1.n
Ontology v1.4
Ontology v1.3
Ontology v1.2

Ontology v1.1
CS 1

CS n
CS 4

CS 3
CS 2

Figure 9. Incremental hybridisation process for ontology development

The first iteration of the capability engineering ontology, referred to as v1.1 is shown in
Figure 10. This first iteration has evolved into the final version (v1.4) as shown in
Figure 12. The first iteration comprises the results from the INCOSE UK CWG
perspective analysis case study. The carrier strike capability ontology is processed to
construct v1.2. The focus group for the rail case study is conducted in January 2012 and
the results are used to generate v1.3 through incremental hybridisation. These results are
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shown in Appendix C: Ontology and N-Triples Results. The final ontology (v1.4) is
discussed next and shown in Figure 12.
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Information
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Infrastructure

Dynamic Capability Reconfiguration
Capability Systems Engineering
Enterprise Planning
Organisational Capability

Figure 10. Capability engineering ontology v1.1 derived from the focus groups

Capability engineering ontology v1.1 can be improved through insertion of cardinality
that considers relationships such as 1-1, many-1, 1-many and many-many. For example,
the use of ‘AnEnterprise’ and ‘Organisations’ can be expressed through the cardinality
constraints. Performance metrics are also associated with services whereas the initial
findings from the carrier strike capability case study refer to performance metrics as
“measures of merit” that correlate to classes such as capability, enterprise and system as
well as services. The carrier strike case study denotes that capability is emergent
property of the hierarchy that considers systems of systems (SoS), systems and subsystems. The finalised Capability Engineering ontology is discussed next.
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5.5. Capability engineering ontology
The process for developing the ontology is already illustrated. The final ontology,
derived through the analysis of the four case studies, is shown in Figure 12. A print
screen illustrating a subset of the Protégé ontology (i.e. the class hierarchy on the left;
OntoGraf in the middle; and arc types on the right) is shown in Figure 11. A dictionary
of defined terms can be viewed in Appendix C5. The ontology is developed in chunks
i.e. the top hierarchy consists of ontological findings such as Capability -is realised
through a System; -contributes to Services; -has multiple Perspectives; -consists of
Resources; -is Enduring; -is realised through Capability Engineering; as illustrated in
Figure 12. The perspectives and Components of Capability (CoC) as discussed by
Henshaw et al. (2010) are also incorporated into the ontology. The performance metrics
as associated to services; and the different types of resources (e.g. asset, manpower) are
other contributing factors to “capability”. The CE hierarch encompasses entities such as
external factors, portfolio and activities including trade-off and lifecycle phases. This
hierarchy also illustrates that CE manages a portfolio that consists of one or more
programmes (with an aim and identity) which are made up of multiple projects and also
require management, evaluation etc. The complete set of terms and interactions are
shown in Figure 12. The proposed ontology and process used to develop the ontology is
discussed further in Section 7.

Figure 11. Subset of the Capability Engineering ontology extracted from Protégé
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Figure 12. Capability Engineering ontology
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6. Project Management
This project management tasks that involved risk management, work-plan and project
schedule are summarised in Appendix B.

7. Discussion
This research proposed a process flow chart for incremental ontology development
though using case study material from heterogeneous domains. The RDF n-triples
results are from four case studies that are validated through expert focus groups.
Suggestions for corrections and new concepts have been included in the revised list of
n-triples. The capability engineering ontology (v1.1) presented in Figure 10 is derived
from only one case study. An incremental hybridisation process is employed to derive a
finalised version (v1.4) of the ontology through inclusion of other case studies as
presented in Figure 12.
The limitations of this ontology development include subjectivity which is to some
extent minimised through analysing the n-triples i.e. subject-predicate-object clauses via
focus groups and expert reviews. Another drawback includes the task of importing the
results into Protégé. This task has been concluded through making minor changes to the
ontology in Figure 12 for its representation in Protégé. Such changes included renaming
reoccurred predicates such as ‘subClassOf’, ‘consistsOf’ and ‘comprise’ through
inclusion of its parent class name. This therefore required further human assisted
analysis for insertion into Protégé. The final ontology included a definitions list
describing each term. These are derived from the current literature and MS Excel
analysis that already generated statements showing the relationship and context of use
of the terms. The evolution process that involved revising the ontology to keep it up to
date through i.e. adding, deleting and modifying the ontology is tackled during its
import into Protégé. An international perspective i.e. seeking feedback from overseas is
listed as part of future work.
The term extraction tasks that involved using a mark-up tool to highlight the key terms
from the case study material were human assisted. It is relatively difficult to implement
an automated tool to extract terms as domain knowledge relevant to capability
engineering has an important influence on analysis. The final version of the ontology
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can be an enabler to develop such tools. It is also significantly important to emphasise
that the ontology is never complete as the nature of field evolves and changes. For
example in v1.1, it is stated that capability engineering is an activity that considers
lifecycles, enterprise goals, value, policy etc. This is only derived from a single case
study and certainly there may be other considerations that include, for example,
‘management’ as this is associated with most activities.
The three phases of the process flow chart i.e. pre-analysis, modelling and post-analysis
are very similar to existing approaches already discussed. The aim of this research was
not to validate the proposed flow chart, but rather, to use it to develop an ontology for
capability engineering.

8. Conclusion
This paper presents the first steps towards establishing an ontology to enable semantic
interoperability in order to support institutionalisation of the concept of capability
engineering. The task of coming up with a common set of concepts, properties and
relationships to enable a standard domain terminology and common understanding
within heterogeneous domains is significantly, because this will be an enabler of crossdomain knowledge sharing. The capability engineering paradigm is gaining attention in
several domains and signals increased efforts to manage large and complex systems
more effectively from the acquisition and operational perspectives. The need for greater
cross-domain knowledge sharing has never been greater. The remaining challenges for
this work include getting general acceptance and development of a hierarchy. However,
as illustrated in this report, analysis of real life case study material and enabling user
involvement can tackle such problems. The maturity of the capability engineering
ontology can still be improved through inclusion of a wider range of case studies and
planning further validation focus groups. The final version of the ontology is imported
into Protégé to support collaborative discussions i.e. seeking international feedback over
the internet. The ultimate goal of developing a single shared ontology through
incremental hybridisation of heterogeneous case studies is achieved.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Requirements Analysis
Appendix A1: Stakeholder Influence Map
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Figure13. Stakeholder influence map

Appendix A2: Requirements analysis tasks, tools and techniques
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Figure 14. Requirements analysis details (Burge, 2008)
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Appendix A3: Assumptions
This section exists to make everyone on the project aware of the following assumptions
and constraints that have been made:
1. We assume that the ontology development considers all perspectives from the
INCOSE CWG white paper.
2. We assume that a series of case studies will be made available for ontology
development.
3. We assume that the ontology development is to be informed by the emerging
version of the SOSA WG4 activity model.
4. We assume that the outputs from this project will consist of an ontology
alongside a report describing the development process.
5. We assume that the INCOSE UK CWG members will be available for validation
exercises i.e. expert review of the outputs.
6. We assume that the requirements will be checked and signed off by INCOSE
UK CWG.
7. We assume that the outputs will be made public and can be used in Huseyin
Dogan’s Engineering Doctorate thesis.
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Appendix A4: Requirements Specification Table
Table 2: Requirements specification for ontology development
Type

Description

NFR 1

The ontology shall be sector-independent.

NFR 2

The ontology shall be application-independent.

NFR 3

The ontology shall enable semantic interoperability and transition between
heterogeneous domains and worldviews.

NFR 4

The ontology shall form tight definitions.

NFR 5

The ontology shall extract, classify and describe the key terms and concepts.

NFR 6
NFR 7
NFR 8
NFR 9
NFR 10
NFR 11
NFR 12
NFR 13
NFR 14
NFR 15
FR 16
PIC 17

The ontology shall be represented as a model i.e. entities/classes, their properties,
links, types etc.
The ontology shall be developed using an ontology development tool.
The ontology shall have a code representation i.e. OWL.
The ontology shall be evolutionary i.e. enable modifications to keep the ontology
revised.
The ontology shall be tested and evaluated through a formal verification and
validation process.
The ontology shall use the ERD within the CWG white paper as guidance to build
the ontology.
The ontology shall consider all perspectives within the white paper.
The ontology shall be informed by the emerging version of the SOSA WG4
activity model.
The ontology development shall use systems engineering processes, tools and
techniques.
The ontology development shall use case study material supplied.
The ontology will be realised through a prototype that will respond to queries;
enable updates and user interaction.
The ontology outputs shall be made public.

Fit Criterion/Measurement
Terms and concepts cross-checked from different sectors for
generalisation.
Use a standard ontology language i.e. OWL and test on various
software.
Description of generic terms and concepts; application to a case
study; expert reviews.
Check mutually consistencies of ontology i.e. crosscheck concepts
and definitions.
Use a standard language (i.e. OWL) and software (i.e. Protégé) to
enable this.
Same as above
Same as above.
Same as above.
Add/delete/modify the ontology to test.
Report the verification and validation process with results.
ERD components cross checked for consistency.
Provide clearly extracted definition of W6 and test this through
expert reviews.
Map ontology onto the SOSA WG4 Activity Model.
Report the Systems Engineering approaches used.
Description of how the resources are used to extract information.
User evaluation thorough a set of tasks.
Publications – conference/journal papers.
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Appendix B: Project Management
This section presents a summary of project management that has occurring throughout
the lifetime of this project. This begins with highlighting risk management including a
discussion on risks that occurred and a mitigation plan to overcome these. This is
followed with a description of work-plan and project schedule.
Appendix B1: Risk Analysis
A formal risk analysis technique was used to list some of the project and technical risks
associated with this project. Further risks are added to the risk register as the project
progressed. The total risk score (likelihood x severity) of each risk is calculated and the
control measures are listed. The risk register is a ‘living document’ and is updated
during the weekly project meetings. The risks are prioritised by calculating Total Risk
Score R as shown below:
R = L x S where L is the Likelihood and S is the Severity.
Acceptable values for L, S, and R are given in Table 3 and Table 4 below. The current
project risks are then shown in Table 5, and the technical risks shown in Table 6.
Table 3: Likelihood and severity classification
Likelihood
1 – Very low
2 – Low
3 – Medium
4 – High
5 – Very High

Severity
1 – Insignificant i.e. does not affect outcome.
2 – Minor i.e. unlikely to affect outcome.
3 – Moderate i.e. potential to cause disruption and affect outcome.
4 – Serious i.e. potential to have significant detrimental affect on outcome.
5 – Very Serious i.e. potential to stop the project.
Table 4: Overall risk classification
Range
R6
6 < R < 14
14  R

Classification
Low
Medium
High

The primary use of the risk tables is to identify the mitigation strategies associated with
each of the risks, and ensuring that these are addressed within the relevant work
packages. Risk management for a project would normally include allocation of specific
contingency for each of the risks and holding a contingency budget against the different
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work packages. A contingency budget is not necessary in due course as the nature of the
project is perceived to be managed by a single person for now. This risk management
approach is adopted to actively manage the task allocation and schedule in order to
manage risks. If any of the risks occur, the task allocation will be revisited to provide
additional hours to the affected work packages by de-scoping work elsewhere in the
project. At the time of writing of this chapter, some of the risks described in the risk
tables have not fully expired (although they all now have a low likelihood of
occurrence). We expect all the risks to have expired by the time this report is submitted.
Table 5: Project risks
#
1

2

3

4

5

Description of Risk
There is a risk that the scope of the
project changes due to new or
changing stakeholder requirements
resulting in additional work.
The requirements from the INCOSE
UK CWG and BAE Systems may
conflict.
The demands on particular tasks i.e.
implementation of ontology not
being completed to time or desired
quality.
The approach taken is not
adequately described and instead
focus
is
predominately
on
development of the ontology and
information model.
The result may not be made public
due to industrial Intellectual
Property.

L

S

R

Mitigation and comments

1

5

5

Arrange a meeting with the stakeholders and
supervisor to discuss potential implications.

3

4

12

Develop a detailed requirement specification to
be reviewed, accepted and signed off by both
parties.

2

4

8

Visit the Gantt Chart regularly, review the
potential time consuming tasks and update the
risk register.

1

4

4

Prepare a report template highlighting the
approach to be taken and get this reviewed by
stakeholders before any comprehensive writeup.

2

4

8

Discuss with industrial stakeholders and
develop a plan detailing the sections that can be
made public.
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Table 6: Technical risks
#

Description of Risk
The implementation of the
ontology
takes
significantly
longer than expected, due to
unforeseen complexity.
There is a risk that the learning
curve of the software (i.e.
protégé) may take longer than
planned.

1

2

The ontology-based framework
developed may have very
significant inconsistencies or
missing tasks not observed by the
author.

4

The inconsistent behaviour of the
ontology as a result of case study
variables, caused by insufficient
understanding of the problem,
resulting in poor outcomes.
The taxonomy used i.e. the ERD
blocks may results in deficient
ontology properties including
entities and links.
The case study materials provided
may not be detailed enough and
contain insignificant information
for ontology development.

5

6

7

L

S

R

2

4

10

2

4

8

Mitigation and comments
Ensure that regular technical meetings are
held to review the progress of implementation.
Adjust the schedule if appropriate to
accommodate if a delay is apparent.
Ensure an early experimental study i.e. use a
case study exemplar to determine the progress.
Arrange a meeting with subject matter experts
to review the proposed framework and discuss
potential implications. Ensure the stakeholders
accept a ‘good enough’ framework early so
that the dependent development tasks can
commence.
Establish a technical testing and evaluation
strategy to track the consistency of inputs and
outputs. Ensure the literature review is of
sufficient size to allow gaining domain
knowledge and understanding.

2

3

6

2

5

10

2

4

8

Experiment with a single case study and
discuss the findings with stakeholders before
using the same approach on other case studies.

12

Establish requirements specific to case study
materials. Arrange meetings to discuss the
appropriateness of the case studies with the
stakeholders.

3

4

Appendix B2: Work-Plan and Schedule
The following is the work-plan and deliverables described in detail.
Pre-Analysis


Task 1 – literature review: continuation of the analysis of the existing tools,
methods and languages to identify their applicability for ontology development.



Task 2 – requirements analysis: involves employing an iterative requirements
analysis approach to capture, analyse, and synthesise the key stakeholder
requirements.



Task 3 – systems engineering (SE) process and framework: refinement to the
proposed framework as a result of further literature analysis and customer
feedback. This involves description of the systems engineering processes
employed and rationale behind the tool, technique, and process selection.
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Task 4 – resource identification: examination of the case studies, reports, and
documents to check their relevance and richness for information extraction.

Ontology modelling


Task 5 – information extraction and classification: extraction and description of
key terms and concepts from the resources available in addition to classification
of entities and properties according to logical rules.



Task 6 – model and code representation: construction of the ontology by using
the tool and language selected. This includes representation of the entities or
classes, their properties, links and types etc.

Post-analysis


Task 7 – evaluation and application to a case study: verification and validation
of the ontology hence the model through expert reviews, user feedback and
application to a case study to check its suitability.



Task 8 – evolution: putting procedures in place for keeping the ontology up to
date and revised i.e. adding, deleting or modifying the ontology if boundary
changes.



Task 9 – technical report: submitting a technical report to the INCOSE UK
CWG describing the results and systematic approach used to develop this
ontology.

Deliverables


Deliverable 1: Conference paper to INCOSE IS (International Symposium) 2012



Deliverable 2: Capability Engineering Ontology



Deliverable 3: Technical Report to INCOSE UK CWG describing the
development process and results.
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The following is a basic Gantt chart illustrating work-plan schedule outlined above.

#

Task name

Mar.
2011

Apr.
2011

May
2011

June
2011

July
2011

Aug.
2011

Sep.
2011

Oct.
2011

Nov.
2011

Dec.
2011

Literature
review
Requirements
2
analysis
SE process &
3
framework
1

4

Identification
of resources

Info extraction
classification
Model &code
6
representation
5

D1 –
Paper.
D2
Ont.

7 Evaluation

–

8 Evolution
9

D3 –
Report

Technical
report
Figure 15. Project schedule Gantt chart
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Appendix C: Ontology and N-Triples Results
Appendix C1: Carrier Strike QEC - Ontology and N-Triples

Enterprise Goal

has

Enterprise
Capability Engineering
isEngineeredBy

typeOf
neededFor

Organisation

control

Capability
Governance
realises

contributesTo
contributedBy

contributesTo

SoS

Service

Capability Component

comprise

comprise

comprise

System

Operational
Technical

comprise

Sub-system

has

applies

Lifecycle Phases
comprise

People

Planning

Measures of Merit

comprise
Policy Effectiveness

Process

Delivery

Force Effectiveness

Support Service

Generation

C2 Effectiveness

Tools/Equipment

Operation

Performance
Dimensional Parameters

Infrastructure

Figure 16: Carrier Strike QEC Ontology
Table 7: Carrier Strike QEC N-Triples
#
1
2
3
4

Subject
EnvironmentalFactor
PoliticalFactor
EconomicFactor
Capability

Predicate
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
definedThrough

Object
EnterpriseGoal
EnvironmentalFactor
EnvironmentalFactor
CapabilityPlanning

5

Capability

achievedThrough

CapabilityDelivery

6

Capability

achievedThrough

CapabilityGeneration

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Capability
Investment
Capability
SoS
Enterprise
EnterpriseGoal
Capability
MartimeCapability
Capability
OperationalMission
DefenceEnterprise
Enterprise
Consortium
Organisation

achievedThrough
affects
realisedThrough
consistsOf
has
subClassOf
neededFor
subClassOf
usedFor
contributesTo
subClassOf
consistsOf
subClassOf
creates

CapabilityOperation
CapabilityPlanning
SoS
System
EnterpriseGoal
Goal
EnterpriseGoal
Capability
OperationalMission
EnterpriseGoal
Enterprise
Organisation
Enterprise
Service
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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IndustrialOrganisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
MilitaryOrganisation
OperationalService
OperationalSystem
System
System
System
Service
Service
TecnicalService
Infrastructrure
System
Sustainment
Deployment
Maintenance
Upgrade
Repair
OperationalService
Service
Availability
ForceElement
Readiness
FullyTrained
KeyPerformanceParameters
People
People
Equipment
Equipment
IntegratedSystem
Capability
PerformanceMetrics
Trials
System
SoS
Architectecture
CapabilityComponent
AcceptanceTest
SoS
Capability
System
Process
SupportService

subClassOf
contributesTo
build
own
operate
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
provides
classifies
has
supports
contributesTo
subClassOf
subClassOf
consistsOf
typeOf
typeOf
typeOf
typeOf
typeOf
supports
measuredThrough
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
have
subClassOf
has
subClassOf
measuredThrough
contributesTo
subClassOf
describedBy
describedBy
supports
requires
contributesTo
requires
evaluatedThrough
consistsOf
subClassOf
subClassOf

Organisation
Consortium
System
System
System
Organisation
Service
System
Service
CapabilityComponent
Requirement
Service
Capability
Service
CapabilityComponent
CapabilityComponent
OperationalService
OperationalService
OperationalService
OperationalService
OperationalService
Equipment
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
SoS
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
CapabilityComponent
Roles
CapabilityComponent
Requirement
System
CapabilityEvaluation
CapabilityEvaluation
CapabilityEvaluation
Architecture
Architecture
Interoperability
Interoperability
SystemDevelopment
Governance
CapabilityAuditing
SubSystem
CapabilityComponent
CapabilityComponent
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Appendix C2: RVfM – Ontology and N-Triples
External Factors
influencedBy
provides

Service

Whole System

measuredThrough

Outputs

consistsOf

Discipline based sub-system

comprise

comprise

measuredThrough

Capacity

Permanent way

Journey Time

Structures

Cost

Rolling Stock

Ambiance

Signalling

Availability

Electrification

Safety

Operation

Carbon

Maintenance

Resilience

Depots

has

Goals

operate/maintain/renew/enhance

Programmes

Delivery Organisation

consistsOf

supports

typeOf
Private

Measures of
Performance

Project

Supply Chain

Government
Non-Profit

Stations
Mechanical & Electrical

Figure 17: RVfM Whole Systems Programme Management Ontology
Table 8: RVfM Whole Systems Programme Management N-Triples
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Subject
EconomicFactor
SocialFactor
PoliticalFactor
EnvironmentalFactor
LegalFactor
Programme
CostReduction
Cost
EnterpriseGoal
GoodPractice
Benefit
OrganisationalTransformation
PassengerCapacity
Value
DesignAssurance
Culture
Behaviour
System

Predicate
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
affects
subClassOf
contributesTo
subClassOf
subClassOf
definedBy
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
affects
affects
createdThrough

Object
EnvironmentalFactor
EnvironmentalFactor
EnvironmentalFactor
EnterpriseGoal
EnvironmentalFactor
EnterpriseGoal
Cost
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
Benefit
PerformanceMetrics
EnterpriseGoal
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
Design
Design
Design
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
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Requirement
Trade-off
Savings
Growth
FinancialSustainment
OrganisationalSustainment
Sustainment
PassengerCapacity
Capacity
RailCapacity
InfrastructureCapacity
TicketPricing
CarParkingPrice
ReduceOvercrowding
ReduceInterchange
PassengerDispersal
Consortium
Consortium
TrasportCapacity
Congestion
TrasportConnectivity
JourneyTimeSavings
Accessibility
CommunicationInfrastructrue
Infrastructure
CapabilityComponent
RailEnterprise
Organisation
Enterprise
Industry
OilAndGas
Defence
Power
Academia
Aerospace
Organisation
IndusrtrialOrganisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Sponsor
Funder
Stakeholder
CommercialStructure
OrganisationalStructure
Organisation
PublicOrganisation
Organisation
Organisation
IndustrialOrganisation

contributesTo
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
affects
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
affects
consistsOf
orchestrates
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
has
consistsOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
creates
subClassOf
contributesTo
build
own
operate
subClassOf
subClassOf
contributesTo
subClassOf
subClassOf
consistsOf
subClassOf
has
has
subClassOf

Design
Value
PerformanceMetrics
EnterpriseGoal
Sustainment
Sustainment
Growth
Capacity
PerformanceMetrics
Capacity
Capacity
PassengerCapacity
PassengerCapacity
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PassengerCapacity
Organisation
Programme
Capacity
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
Savings
Benefit
Infrastructure
CapabilityComponent
System
Enterprise
Enterprise
EnterpriseGoal
Organisation
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Service
Organisation
Consortium
System
System
System
Stakeholder
Stakeholder
Programme
OrganisationalStructure
Structure
Structure
Organisation
Culture
GovernancePolicy
Organisation
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70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

AssetManagemetn
OperationalService
Service
System
Service
SupplyChainManagement
Programme
SubProject
Project
Programme
Safety
Reliability
Operability
Maintainability
TrainsPerHour
Quality
Efficiency
Operations
SystemPerformance
Safety
StrategicGoal
PeerReview
ExpertReview
Review
Assurance
Programme
Programme
MaturityAssessment
Savings
CostBenefitRation
CostBenefitAnalysis
Programme
Expenditure
CostSavings
CostOverrun
CostOverrun
OptimalUseOfResources
OptimalUseOfResources
CarbonPerformance
Affordability
Capability
CapabilityPlanning
Capability
StakeholderManagement
StrategicAlighment
Risk
Authority
CostOptimisation
MissionSatement
Purpose
TacticalPlan

subClassOf
subClassOf
measuredThrough
provides
delivers
subClassOf
needs
subClassOf
provides
realisedThrough
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
measuredThrough
subClassOf
enhancedThrough
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
supports
subClassOf
measuredThrough
develops
subClassOf
predictedBy
subClassOf
subClassOf
measuredThrough
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
affects
subClassOf
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
achievedThrough
subClassOf
needs
contributesTo
subClassOf
affects
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf

OperationalService
Service
PerformanceMetrics
Service
Capability
OperationalService
Management
Project
Service
IntegratedProject
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
Communication
EnterpriseGoal
Review
Review
Assurance
PerformanceMetrics
MaturityAssessment
ImprovementPlan
PerformanceMetrics
FutureSpendEstimation
CostBenefitAnalysis
Value
CostBenefitAnalysis
Savings
Savings
Cost
Programme
PerformanceMetrics
Programme
PerformanceMetrics
PerformanceMetrics
CapabilityPlanning
Capability
Governance
Governance
CapabilityPlanning
PerformanceMetrics
Governance
Cost
CapabilityPlanning
MissionSatement
CapabilityPlanning
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121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
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StrategicPlan
Empower
Programme
Programme
AsessmentCriteria
Assessment
Programme
Capability
ProblemIdentification
CapabilityPlanning
Evaluation
Delivery
InService
Programme
Interfaces
Requirement
Capability
System
People
PolicyVision
Capability
Stakeholder
OperationalConcept
Capability
VisionLedPurpose
Purpose
NeedLedPurpose
ComplianceLedPurpose
SponsorBoard
Funders
Funders
Programme
SponsorBoard
Programme
IntegratedProgrammeTeam
GoodPractice
MixtureOfAnalysis
Modelling
OperationalExperimentation
OffNetworkProving
GoodPractice
Programme
Architectecture
CapabilityAuditing
Capability
Concept
SubSystem
Programme
Capability
Programme
Standard

subClassOf
synonymOf
realisedThrough
measuredThrough
subClassOf
subClassOf
has
has
subClassOf
phaseOf
phaseOf
phaseOf
phaseOf
needs
realisedThrough
subClassOf
consistsOf
requires
subClassOf
initiates
emergesFrom
contributesTo
contributesTo
contributesTo
subClassOf
supports
subClassOf
subClassOf
consistsOf
have
have
has
has
has
leadBy
reduces
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
realisedThrough
supports
subClassOf
evaluatedThrough
phaseOf
subClassOf
consistsOf
realisedThrough
realisedThrough
subClassOf

CapabilityPlanning
Authority
Project
AssessmentCriteria
Assessment
PerformanceMetrics
Lifecycle
Lifecycle
CapabilityPlanning
CapabilityLifecycle
CapabilityLifecycle
CapabilityLifecycle
CapabilityLifecycle
Governance
Interoperability
CapabilityPlanning
System
Interoperability
CapabilityComponent
Programme
CapabilityGap
Programme
CapabilityPlanning
EnterpriseGoal
Purpose
CapabilityPlanning
Purpose
Purpose
Sponsor
FinancialResponsibility
OverridingAuthority
SponsorBoard
SuitablyQualifiedExperiencedPeople
IntegratedProgrammeTeam
Leader
Risk
GoodPractice
GoodPractice
GoodPractice
GoodPractice
Benefit
Architecture
Interoperability
Capability
CapabilityAuditing
CapabilityLifecycle
System
Project
System
IntegratedSystem
Process
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172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

Process
Leader
People
People
DesignPrinciples
People
Equipment
SupportService
SponsorBoard
Regulator
Sponsor

subClassOf
subClassOf
have
have
subClassOf
have
subClassOf
subClassOf
heldToAccountBy
approves
subClassOf

CapabilityComponent
People
Experience
Roles
Process
Skills
CapabilityComponent
CapabilityComponent
Regulator
Programme
People
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Appendix C3: CWG Perspective Analysis – Ontology and N-Triples
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Figure 18. Capability Working Group (CWG) Perspective Analysis Ontology

Table 9: Capability Working Group (CWG) Perspective Analysis N-Triples
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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Subject
EnvironmentalFactor
PoliticalFactor
PoliticalFactor
Context
BusinessService
BusinessService
BusinessService
Investment
ContextRobustness
Strategy
CapabilityComponent
Interdependency
Enterprise
Enterprise
Capability
Enterprise

Predicate
affects
subClassOf
affects
affects
subClassOf
helpsToImprove
helpsToImprove
supportsDevelopmentOf
subClassOf
supportsDevelopmentOf
has
managedBy
has
consistsOf
realisedThrough
plannedThrough

Object
EnterpriseGoal
EnvironmentalFactor
Investment
CapabilityPlanning
Service
StrategicPlan
OperationalCondition
Capability
PerformanceMetrics
IntegrationPlan
Interdependency
IntegrationPlan
EnterpriseGoal
Organisation
System
EnterprisePlanning
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

CrossOrganisationalInter.
CrossOrganisationalInter.
Enterprise
MilitaryOrganisation
Government
AnOrganisation
AnOrganisation
ResourceConfiguration
Capability
ServiceProvider
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceDevelopment
ServiceProvider
FallbackService
FallbackService
ContingentService
ServiceCapability
ServiceCapability
ContingentServiceCapability
Organisation
Capability
EquipmentCapability
EquipmentCapability
CapabilityTradeOff
CapabilityTradeOff
MaximiseValueOfInvestment
ServiceProvision
ServiceProvision
ServiceQuality
ContingentServiceCapability
OrganisationalCapability
OrganisationalCapability

contributesTo
creates
creates
subClassOf
affects
has
controls
maximises
consistsOf
delivers
achievedBy
achievedBy
achievedBy
achievedBy
achievedBy
alignedWith
alignedWith
dependsOn
dependsOn
designsDevelops
providedTo
subClassOf
subClassOf
concernedWith
subClassOf
concernedWith
creates
realisedThrough
subClassOf
hasDefined
subClassOf
measuredThrough
subClassOf
subClassOf
measuredThrough
subClassOf
measuredThrough
subClassOf
measuredThrough

Organisation
EnterpriseKnowledge
Knowledge
Organisation
PoliticalFactor
Capability
Resources
Performance
Resources
BusinessService
ServiceQualityDefinition
ServiceDesign
CapabilityComponentTran.
ServiceOperation
ContinualServiceImp.
StrategicPlan
OperationalCondition
ResourceReconfiguration
ResourceReconfiguration
FallbackService
ServiceRecipient
Service
Service
UsingServiceContinuously
ServiceProvision
StoringService
Service
Services
Capability
PerformanceMetrics
Capability
MaximiseValueOfInv.
PerformanceMetrics
Capability
ServiceQuality
PerformanceMetrics
TestingAndExercise
Capability
MaximiseValueOfInv.

MaximiseValueOfInvestment
RelationalCapability
RelationalCapability
ImprovedCommercialOffer.
Capability
CapabilityEngineering
CapabilityEngineering
Capability
Capability
Capability
Capability
Capability

subClassOf
subClassOf
measuredThrough
subClassOf
neededFor
addresses
links
hasMultiple
generates
measuredThrough
associatedWith
requires

PerformanceMetrics
Capability
ImprovedCommercialOffer.
PerformanceMetrics
EnterpriseGoal
SystemsProblem
ValuePurposeSolution
Perspectives
Outcome
CapabilityEvaluation
Systems
Planning
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68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
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Supplier
Supplier
EquipmentCapability
Resource
CapabilityPlanning
CapabilityPlanning
Supplier
CapabilityPlanning
CapabilityPlanning
Buyer
CapabilityPlanning
CapabilityPlanning
Strategist
Strategist
Architect
Programme
CapabilityTradeOff
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
Agility
DynamicCapabilityReconf.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySolution
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
CapabilitySystemsEng.
EnterprisePlanning
EnterprisePlanning
EnterprisePlanning
Capability
RelationalCapability
RelationalCapability
RelationalCapability
CapabiltyEngineering
CapabilityArchitect
CapabilityArchitect

designs
develops
has
provides
describes
subClassOf
generates
definedBy
contrainedBy
states
encourages
involves
determines
decidesOn
designs
delivers
supports
meets
reconfigures
reconfigures
reconfigures
has Appropriate
reconfigures
carriedOutIn
featureOf
carriedOutBy
develops
developedOperatedXAll
subClassOF
deploys
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
describedAs
managesInt.Between
subClassOf
adopts
builtFrom
emergeThr.Int.Between
emergeThr.Int.Between
emergeThr.Int.Between
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concernedWith
concernedWith

EquipmentCapability
EquipmentCapability
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Outcome
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SystemDesign
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Investment
Programme
System
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CurrentCircumstances
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Operation
Maintenance
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Upgrade
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HolisticSystemsEng.
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Capability
Capability
CapabilityComponent
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Group
Organisation
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EnterpriseGoal
WholeSystemsEng.
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119
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CapabilityComponent
CapabilityComponent
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System
System
Organisation
Organisation

fills
has
isAn
differsFrom
broaderThan
similarInScopeTo
equivalentTo
encompass
encompass
encompass
encompass
encompass
encompass
composedOf
provides
builds
owns
operates
includes
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
have
consistsOf
consistsOf
consistsOf
contributesTo
subClassOf
subClassOf
determines
has
synonmyOf
synonmyOf
synonmyOf
synonmyOf
consistsOf
builtFrom
encompass
encompass

CapabilityGap
ProductPerspective
Activity
ProductSystemsEng.
ProcessOfSystemsEng.
SystemEngineering
HolisticSystemsEng.
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Design
Process
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Policy
Outcome
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System
System
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Appendix C4: NPfIT – Ontology and N-Triples
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Figure 19. National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT) Ontology
Table 10: National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT) N-Triples
#
1
2
3
4

Subject
EconomicFactor
EnvironmentalFactor
PoliticalFactor
Enterprise

Predicate
Affects
Affects
Affects
Has

Object
EnvironmentalFactor
Programme
EnvironmentalFactor
EnterpriseGoal

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Objective

consistentWith

Vision

Vision
Enterprise
Programme
Programme
Enterprise
OrganisationalChange
OrganisationalChange
Organisation
LocalServiceProvider
PrimeContractor

affects
consistsOf
establishes
establishes
Is
affects
shapedBy
consistsOf
typeOfAn
manages

EnterpriseGoal
Organisation
ManagementSystem
Structures
Heterogeneous
Enterprise
BusinessProcess
BusinessUnit
Organisation
Programme
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Supplier
Supplier
Organisation
Supplier
ServiceProvider
Organisation
Affordability
Programme
ManagementTeam
ManagementTeam
SupplyChain
Organisation
Auditing
TerminatedContractor
Organisation
Service
Service
Programme
Programme
Programme
Programme
ServiceAvailability
Service
LocalServiceProvider
Organisation
Supplier
Enterprise
EffectiveFuntioning
RateOfTakeUp
Programme
ValueForMoney
Cost
Savings
StaffTimeSaved
SupplierPerformance
ContractualTarget
Milestone
Organisation
Programme
Benefits

given
given
bringsTogether
supportedBy
actsAs
has
influencedBy
consistsOf
drawnFrom
drawnFrom
managedBy
requires
helpsToAssess
assistsIn
creates
requires
enabledBy
develops
deploys
has
aimsToImprove
subClassOf
measuredThrough
responsibleToDeliver
pays
delivers
handles
subClassOf
subClassOf
measuredThrough
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
subClassOf
bringsTogether
has
subClassOf

Incentives
ControlProcedure
LessonsLearned
Contractor
PrimeContractor
Resource
AvailableResource
ManagementTeam
PublicSector
PrivateSector
Organisation
Audit
Performance
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Appendix C5: Dictionary: Term Definitions
Table 11: Capability Engineering Ontology: Term Definitions

A

A1

CAPABILITY

Capability is the ability to do something; it is not a synonym for a system function or system purpose (SEBoK
v0.5).

SYSTEM

A system is a construct or collection of different elements that together produce results not obtainable by the
elements alone. The elements, or parts, can include people, hardware, software, facilities, policies, and
documents; that is, all things required to produce systems-level results. The results include system level
qualities, properties, characteristics, functions, behaviour and performance (INCOSE 2012).

Capability Component

The terms Capability Components or Components of Capability (CoC) and (Defence) Lines of Development
(DLoD) essentially have the same meaning. We have chosen to use the term Components of Capability as
being more generally meaningful across different industry sectors, and is supposed to include all other such
descriptions e.g. TEPIDOIL (Training; Equipment; Personnel; Information; Concepts and Doctrine;
Organisation; Infrastructure; Logistics) in UK MoD, DOTMLPF (Doctrine; Organisations; Training; Material,
Leadership and Education; Personnel; and Facilities) in US DoD, FIC (Fundamental Inputs to Capability) in
Australian Dept. of Defence, etc. To state the obvious, the components of capability are all the systems and
sub-systems
required
to
build
and
realise
capability
(Henshaw
et
al.
2010).

1.1 People
1.2 Process
1.3 Support Service
1.4 Tools/Equipment
1.5. Infrastructure
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This includes roles, skills, knowledge, attributes and interactions of personnel/people/groups (Adapted from
Henshaw et al. 2010).
This is related to concepts and doctrine (concept of capability use to execute activities; principles by which
personnel guide their actions). This also includes organisational processes and procedures .e.g. safety
(Adapted from Henshaw et al. 2010)
This includes information (data, information and knowledge); logistics and supply (operational movement,
supply network, capacity etc.) in addition to maintenance and servicing (Adapted from Henshaw et al. 2010).
Equipment and tools can vary depending on industry/sector e.g. systems and weapons in military and rolling
stock in rail (bogies, bodyshell, pantograph, signalling, engines etc.) (Adapted from Henshaw et al. 2010).
Infrastructure (fixed, permanent buildings and structures, land, utilities and facility management services). For
example, in rail, this can be the track, signalling, power, stations, gauging etc. (Adapted from Henshaw et al.
2010).
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A2

A3

Authority

System authority activities involve identifying problems and opportunities; identifying system solutions;
facilitating change; and monitoring delivery. Authority’s role is to work with the industry to improve value for
money for the industry’s users and funders. It will do so in accordance with European and national legislation,
government policy and its own powers. The system authority's interest in value for money will be in terms of
optimising the performance of the whole system, both now and in the future (Adapted from DfT & ORR
Railway System Authority Report 2011).

2.1 Design Authority
2.2 Operating Authority

This is a type of an authority that deals with the design of the system.
This is a type of an authority that deals with the operational elements of the systems.

Design

B

SERVICE

B1

Performance Metrics
1.1 Cost
1.2 Safety
1.3 Availability
1.4 Capacity
1.5 Rate

Systems design is the process or art of defining systems and interactions within complex systems. In the
context of computer systems, it is used for defining hardware and software architecture, components,
modules, interfaces, and data for a computer/communications system to satisfy specified requirements
(http://www.csulb.edu/colleges/coe/views/experts/expertise/sys_design.shtml).
A service can be defined as an activity required by one or more users who have agreed on the terms of
outcomes and quality of service without details to how it is provided. A service is also, simply put, an act of
help or assistance. In a more formal sense: Services are activities that cause a transformation of the state of
an entity (people, product, business, and region or nation) by mutually agreed terms between the service
provider and the customer (SEBoK v0.5).
Measures of attributes of a system element within the system to determine how well the system or system
element is satisfying specified requirements (adapted from Technical Performance Measure of SEBoK v.05).
A cost is an amount expressed in a given currency related to the value of a system/service element, a physical
interface, a physical architecture (SEBoK v.05).
In the most general sense, safety is freedom from harm. As an engineering discipline, safety is concerned with
assuring that life-critical systems remain operational even when other parts of the system fail (SEBoK v0.5)
Availability is the probability that a repairable system or system element is operational at a given point in time,
under a given set of environmental conditions.
An attribute of resilience that includes all capabilities to enable a system to withstand a disruption (SEBoK
v0.5).
A variable to which a value is assigned to service as a result of measure (adapted from the definition of
Measure, SEBoK v0.5)
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1.6 Resilience

1.7 Environmental Impact
B2

Operational Service

B3

Technical Service

C

PERSPECTIVE

C1

Equipment Capability

C2

Capability Planning

C3

Capability Trade-off

C4

Service Capability

C5

Dynamic
Capability
Reconfiguration

C6

Capability Systems Eng.

C7

Enterprise Planning

C8

Organisational Capability
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According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED 1973, p.1807), resilience is “the act of rebounding or
springing back.” This definition most directly fits the situation of materials which return to their original shape
after deformation. For human-made systems this definition can be extended to say “the ability of a system to
recover from a disruption (SEBoK v0.5).
The influence on surroundings (natural or man-made) in which the system-of-interest is utilised and supported;
or in which the system is being developed, produced or retired. (adopted from INCOSE 2010).
This is type of a service that relates to the routine functioning and activities of a business or an organisation.
(adapted from American Heritage Dictionary, 2009 online)
This is type of a service that uses the technology and information systems to support service provision.
Different communities use the terms capability and capability engineering with similar, but distinctly different
meanings. A Capability Working Group (CWG) was launched by INCOSE UK in 2009 to address this question
and a Perspectives Analysis Sub-Group (PASG) conducted a study into the worldviews of capability in order to
record the range of definitions currently used and to understand the relationships between them (Henshaw et
al. 2010).
Defining the needs of users against which suppliers design and develop equipment that has capability
(Henshaw et al. 2010).
Capability is used to translate a set of explicit user wants into a set of solution independent requirements
(Henshaw et al. 2010).
Continually and continuously determining capability needs and funds available to design a programme to
decide and balance in which capability to invest (Henshaw et al. 2010).
Defining, developing, and using specific business services continuously in addition to developing and storing
fallback services to be used at a future date (Henshaw et al. 2010).
Reconfiguring available assets, people and processes quickly to meet current circumstances (Henshaw et al.
2010).
Developing and operating a capability solution across (and incorporating) all contributing components of
capability (CoC) (Henshaw et al. 2010).
Developing and maintaining an integrated plan to manage the interdependencies between all CoC changes
across all capabilities and business services (Henshaw et al. 2010).
Capability is based on the resources available to an organisation and also emerges through processes of
interaction between individuals, groups and organisations (Henshaw et al. 2010).
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Resources are firm specific tangible or intangible assets that are difficult but not impossible to imitate (Teece,
et al. 1997; cited in Roy and Xu 2010).
An asset is a resource controlled by the entity as a result of past events and from which future economic
benefits are expected to flow to the entity (IASB Framework 2006)
The number of personnel required and potentially available to operate, maintain, sustain and provide training
for systems (adapted from HFI DTC, 2012).
Wealth in the form of money or assets, taken as a sign of the financial strength of an individual, organisation,
or nation, and assumed to be available for development or investment (www.businessdictionary.com)
This refers to systematically organised data (Jashapara 2004) and is type of a resource.

D

RESOURCE

D1

Asset

D2

Manpower

D3

Capital

D4

Information

E

ENDURING

Enduring refers to the through life time element of a capability where capability is lasting, continuing or
durable.

F

CAPABILITY
ENGINEERING

Capability engineering is the overarching approach that links value, purpose, and solution of a systems
problem. As such, capability engineering comprises mindset (holistic thinking, assumptions), trade-offs,
design, processes, values and policy, and outcomes. The processes for capability engineering are similar to
traditional systems engineering, but the mindset and system boundary are different (SEBoK v0.5)

F1

External Factor

These are the PESTLE (Political, Economic, Socio-cultural, Technological, Legal, Environmental) factors that
provide a way of auditing the environmental influences that impact on an organisation or policy
(www.interactive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk)

1.1 Political
1.2 Economic
1.3 Social
1.4 Technological
1.5 Legal

These refer to government policy such as degree of intervention in the economy (Oxford University Press
2007, www.oup.com).
These include interest rates, taxation changes, economic growth, inflation and exchange rates (Oxford
University Press 2007, www.oup.com).
Changes in social trends can impact on the demand for a firm's products and the availability and willingness of
individuals to work (Oxford University Press 2007, www.oup.com).
New technologies create new products and new processes. These are technological factors that can e.g.
reduce cost, improve quality and lead to innovation (Oxford University Press 2007, www.oup.com).
Legal factors are related to the legal environment in which firms operate including discrimination law,
consumer law, employment law etc. (Oxford University Press 2007, www.oup.com).
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1.6 Environmental
F2

Organisation
2.1 Non-Profit
2.2 Private
2.3 Government
2.4 Supply Chain

F3

Portfolio
3.1 Programme
3.1.1 Aim
Benefit
Soft Benefits
Hard Benefits
Micro-Level
Macro-Level
3.1.2 Identity
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Environmental factors include ecological and environmental aspects such as weather, climate, and climate
change, which may especially affect industries such as tourism, farming, and insurance (Oxford University
Press 2007, www.oup.com).
A group of people and facilities with an arrangement of responsibilities, authorities and relationships (INCOSE
2006, A7: cited in SEBoK v0.5)
Non-Profit Organisation (NPO) also known as a non-for-profit organisation is an organisation that does not
distribute its surplus funds to owners or shareholders, but instead uses them to help pursue its goals
(Grobman and White 2008)
A self-sustained, non-government entity, constituted or established and operating on government property, by
individuals acting outside any official capacity in the government (www.oldwestllc.com).
These are state (also called public or government) owned organisations.
A supply chain is a system of facilities and activities that functions to procure, produce, and distribute goods to
customers (Jun and Shen 2007).
Portfolio is the totality of an organisation's investment (or segment thereof) in the changes required to achieve
its strategic objectives (MSP Glossary 2011).
A group of related projects managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits and control not available from
managing them individually. Programme may include elements of related work outside of the scope of the
discrete projects in the programme (PMI 2008: cited in SEBoK v0.5)
An aim is an overall specification of the intention or purpose of a programme
(www.qualityresearchinternational).
An advantage or profit gained from something (www.oxforddictionaries.com). In this instance, gained through
the programme.
An advantage or reward offered through the programme that is not financial (adapted from
www.dictionary.cambridge.org).
Hard benefits come from firm commitments to make measurable differences in the amount of revenue
generated or savings realised (www.smartdatacollective.com)
Macro-level aim is a type of an aim that is very large in scale, scope and capability (Adapted from the definition
of Macro, www.dictionary.com).
Micro-level aim is type of an aim that is very small in scale, cope and capability (Adapted from the definition of
Micro, www.dictionary.com).
The characteristics determining the programme.
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Vision
Scope
Scale
Complexity

Risk
Programme Cost
Impact
Stakeholder
3.1.3 Project
3.1.4 Management
3.1.5 Legitimacy
3.1.6 Sponsor
3.1.7 Evaluation
F4

Activity
4.1 Trade-off

Vision states what the programme aspires to be within a state period of time (Adapted from the definition of
Organisational Purpose, SEBoK v0.5)
Those activities, technologies, processes etc. which are, or could be, carried out or used by the programme
(adapted from Organisational Scope, SEBoK v0.5).
In this context, the scalability of a programme implies the potential for growth or ability to be enlarged to
accommodate growth (adapted from Bondi, 2000)
This is the degree of difficulty in predicting the properties of a programme, if the properties of the programme's
parts are given (adapted from the definition of Complexity, SEBoK v0.5).
Risk is a measure of the potential inability to achieve overall programme objectives within defined, cost,
schedule, and technical constraints and has two components; (1) the probability (or likelihood) of failing to
achieve a particular outcome and (2) the consequence (or impact) of failing to achieve that outcome (DAU
2003: cited in SEBoK v0.5).
The expenses incurred in running the programme including labour, materials, utilities, and other related costs.
In this context, a programme's impact is comparison between what actually happened and what would have
happened in the absence of the intervention i.e. the programme (adapted from White 2006)
An individual, team, or organisation (or classes thereof) with interests in, or concerns relative to, a system
(ISO/IEC 2007: cited in SEBoK v0.5).
A temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product, service, or results (PMI 2008: cited in SEBoK
v0.5). In this context, programmes are made up of multiple projects.
A centralised coordinated management of programme to achieve the programme's strategic objectives and
benefits (PMI 2008: cited in SEBoK v0.5).
Argument that provides the justification for the programme (Adapted from the definition of Rationale,
Faisandier 2011: cited in SEBoK v0.5).
People looking at programme hence capability requirements and following those needs.
Detailed assessment of the outcome of a programme, against established measures or expected results to
determine if it achieved its objectives (www.businessdictionary.com)
System that is observable in the world of innumerable sets of human activities that are more or less
consciously ordered in wholes as a result of some underlying purpose or mission, in this instance engineering
of capability (adapted from Human Activity System, Checkland 1999; cited in SEBoK v0.5).
This is an activity that deals with continually and continuously determining capability needs and funds available
to design a programme to decide and balance in which capability to invest (Henshaw et al. 2010).
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4.2 Lifecycle
4.3 Activity Process
4.4 Holistic Thinking
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The organised collection of activities, relationships and contracts which apply to a system of interest during its
life (SEBoK v0.5).
A process is a set of interrelated or interacting activities which transform inputs into outputs (ISO 9000:2005,
cited in SEBoK v0.5). In this context the process refers to the capability engineering activities.
This refers to taking a holistic view of a situation i.e. the theory that parts of a whole are in intimate
interconnection, such that they cannot exist or be understood independently of the whole (SEBoK v0.5).
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Abstract
Systems of Systems (SoS) can be described as a class of complex systems whose
constituents are, themselves, complex [1]. They are characterised [2] as being composed
of many heterogeneous systems that are geographically distributed; independently
managed and/or operated; evolve over time; and exhibit emergent behaviour. There is a
need to better understand the enterprise nature of the domains (e.g. defence, utilities,
and transport) to enable human participants in such systems to cope more effectively
with the increase in complexity that SoS imply. Current methods and approaches in
Human Factors (HF) are inadequate in addressing SoS aspects associated with technical
and organisational complexity. In this paper we argue that there is an urgent need to
develop HF capabilities as a key mechanism for coping with the complexity of SoS.
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1. Introduction
The increasingly interconnected society in which we live poses significant challenges to
the Human Factors (HF) discipline. In this paper we consider those challenges and
argue that existing HF methods must be developed as a key aspect of coping with
complexity in Systems of Systems challenges.

These challenges exist in the

commercial environment, military and security capabilities, transport networks,
healthcare and disaster response to name but a few. In the commercial environment,
organisations are moving away from delivering products, in the form of goods, towards
providing through-life availability of an instantiated capability. Enabled by modern
technology, product-service integration is seen as a way to increase competitiveness,
and to expand and secure future business in an unstable economic climate [3]. But, in
order to deliver capability suppliers must integrate many technical and organisational
systems, both within and outside of their own organisation; some of which systems are
new and some of which are mature. The result is an environment characterised as a
Systems of Systems (SoS) [1] [2] in which a number of independently managed and
disparate technical, organisational and/or business entities come together to provide
capability and where none of these entities are able to provide the capability by acting
alone.
In defence, Network Enabled Capability has significant workload and situational
awareness implications for the human operator. Also, in terms of acquisition, the UK
Ministry of Defence has just launched its SoS Approach (SOSA), which will change the
manner in which capabilities are acquired, maintained, and disposed and the British
Department for Transport is getting to grips with SoS challenges by upskilling its
workforce in the area of systems engineering. It is notable that the former has adopted
nine principles [4] that concern changes to behaviour and that the latter is emphasising
training as the means of addressing the SoS challenges; i.e. they are focused on
organisations, people and human skills as the key mechanisms through which SoS
complexity can be managed. Thus, the implications of SoS are an important topic for
the Human Factors community. Review of literature from the last few years and
experiences from the author’s own research largely, but not exclusively, in the defence
domain, indicate that the familiar Human Factors approaches and methods are
inadequate in addressing aspects of SoS associated with technical and organisational
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complexity. In this paper the author uses the dynamic, complex situation of an
emergency to exemplify key HF challenges, and examples from their research to discuss
shortfalls in current knowledge and methods in relation to workload, Situation
Awareness (SA) and Human Computer Interaction (HCI).
This paper uses the 7 July 2005 London bombings (referred to often as 7/7) as an
example to illustrate the nature of Human Factors challenges in the context of complex
and dynamic socio-technical environment known as SoS. It should be noted that the
features exposed by this example are also present in less dynamic SoS situations.

2. Systems and Systems of Systems
We briefly describe systems engineering and systems of systems engineering in order to
clarify the challenges that should be addressed by the Human Factors community.
Systems engineering is an approach and multi-disciplinary field of engineering
concerned with management and design of complex projects. It includes both technical
components and elements of Human Factors/Ergonomics such as usability, allocation of
functions, team and process design, etc. SoS is a class of systems that introduces
particular features, as explained below, that require extension of existing human factors
methods.
2.1 Systems
Skyttner [5] brings together a number of definitions of systems as an “organised whole
in which parts are related together, which generates emergent properties and has some
purpose”, and that displays a “functional division and co-ordination of labour among
the parts”. The elements of the system interact with each other by exchanging energy,
goods and/or information. The interactions may be linear or non-linear, causal or
apparently random, which can make the systems behaviours very hard to predict.
Systems that interact and are affected by their environment are referred to as open
systems, while systems that have no or minimal interaction with their environment are
called closed. Systems also tend to be described as simple or complex. Simple systems
can be exemplified in the “action-reaction” conventional systems found in classical
physics and mechanical engineering [6]. These tend to be closed systems, and although
they may contain many parts, e. g. a jet aircraft, the interactions between them are
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largely predictable. Complex systems, on the other hand, are usually open systems with
at least one element that responds in a non-linear manner in relation to another element
[7]. This non-linear variety is difficult to predict with the consequence that these
systems tend to exhibit emergent behaviours.
2.2 Systems of Systems
SoS is the term used for a particular kind of complex system and refers to systems that
can be described as collections of components that in themselves may be regarded as
complex systems and are “operationally and managerially independent” [2]. The other
characteristics that SoS may possess are that the individual systems are geographically
distributed (i.e. it is generally information that travels between them), they exhibit
emergent behaviour, and have developed in an evolutionary manner.
A simple example to define the terms for clarity of our approach: a turbine shaft is a
component (not a system), that is used within a sub-system (the engine). Although the
engine is a complex system in its own right, we describe it as a sub-system because it
does not provide a purposeful activity by itself. The aeroplane is a system (capable of
purposeful action on its own), which includes the engine and other systems. Finally, a
set of interacting systems (the air traffic system) is a Systems of Systems; it contains
many individual systems that are operationally and managerially independent.
Dahman et al distinguishes between four different categories of SoS depending on the
existence and degree of central control and degree to which the component systems
operate independently outside the system [7], while Rebovich identifies two types of
SoS based on the extent to which the component systems have been developed
independently and the degree to which they are able and do “fulfil customer-operation
purposes of their own” [2]. Component systems that are more operationally independent
and that have developed independently tend to have their own culture and values and to
differ with regard to the terms of employment as well [9]. Both these approaches to SoS
classification indicate that depending on the extent of central control and independent
activity of the component systems, participation in the SoS is based on a continual and
deliberate decision by the system owners or members to be part of a greater entity.
However, Rebovich [9] has also noted that: “from a single-system community
perspective, its part in of the SoS capability represents additional obligations,
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constraints and complexities […] rarely is participation in an SoS seen as a net gain
from the viewpoint of single-system stakeholders.” In the complex business environment
of today (exemplified by product-service mix), this identifies a major difficulty, that
individual systems and systems owners, within a SoS maximise the benefits to the
individual system, rather than the greater SoS.
2.3 HF challenges within the context of SoS
The emergency response to the so-called 7/7 bombings in London UK exemplify many
of the Human Factors issues associated with SoS.

These are described below to

illustrate how improvements in HF techniques with respect to SoS can mitigate the
complexities of SoS.
The terrorist bombings involved a series of four coordinated suicide attacks on the
London public transport system at the end of the rush hour on the morning of Thursday
7th July 2005 [10]. Three bombs exploded on three underground trains outside Liverpool
Street and Edgware Road stations and between Kings Cross and Russell Square stations.
About an hour after the first explosion, another bomb was detonated on a double-decker
bus at Tavistock Square (near to Russell Square station). In all, the four bombers killed
56 people, including themselves, and injured in excess of 770.
The emergency response involved co-ordination of hundreds of individuals at several
locations working for several agencies, including, among others, the London
emergency, transport and health services, in an environment of great uncertainty in
which communication was difficult [11]. Several investigations and reports have been
published in the years since the attacks [10] [11] [12]; the final report from a public
inquest into the attacks and the ensuing emergency response will be published in May
2011.
The challenges that the emergency response teams encountered are symptomatic of SoS
environments. The scale and urgency of events are particular to any catastrophic event.
However, setting the traumatic circumstances aside, these difficulties are encountered
repeatedly in many enterprises that involve collaboration and partnerships with external
organisations in order to achieve mutual operational, strategic and/or financial aims.
The emergency response followed plans that had been set in place after the attacks on
the World Trade Center in New York on 11th September 2001. However, whereas the
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attack of 9/11 created a situation where there were large numbers of fatalities, in the
case of 7/7 there were fewer fatalities but proportionally many more injured. The report
of the London Assembly [11] commented:
“The response on 7 July demonstrated that there is a lack of consideration of the
individuals caught up in major or catastrophic incidents. Procedures tend to
focus too much on incidents, rather than on individuals, and on processes rather
than people. Emergency plans tend to cater for the needs of the emergency and
other responding services, rather than explicitly addressing the needs and
priorities of the people involved.”

Figure 1. London 7/7 bombings HF challenges

Figure 1 identifies a range of HF issues associated with the emergency response as
reported in various sources associated with the public inquiry into the bombings. These
examples are taken from the BBC summary of findings on 3rd March 2011 [13]. The
ambulance control room was described to the Coroner as ‘organised chaos’: staff were
inappropriately trained to record information about the developing situation and could
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not handle the amount of information that was being received; mobile phones were less
reliable in the disaster situation than the pagers they had replaced. Staff were hampered
by the computer system not allowing multiple logins. These errors were largely caused
by Human Computer Interaction problems.
Towards the end of the inquiry, the Coroner said: “All you senior people from these
organisations are allowing yourselves to be taken over by management jargon... You
people at the top need to say ‘We have to communicate with other people and we
communicate with plain English’.” Management of knowledge was compromised in
many ways, but the failure of individuals to communicate with each other due to jargon
is just one illustration of the need to manage information more effectively.
There were instances of conflict between the emergency services: these arose through
misunderstanding of the procedures of each, for instance the police were frustrated that
the first medical response teams would not enter the railway tunnel because they did not
understand that the medics procedures demanded that the first to arrive assess the
situation to inform others. Similarly, the Fire Brigade at another station would not enter
a tunnel until officially receiving confirmation that the electricity had been turned off,
despite a policeman at the scene demonstrating conclusively that the rail was not live.
This concerns both failure to adapt to the situation and failures in trust between
members of different organisations.
A lack of shared situational awareness between people at the scene and staff in the
control room resulted in a delay of 52 minutes in the arrival of ambulances at the
Tavistock Square blast.
In the examples given above it is the SoS nature of the problem – i.e. many
interoperable systems – that lie at the root of the difficulty encountered and in all cases
improved HF abilities in the themes identified in Figure 1 would mitigate the impact. In
the following sections we provide more specific and detailed HF SoS considerations
encountered in recent research projects.
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3. Discussion: Applicability of Human Factors techniques for SoS
The nature of HF/Ergonomics is multi-disciplinary and the term is defined as “the
application of scientific information concerning humans to the design of objects,
systems and environment for human use” [10]. The author has selected two categories
of approaches: (1) SA and workload and (2) HCI and usability as test case domains to
show the applicability and deficiencies of the HF techniques within the context of SoS
and product service integration. These are not the only aspects of HF that are affected
by the SoS perspective. The cooperative arrangements within network organisations e.g.
strategic alliances and sharing of knowledge put the emphasis on other correlated
domains such as governance, roles and responsibilities, trust, management of
knowledge and competencies, organisational learning, and culture. However, the
discussion is limited in this paper to the two categories noted above.
3.1 Situational Awareness and Workload
A commonly accepted definition of SA, proposed by Endsley [15], is “the perception of
elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of
their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future”. Current approaches
to SA assessment include objective and subjective approaches that vary from explicit
probes and implicit measures to subjective ratings. These include techniques such as
SAGAT (Situational Awareness Global Assessment Technique), SART (Situational
Awareness Rating Technique) and CARS (Crew Awareness Rating Scale) [15] [16]. A
study conducted by Salmon et al [17] concludes that current SA measurement
techniques are inadequate by themselves for use in the assessment of SA in C4i
(Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence) environments.
They recommended a multiple-measure approach utilising different techniques. Given
the complexity, emergent behaviour and the number of stakeholders involved in SoS
one can question the applicability of these SA approaches in such settings. As the
component systems are independently managed and operating systems of their own,
events affecting one of them, that are beyond the influence of the SoS as a whole, may
have significant consequences for how the SoS is configured and can operate. While the
measurement techniques are useful in measuring SA in single system environments, a
new approach is required to capture SA in large scale heterogeneous SoS, especially
where these component systems are geographically distributed. .
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While SA is important, the author agrees with Siemieniuch and Sinclair [18] that the
concept needs to be extended and closely integrated with a long-term workload
assessment. The most widely used mental workload measurement techniques is NASATLX (Task Load Index) which is a multi-dimensional rating procedure based on six
subscales: mental, physical and temporal demands, own performance, effort and
frustration [19]. As with SA measurement techniques, using this technique in a SoS
context raises a great challenge due to the complex, dynamic, collaborative, information
rich, disperse and real-time nature of SoS environments. This is not just a simple
scalability issue. Optimisation of one particular system can degrade the capability of the
overall SoS. Long-term workload assessment of distributed teams can be a good starting
point for SoS.
The following example considers the applicability of an SA and workload measurement
technique in more detail. CARS was used to measure SA and NASA-TLX to measure
workload when introducing a Head Mounted Display (HMD) technology into a real
world crisis management teams [20]. In this case, the system evaluated is static in
nature (built as a single system) rather than having dynamic SoS characteristics such as
introduction of new systems and components and amendments to capabilities and
features of existing systems. SoS can be characterised as an information sharing
problem that introduces complexity as a result of interoperability across systems. If the
HMD technology (single system) is to be used to share information between police,
ambulance and fire departments (SoS) that entail different system architectures and
applications then a SoS perspective to measure SA and workload is required. The SA
measurement in this situation is a snapshot of the systems at a moment in time rather
than reflecting the dynamic and real-time nature of SoS that aims to maintain the
selection of the appropriate component systems and their interactions to meet the
requirements.
Research conducted by the author into Through Life Capability Management in UK
MoD showed examples of increased workload for decision makers due to the sheer
quantity of information that they need to be able to understand and process [21].
Attempts to support staff by providing them with a computer application designed to
give an overview of the SoS and the options available have had little beneficial impact
because the number of factors under consideration makes the display so cluttered that it
is impossible to read. Efforts to simplify and remove “unnecessary” information have
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failed as this inevitably results in required information not being easily available. The
Human Factors community needs to find new ways to tackle information overload
resulting from the interaction between Systems of Systems.
3.2 Human Computer Interaction and Usability
HCI is the study of interactions between users and computers and usability is an
approach possessing methods to “assess the extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
in a specific context of use” [22]. International standards related to HCI and usability is
concerned with the context of use; the user interface and interaction; the process to
develop the product; and the capability of an organisation to apply user centred design
[23].
Let’s examine the applicability of the Human Centred Design (HCD) process for
interactive systems [24] and the usability evaluation methods such as cognitive
walkthrough and heuristic evaluation in the context of SoS and product service shift.
ISO 13407 consists of five activities; (1) planning of the human-centred design process;
(2) specification of the user and organisational requirements; (3) understanding and
specification of the context of use; (4) production of design solutions; and (5) evaluation
of designs against requirements [25]. HCD is more applicable to interactive computerbased systems and is aligned with the system development life cycle. User satisfaction
with a particular interactive system as a result of the iterative cycles of design-evaluateredesign can be problematic in a SoS setting due to number of system interactions and
demands of heterogeneous set of users. The multi-tasking and decision making that
arises from the complexity and interactions of the SoS limit the scope of HCD and
usability evaluation techniques to produce useful results. For example, cognitive
walkthrough involves walking through a task with the system and noting problematic
usability features [26] whereas heuristic evaluation takes a holistic view to identify
usability problems by considering a set of heuristics released by Nielsen [27]. These
heuristics vary from the visibility of system status to aesthetic and minimalist design.
The tasks and actions sequence developed is usually associated with an interactive
system with different components. Deriving the tasks and action sequence when
interacting with SoS is difficult due to the changes made to systems components that
influence the output of corresponding systems. Capturing the nature of user perception
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can be problematic as the systems may not behave as planned in a SoS context. People
at lower levels of the hierarchy may find traditional Human Factors techniques
applicable but a greater connectedness and interconnectedness are required to
understand the holistic view of the SoS perspective.
3.3 Agenda for research and future work
The author argues that the tools and approaches currently available to HF practitioners
and researchers in the field do not match in complexity to the challenges associated with
SoS. This problem is not unique to HF as the systems engineering community is also
grappling to handle and manage the issue. Given that both fields span a number of
common disciplines, it seems reasonable that these questions are addressed in
cooperation between the two.
The author led a discussion session to address the role of HF in SoS at the annual
conference of the Institute of Ergonomics and Human Factors (IEHF) 2011 in the UK.
A research agenda that focuses on developing new tools and techniques to address
challenges such as SA, information overload, ownership, roles, responsibility and
governance is suggested. A summary of discussions and future work is listed below:


enhance the current SA measurement approaches to accommodate SoS in
addition to determining combined or aggregated SA in distributed teams;



develop approaches to governance and organisational process that sustain
discretion of individuals at lower levels of organisation to act while also
sustaining control and coordination. Linked to this is determining the means
through which enable individuals, in certain circumstances, to be given
responsibility and authority beyond the standard operating procedures and
against social and organisational norms and conventions;



extend the use of system dynamics within the HF community through learning
from modelling and simulation approaches including team based techniques i.e.
multi-disciplinary influence diagrams;



address the urgent need to develop a common language to enable semantic
interoperability in a relatively complex heterogeneous systems and sub-systems
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i.e. to overcome “management jargon” in the case of London 7/7 emergency
response;


determine ways to increase organisational flexibility and agility by addressing
issues relating to the management of knowledge, such as knowledge transfer, to
enable greater connectedness and interconnectedness of SoS when tackling
problems such as information overload, multi-tasking and decision making; and
finally



ascertain how tools and techniques within the social sciences domain may
contribute to better understanding of socio-technical aspects in order to better
manage and cope with emergent behaviour, for example through identification,
categorisation, mitigation and exploitation of emergence.

4. Conclusion
This paper discusses the role of HF in SoS through mainly considering two aspects of
the HF discipline and using the London 7/7 bombings as an example to illustrate the key
challenges.
As information technology advances and enables increasing numbers of organisations
and individuals to be interconnected independent of time and space, the author predicts
that SoS enterprises and complexity will become an increasingly common feature in the
business landscape. A key characteristic of SoS is their inherent socio-technical nature,
which makes the social aspects greater than in more traditional systems engineering. As
such, there is a need for better integration of HF in the systems engineering community
in order to deal with SoS challenges more effectively. The provision of approaches from
the social domain could be a good starting point. More specific examples include
addressing issues of organisational learning, professional and organisational cultures,
governance, training and trust. The desired outcome is to have an adaptive and evolving
SoS through the provision of socio-technical approaches where concerns centred on
roles, responsibilities, language barriers and access to secure, reliable and timely
information and knowledge are addressed. SA and workload measurement techniques to
enable better multi-tasking, decision making, team design and allocation of functions
and minimise information overload are other enablers within this context.
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There is a growing realisation within the HF community of the challenges that are
raised by SoS and the need to extend current approaches and methods in order to
address them. It is the author’s opinion and hope that these challenges should be tackled
in partnership by the systems engineering and HF communities. Consequently a new
multi-disciplinary and collaborative research agenda and suggestions for future work are
highlighted.
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